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Introduction to Junctions 
"Of course we shall eventually have to face up to 
multi-locus complexity." 
(Dawkins 1982, p22) 
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1.0 Evolution of Many Loci 
The evolutionary synthesis has been described as a period of 
mutual education between those who studied genetics, 
systematics, natural history and paleontology: When brought 
together, their different viewpoints led to a deeper 
understanding of one of the key concepts in modern thought. 
However, their perspectives remain very different, emphasising 
evolution at either the level of the organism or at the level of the 
gene. Explanations of the abundant variation that exists in 
natural populations, the processes involved in speciation, and the 
ubiquity of sexual reproduction cannot be given in terms of 
isolated genes, yet genes are the ultimate units of inheritance. To 
determine the level at which greatest understanding lies, we 
must ask to what degree sets of genes remain associated over 
time. 
It is important to distinguish two levels at which genes at 
different loci may influence each other: Genes may interact 
functionally within an organism, as is usually the case with 
quantitative traits; and genes may be associated statistically 
within a population, so that a change in the frequency of one 
gene will be accompanied by changes in the frequencies of those 
genes with which it is associated. A precise understanding of how 
organisms work requires knowledge of gene interactions. A 
precise understanding of how organisms evolve requires 
knowledge of gene associations. Epistatic selection is the bridge 
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between these two levels: if functional interactions produce non-
additive phenotypic effects (epistasis), selection will form 
associations between favourable sets of genes, making evolution 
of allele frequencies at the relevant loci interdependent. 
However, drift and migration are other sources of association 
between alleles at different loci. Thus, the need to consider many 
loci depends on the general importance of such associations in 
nature, rather than epistasis alone. 
Association between alleles at different loci has been described in 
terms of the covariance in their allelic values or, equivalently for 
two loci, their pairwise linkage disequilibrium: a measure of the 
statistical association of alleles in forming gametes. For allele 
frequencies at a locus to evolve independently of the genetic 
background, that locus must be in linkage equilibrium with all 
others. Most classical population genetics assumes (for simplicity) 
that loci evolve independently, as recognised by Dawkins in the 
opening quote of this chapter. Yet at the most basic level, if we 
accept that sex and recombination are adaptive, associations 
between loci must have a central place in evolutionary theory, 
for without linkage disequilibrium recombination cannot affect 
the genetic composition of a population (Felsenstein, 1988). 
Futuyma (1994) summarises the historical division arising from 
the issues of epistatic and pleiotropic effects. Theorists such as 
Fisher and Haldane placed little emphasis on gene interactions, 
and considered genes to have effects independent of their genetic 
background. In contrast workers such as Wright, Dobzhansky and 
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Mayr considered gene interactions central to evolution: The 
intricate construction and development of organisms requires a 
myriad of processes, each dependent on numerous genes. 
Substitution at one locus would therefore effect evolution at 
many others, as complex epistatic selection would tend to form 
associations between favoured collections of genes. 
The build up of linkage disequilibria under simple models of 
strong epistatic selection is well studied: Franklin and Lewontin 
(1970) found that a 36-locus model with symmetric 
overdominance within loci, and multiplicative selection against 
homozygotes between loci, coalesced into a structure 
characterised by two complementary gametic types at high 
frequency, and almost complete linkage disequilibrium, leading 
Lewontin (1974) to propose that a new theory of population 
genetics was necessary, with the chromosome as the unit of 
selection. Clegg et. al (Clegg 1978; Clegg et al. 1980) observed no 
such persistent effects in Drosophila cage populations artificially 
started in total linkage disequilibrium. However their findings 
agreed with Franklin and Lewontin's view that two locus theory 
seriously underestimates the importance of linkage 
disequilibrium among pairs of loci embedded in a background of 
selected loci: neutral markers returned to linkage equilibrium in 
cage populations almost twice as fast as the two locus 
expectation, seemingly being 'pulled' to equilibrium by the 
cumulative effect of their genetic background. The breakdown of 
the artificially induced disequilibria was much more closely 
modelled by a computer simulation of 93 loci evenly spaced on a 
single chromosome, with symmetric overdominance returning 
neutral genes to intermediate frequencies more effectively than a 
classical dominance model. 
Sampling drift creates transient linkage disequilibria which can 
cause a net reduction in a population's response to selection (Hill 
& Robertson, 1966), and lead to hitch-hiking during the selective 
increase of an initially rare allele (See Kreitman 1987 for 
review). In theory this could significantly reduce gametic 
diversity. For example genes hitchhiking with selected loci seem 
to have led to reduced polymorphism on the fourth chromosome 
of Drosophila (Berry, Ajioka, & Kreitman, 1991). 
A more general role of linkage disequilibria derives from 
Kondrashov's deterministic mutation hypothesis for the 
advantage of sexual reproduction (See Kondrashov 1988 for 
review). Recombination increases the variance in genomic 
'contamination' by mutations, occasionally bringing a number of 
them together. Epistatic selection can remove such collections 
efficiently as the marginal selection on additional mutations 
becomes large, reducing the mutation load and creating negative 
linkage disequilibrium between mutations. It follows that, if 
Kondrashov's hypothesis is correct, sexual populations would 
possess very large numbers of loci maintained in slight linkage 
disequilibrium. 
Bulmer (1980) has shown that the most immediate effect of 
stabilising selection on a polygenic character is the creation of 
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associations between the loci involved, the cumulative effect of 
many pairs in slight linkage disequilibrium being large enough to 
change the phenotypic variance considerably, before there is any 
appreciable change in gene frequencies. 
The process most likely to produce strong linkage disequilibria is 
migration (Li & Nei, 1974; Slatkin, 1975). With exchange of a 
proportion m of individuals between discrete demes, the pre-
existing associations between the loci of individuals derived from 
different demes are broken down by recombination (r), giving 
interactions of order m/r. In a dine, linkage disequilibrium is 
generated in proportion to the gradients in allele frequencies. At 
the centre of the dine the gradient is determined by the strength 
of selection, producing associations of order s/r. Barton (1983) 
argued that for this reason multilocus interactions could be 
important in hybrid zones, where migration brings together 
chromosomes which may differ at many loci. 
Given the importance of multilocus effects, and the blossoming 
database of multiple locus information made possible by 
advances in molecular biology, it is important to develop methods 
of mathematical and computational analysis to help us to cope 
with the complexity of many loci. 
1.1 Introducing Junction Theory 
Junction theory is a tool for describing the mixture of genetic 
material resulting from recombination. In order to analyse the 
loss of variance due to inbreeding Fisher (1949;1953) developed 
a representation of continuous genetic material in terms of the 
'junctions' along its length where material of different ancestry 
has come together as a result of recombination. A new junction is 
formed when a crossover occurs in a region for which the parent 
organism is heterozygous. Once produced, junctions are inherited 
like point mutations, and may be lost or instead may increase to 
fixation. Knowing the frequency of all haplotypes and the rate of 
production of junctions, Fisher calculated the expected length of 
heterogenic material for systems such as sib-sib mating. The 
production of junctions between two original haplotypes 
illustrates how complex offspring can be represented in a very 
elegant way (Figure 1.1). 
Robertson (1977) used such a simulation to extend his work on 
artificial selection to the infinite locus case. He recorded the 
physical makeup of gametes in terms of the origin and 
'breakpoints' of their constituent blocks and combined this with 
an elegant mechanism for the exact calculation of the variance 
associated with each newly produced block to simulate selection 
on an infinite number of loci. More recently Franklin (1977) and 
Stam (1980) have used this simulation approach during further 
investigations into the effects of inbreeding. Barton's (1983) 
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Figure 1.1: The Junctions Approach 
analytical work on multilocus dines, which is the starting point 
for chapter 2, considers the break-up of 'blocks' of homogenous 
genetic material by recombination. 
Though different terminology is used in these studies, the 
representations of genetic material are equivalent, and the 
descriptive convenience of 'blocks' of genetic material meeting at 
'junctions' will used throughout the following chapters. 
1.2 The Junction Approach to 
Multilocus Problems 
We have seen why many important evolutionary problems can 
only be understood by considering many loci. The junction 
approach simplifies analysis and simulation of multilocus 
processes involving populations which can initially be described 
in terms of a finite number of distinct haplotypes. 
We have seen the illustration of how junctions can be used to 
describe the mixture of two haplotypes (Figure 1.1). More 
generally a population of 2N haploids, with C distinct haplotypes 
of L discrete loci, can be fully described by the set C of 
haplotypes and a record of the 2N starting states of the haploids, 
where a starting state corresponds to one of the set C. 
Recombination tends to make the description of a haploid more 
complex, increasing the amount of information we need for a 
complete description of the population. In the worst case after 
recombination between haplotypes of map length R, which differ 
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throughout their length, a daughter haploid is described by its 
starting state and on average R junctions. Associated with each 
junction we imagine a variable indicating the next state, again 
one of the set C. Using the junction approach the greatest number 
of variables we need to follow at time t in the absence of 
selection is approximately: 
CL+4NRt 	 (1. 1) 
If we initially have highly ordered haplotypes, which are uniform 
over all loci, or the effect of which can be expressed by some 
smooth function, then we no longer need to consider all points on 




If we initially have only 2 highly ordered haplotypes, which are 
uniform over all loci then we no longer need to indicate the next 
state after a junction, as by definition it must be the alternative 




The conventional approach of following the state at each locus of 
each haploid requires 2NL variables at all times. In the case of 
(1.3) the advantage of junction theory is at least L/Rt fold at time 
t: the advantage of junction theory is directly proportional to the 
number of loci we wish to consider. For many applications the 
number of loci is no longer a cost factor at all, so we can model 
continuous genetic material with an effectively infinite number 
of loci or base pairs! 
The argument in favour of junctions has so far been based on the 
accumulation of junctions by recombination, without reference to 
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selection or drift. Drift in a finite population will tend to reduce 
the rate of production of junctions over time until their numbers 
equilibrate at 2NJ, where the population has fixed for some 
recombinant which has J junctions. Selection for one particular 
haplotype will have a similar, though faster, effect. In general, 
epistasis between loci will reduce the number of junctions in the 
population. For example, Chapter 2 considers heterozygote 
disadvantage which favours two parental haplotypes over their 
recombinant descendants. The worst case for the accumulation of 
junctions under selection is heterosis such as was observed in 
Clegg's study (Clegg et al., 1980), where the fittest haplotype does 
not exist in the base population, and is instead created through 
recombination. 
Perhaps the elegance of the junctions approach arises because, 
like many of the best ideas, it copies the actions of nature. 
Indeed, if we had two sequenced homologous divergent 
chromosomes, we should be able to simply note junctions by 
inspection of any recombinant daughter chromosome. Work of 
this nature has already been done on prokaryotes (Maynard 
Smith. 1990 for review), revealing the mosaic structure of genes 
caused by both transformation events and recombination. 
Detecting recombination in eukaryote lineages requires more 
sophisticated analysis due to its high frequency relative to the 
rate of mutation (Sawyer 1989, Stevens 1985). Nevertheless, the 
rapid progress in sequencing technology seems likely to bring 
junctions increasingly to the forefront of all fields involving 
molecular genetics. 
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1.3 Applications of Junctions in this 
Thesis 
The method of junctions will be applied to several problems in 
evolutionary biology- hybrid zones, invasion of new genomes, 
and ancestry. Other applications will be discussed later. 
Hybrid zones are a window on the processes of evolution, 
informing us about the magnitude of selection and dispersal in 
natural populations, and the nature of speciation. Secondary 
contact between populations which have diverged in isolation 
will produce associations between many loci, and models 
considering only a few loci may be inappropriate. If divergence is 
at very many loci, each of small effect, then two distinct 
haplotypes will emerge, or more accurately, the distribution of 
haplotypes will become bimodal, tending to separate between 
the two sub-populations. If such populations are reunited then 
we can approximate the base population as having two distinct 
highly ordered haplotypes as in (1.3), and the junction approach 
proves highly efficient. Chapters 2 and 3 consider what happens 
when populations come together to form a stable hybrid zone. 
Instead of forming a stable hybrid zone, genes may spread 
through the range of a population. Chapter 4 considers what 
happens when favoured genes invade the genome of an 
established population. 
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Tracing the ancestry of human populations has produced great 
popular interest. More generally, analysis of ancestry may inform 
us about cladogenesis and the nature of macroevolution. 
Recombination turns ancestral trees into nets, greatly 
complicating analysis of lineages. Chapter 5 uses junctions to 
consider the genetic contribution to future generations of 
individuals in finite populations in the absence of selection: Each 
individual's genome is marked as distinct from all others, and 
then followed as it is broken up by recombination and lost by 
drift. Again the junction approach is highly efficient, 
corresponding to (1.2). 
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2.0 Introduction 
Hybrid zones are common in nature, and their implications for 
the nature of species boundaries make them a rich area for 
research (see Barton and Hewitt 1985; 1989 reviews). For 
example, the toads Bombina bombina and Bombina variegata 
differ appreciably in appearance, behaviour, and preferred 
micro-habitat, and are known to differ at many electrophoretic 
loci, yet they hybridise in a long, narrow zone of hybridisation 
which runs around Eastern Europe (Szymura & Barton, 1986). 
The theory of dines maintained by a balance between selection 
and dispersal allows us to estimate the number of loci at which 
hybridising taxa such as Bombina differ (Szymura & Barton, 
1991). Migration of individuals toward the centre of a hybrid 
zone, carrying alleles peculiar to one or other of the two taxa, will 
create associations between these alleles near the centre of the 
zone. Selection against hybrid offspring may also contribute to 
linkage disequilibrium. Genes which cross the centre of the zone 
will be subject to strong selection, as they will tend to be 
associated with other invading genes. Clines for selected loci will 
therefore be pulled together, strengthening each other to give a 
coincident set of steep dines which may have a sharp central 
step. Examples include Bombina, the cottonwood trees Pop ulus 
sp. (Paige, Capman, & Jennetten, 1991), the European house 
mouse Mus (Hunt & Selander, 1973), the Alpine grasshopper 
Podisma pedestris (Barton & Hewitt, 1981), the Australian 
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grasshopper Caledia captiva (Moran, Wilkinson, & Shaw, 1980); 
See Harrison (1993) for reviews. 
The maintenance of linkage disequilibria in hybrid zones 
prompted Barton (1983) to analyse the degree to which it causes 
loci to 'co-operate'. He found a critical level of selection above 
which loci no longer act independently: under weaker selection 
very small homogeneous blocks of loci are dominant in the 
population at equilibrium, so that loci act independently. Barton's 
mathematical analysis is the basis for the work in this chapter. A 
general infinite-locus simulation model is developed from 
Fisher's junctions method. This model is used to assess the 
robustness of the Barton's conclusions, which apply at 
equilibrium for what is from necessity a very restrictive model. 
2.1 Multilocus Clines 
Barton (1983) analysed multilocus dines by considering how 
recombination breaks down the associations between alleles 
which are produced by migration, and how selection against 
hybrids counters this process by removing the products of 
recombination. In the following descriptions, upper case is used 
for variables which apply to discrete quantities, for example loci 
or chromosomes, and lower case for continuous variables 
applying to fractions of chromosomes or populations. In a 
departure from Barton's (1983) notation, L is used to denote the 
number of loci instead of n. This is to avoid confusion with N, the 
population size. Barton considers a pair of infinite diploid 
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populations differing at L evenly spaced loci, and which exchange 
a proportion m individuals each generation. Selection is by 
additive heterozygote disadvantage, with fitness (1-Ys), where Y 
is the number of heterozygous loci. This is only a good 
approximation for multiplicative selection (1-s)'' for the case of 
weak overall selection (Ys<<1). As the populations are infinite, 
immigrants and recombinants will always recombine with pure 
native individuals, and immigrant alleles will therefore always be 
heterozygous. Thus on a chromosome with L loci, heterozygote 
disadvantage at Y of those loci is equivalent to a haplotype 
fitness (1-Ys), and selection on haplotypes can be used for 
simplicity: the total selective pressure over a chromosome is 
S=Ls. Recombination between adjacent loci at a rate r is assumed 
to give a total map length of R=(L-1)r . Recombination, like 
selection, is assumed very weak (R<<1) with a limit of one 
crossover per generation so that recombinant chromosomes have 
at most one block of Y contiguous immigrant alleles, and 
interference can be ignored. The multiple blocks likely under 
stronger recombination make Barton's analytical model 
intractible. Because the present study is centred on the critical 
value of selection, we will consider only the case of an infinite 
number of loci, as this is the case for which Barton found the 
critical value of selection to be most obvious. 
In the limit of infinite loci, Barton considered the continuous 
variable y=Y/L, the proportion of the chromosome which carries 
immigrant alleles. The rate of increase 	(y) of blocks size y, dt 




d - -(S+R)yp(y) + 2R fp(z)dz + m(1-y) 	(2.1) 
y 
(Barton 1983, Eq. 4) 
where Lim Jo(x)dx =1, and (x) is the Dirac delta function. 
X--)O 0 
Here, the first term expresses the loss of blocks of size y that are 
selected, or broken up by recombination, the second term 
expresses the production of blocks size y by the break-up of 
larger blocks up to and including unbroken chromosomes 
(size 1), and the third expresses the spike of unbroken 
chromosomes due to immigration. It is important to clarify the 
distinction between the frequency of blocks introduced, and the 
frequency spectrum. In an infinite population invading blocks of 
all sizes must by definition have frequencies in (0,1) tending to 
zero. However, the frequency spectrum of blocks in (O,00) allows 
us to compare the proportion of the infinite population made up 
of these different sizes of block. The equilibrium solution for the 
frequency spectrum of blocks size y is then: 
(3+0 
mO  
Peq(Y) = S(1 + 0) { ö(1-y) + (1 	0) y1+0J 	
(2.2) 
(Barton 1983, Eq. 5) 
Here, 0 is the ratio of selection to recombination SIR, termed the 
coupling coefficient. The average over the frequency spectrum of 




P 	 (O 5yp(y) dy = 	S 	- 1) 	
(0 	
(2.3) 
0 00 	 (0~1) 
(Barton 1983, Eq. 6a) 
s/S = m/(SP) 
	(0 ~1) 
0 (0 <1) 	(2.4) 
(Barton 1983, Eq. 6b) 
s is the effective selection coefficient, that is the equivalent 
selection necessary to maintain a single allele at frequency 13 
under a migration selection balance. The ratio s*/S expresses the 
proportion of the genome which would have to act in association 
under selection to maintain a given allele frequency. When 
selection is stronger than recombination (0 >1), the proportion of 
immigrant alleles carried on fragments of length y rises slower 
than y 1 as y->0; because fy- 
b dy is finite for b >1 selection can 
hold introgression down to a finite level. However, when selection 
is weaker than recombination (0 <1), the proportion of alleles on 
small blocks rises faster than y 1, so that these fragments make 
up in aggregate an overwhelming proportion of the population; 
the allele frequency rises indefinitely, and the effective selection 
is zero. Thus, there are two distinct domains, sharply separated at 
the critical value O=l; when coupling is strong, the chromosome 
acts as the "unit of selection" (s*S), while when coupling is weak, 
selection does not act coherently, and s*<<S. 
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2.2 The Junctions Model 
I will describe the process of creating simulations of the above 
situation in two stages: firstly the design of a model which can 
address the problem, and secondly the recasting of the relevant 
variables in terms of directly measurable quantities to allow 
comparison of simulation results to the previous analysis. 
Modelling selection, recombination, and migration is relatively 
straightforward. However, simulating an infinite population of 
chromosomes, each having an infinite number of loci, presents 
unusual problems. 
If we consider secondary contact between two populations which 
have diverged at many loci, then we can designate chromosomes 
from one population as type A, and from the other type B, just as 
in Figure I.I. The proportion of immigrant alleles y on a 
recombinant chromosome can easily be calculated from the 
position of junctions along its length. Given that the populations 
are infinite, the fitness of an individual is then (1-yS) where S is 
the total selection on a complete immigrant chromosome, as in 
Barton's model. Similarly recombination is uniform along the 
chromosome, with a number of chiasmata drawn from a Poisson 
distribution with expectation R, where R is the total map length 
and assuming no interference (See Appendix 1,1.0 for discussion). 
Distributing chiasmata in this way relaxes the weak 
recombination restriction of the analytical model, giving the 
possibility of multiple crossovers in one individual in the 
simulations. 
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The analytical model considers exchange between two demes, 
each of which has an infinite number of individuals, so that 
blocks of immigrant alleles will be rare in each deme. We can 
then assume that two individuals carrying immigrant alleles will 
never meet, but instead always reproduce with native 
individuals. Likewise, individuals dispersing from the deme will 
almost always have the pure native genotype. This has two 
useful consequences: firstly by symmetry we need only consider 
one of a pair of such demes which exchange equal numbers of 
individuals. Secondly, we can simulate an infinite population 
exchanging a finite number M0 of immigrants each generation 
simply by following the increasing but finite number J of 
individuals which possess any amount of immigrant material. The 
analytical model considers an infinite population exchanging a 
proportion m of its individuals. A proportion of infinity is also 
infinity, which is rather impractical to simulate, so instead a 
finite number of individuals are exchanged. This introduces a 
source of sampling drift, but is perhaps more intuitively 
satisfying. 
A second departure of the simulations from the analytical model 
is that generations are discrete. This means that under strong 
selection the order of events: migration, selection, then 
recombination becomes significant. Although a finite number M0 
of individuals invade the population each generation, these are 
subject immediately to selection, so the effective number of 
immigrants M, for the purposes of later analysis, is (I-S)M0. The 
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first generation of individuals is created by the introduction of 
M 0 pure immigrant individuals. Data on the start state and 
junctions (See Fig. 1.1) of every chromosome are stored in each 
generation. Parents are drawn from the population at random, 
and the number of offspring from each pairing is drawn from a 
Poisson distribution with expectation twice the average fitness of 
the parents, such that if S=O, reproduction will leave the 
ammount of immigrant genetic material in the population 
unchanged. As the native population is assumed to be infinite, 
each offspring is automatically given one pure native parent. The 
positions of all chiasmata for a chromosome pairing are drawn, 
ordered and then applied to the lists of junctions of the parents, 
to produce a single offspring which, if it contains any immigrant 
genetic material, is added to the stored individuals of the next 
generation. 
2.3 Comparing Analysis and 
Simulation 
Barton's analytical results can be recast in terms of the finite 
measurable quantities of the simulation model S, R, M, J, and 
the average frequency of introgressing alleles in the J individuals 
which contain some immigrant material. It is obviously 
impossible in practice to calculate frequencies within an infinite 
population. However we can multiply frequencies p(y) and m by 
the population size to work in terms of the absolute number T(y) 
of blocks size y in the population, and the absolute number of 
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immigrants M. Thus P(y)=Np(y), and M=Nm. Then, for 	N—oo, and 
m—*O, Eqs. 2.1 	and 2.2 are equivalent to, respectively: 
d'(y) 	 1 - 
d - -(S+R)y11'(y) + 2R f'1'(z)dz + M(1-y) 	(2.5) 
y 
and 
3 +0 \ 
MO  








Using the same reasoning we can derive an expression equivalent 
to Eq. (2.3), for the average frequency of immigrant alleles 
over the J individuals followed in the simulations. By definition 
only the J individuals have immigrant blocks, so 'P(y) 
where Tj is the absolute number of blocks in the J individuals. It 
follows 
= 1fy j(y)dy, and pj= 1/JfyWj(y)dy, so Pi = N/J. Since 
M=Nm, it follows for N_oo from Eq. (2.3): 
MO 




and from Eq. (4): 
s*/S = M/(JSj5 ) 
- f 	
(1-1/0) 	(0 ~1) 
0 (0 :!~1) 	(2.8) 
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Given M=Nm, and N-300 in the analysis, we would expect that for 
large M/m the simulation results should closely approximate 
these equations. For the purposes of simulation, the total map 
length R of chromosomes was held constant at 0.15. This is 
perhaps more realistic for a portion of a chromosome; however 
the value was chosen for convenience, as Barton's analytical 
results indicated that s*/S  should depend solely on the coupling 
coefficient 0 = SIR, though with the assumption that S and R are 
weak. The total selection pressure S was varied between 0.0375 
and 0.6, giving a range of 0 from 1/4 to 4. Simulations were run 
in groups of ten replicates for 2500 generations from initial 
contact, with censuses every ten generations. Less frequently, the 
distribution of blocks in the simulation population was estimated 
by counting the number of blocks in different size classes. The 
breadth of each class was decreased exponentially allowing fine 
resolution for smaller blocks. A block is assigned to size class k if 
it is less than or equal to the kth  class boundary, but greater than 
the (k+1)th,  where the kth  boundary is (7/8)k,  and 40<=k<=0. Thus 
size class zero runs from 1 to 7/8, and so on. The number of 
blocks in a particular size class is then used as an estimator for 
the density of blocks at the mid-point of that class on a log scale. 
Figure 2.1 shows the effective selection on a locus as a ratio of 
the total selection acting on the chromosome (s*/S),  for both the 
simulations (calculated as s*/S = M/SJj3J), and the equilibrium 
solution for t = oo; (Eq. 2.7). This ratio is equivalent to the 
proportion of the genome which would have to act together 
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Figure 2.1: The effective proportion of the genome acting together (g), for 
different values of coupling (9). Plots are shown for the equilibrium 
solution (oc), together with simulation results after 375, 1375, and 2375 
generations, to indicate the rate of change. Simulation results are time 
averaged over 250 generations within runs, time averages are averaged 
over 10 replicate runs. 
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The simulation and equilibrium results converge for strong 
coupling. However, as coupling becomes weaker they diverge 
substantially. The critical value of selection found at 0 =1 	for 
equilibrium is not apparent even after more than 2000 
generations of simulation. We would expect the difference 
between the simulations and equilibrium might be greatest for 
weak selection, as the population must progress much further 
from its initial state of pure native chromosomes to reach the 
high entropy of independently acting loci. Strong selection will 
tend to maintain the strong disequilibrium characteristic of the 
initial pure population, 	and 	therefore equilibrium should be 
reached more rapidly. 	Some further explanation is necessary 
however, to explain the absence of any marked transition point 
from independence to interaction of loci. 
As mentioned in relation to Eq. 2.4, the behaviour predicted for 0 
< 1 depends on small blocks of immigrant alleles dominating the 
population. Figure 2.2 compares the distribution of blocks 
observed in the simulation population after 100 and 2500 
generations to the expected distribution at equilibrium (Eq. 2.5) 
under the extremes of strong and weak selection. The analytical 
and simulation results coincide precisely over a large range of 
block sizes: from 0.5 down to 0.001 for strong coupling, and 0.01 
for weak coupling. The peak of large blocks around size 1 found 
in the simulations is due to pure immigrant chromosomes 
entering the population. 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of observed block distributions to equilibrium 
prediction for 0 = 4 (above), and 0 = 0.5 (below). Filled circles: The observed 
distribution of block sizes found after 100 generations. Open circles: The 
observed distribution of block sizes found after 2500 generations. Bold 
line: The equilibrium solution for the distribution of block sizes (from 
Eq. 2.5). 	Simulation results are averages over ten replicates. 
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2.4 Extending the Analysis 
With the above results in mind Barton has derived an exact 
solution for the frequency of blocks at time t, under additive 
selection (appendix 2.1). As before this can be recast in terms of 
the absolute number of blocks for comparison with the 
simulation results. 
An alternative approximation for the frequency of blocks at time 
t can be solved numerically for any form of selection: Eq. 2.5 
quantifies the change in number of blocks size y in terms of the 
creation of new blocks by recombination of the existing larger 
blocks, and their removal at a rate depending on y. We can 
summarise the terms of Eq. 2.5 by referring to the creation 
function a(y,t), and the removal function (y): 
dW(y) 
d 	= -(y)'1'(y) + a(y,t) 	 (2.9) 
In the case of additive fitness (y)=(S+R)yt, or for an arbitrary 
selection function S(y), (y)=S(y)+Ry . For all forms of selection 
1 
a(y,t)=2R J"P(z,t)dz + 2RM, i.e. blocks are created by 
y 
recombination over all blocks larger than y. Iterating the 
t 0=(S+R)y-SRy2 for large S and R. This correction makes no significant 
difference to later calculations. 
discrete-time version of Eq. 2.8, for comparison with the 
simulation results, from P(y)=0 we derive an expression 'V(y,t) 
for the number of blocks of size y after t generations: 
t-1 
'(y,t) = 	(1-Q(y))'. a(y,(t-1)-0 	(2.10) 
Unfortunately this equation is self referential as we need to know 
the numbers of existing blocks 'P(y,t) to calculate the rate of 
creation of new blocks a(y,t). However, we do know the 
maximum numbers that blocks can achieve, provided they are 
censused after selection, that is their numbers at equilibrium, 
eq(y) The blocks larger than y will never exceed their 
equilibrium numbers, and therefore the rate of creation of blocks 
at any time t will never be greater than: 
amax(Yt)2Rf eq(z)th + 2RM 	 (2.11) 
Iterating the discrete-time version of Eq. 2.8 from 'P(y)=O, and 
assuming a(y,t) = amax(Y,t), we therefore derive an upper bound 








So, for additive selection, (y) =(S+R)y and: 
U(y,t) =2R 
1(l(s+R)y)t fTeq(z)dz + 
	 (2.13) 
(S+R)y 
"eq(Y) under additive selection is shown in Eq. 2.6. We can also 
numerically solve for 'Peq(Y)  under an arbitrary selection 
function, and finding 1) (y) for different forms of selection is 
trivial, hence we can calculate U(y,t) for any selection function. 
Now considering first that amax(y,t)  is derived from the 
maximum number of blocks larger than y at any time, 
and second that we now have an upper bound for the number of 
blocks at a particular time t which is the same as or lower than 
then we can calculate a new lower value for amax  as: 
1 
(y,02 fu(z,t)dz + 2RM 	 (2.14) 
y 
Hence a new upper bound U'(y,t) is found, which will be closer 
than U(y,t) to the true distribution at time t. Eq.s 2.11 and 2.12b 
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can be re-applied to each other in this way, until the upper 
bound converges on its closest approach to the true distribution. 
Fig. 2.3 compares successive calculations of the upper bound with 
Barton's solution for additive selection, and simulation results. 
The difference between the upper bound best estimate and 
Barton's solution is constant over time, and seems to depend 
entirely on how rapidly block numbers rise with decreasing size 
for the equilibrium distribution from which the upper bound is 
initially derived: the slower this rise the better the estimate. This 
makes intuitive sense as at the limit where there is no change in 
block numbers with size, the real distribution for time t, the 
upper bound, and the equilibrium distribution would all coincide. 
We would expect the upper bound estimate to be most accurate 
then for strong coupling, which produces a shallow increase in 
block numbers with decreasing block size at equilibrium. 
The stochastic nature of the evolution of the distribution of small 
blocks is apparent in Fig. 2.3. The probability of a block size y 
being produced by recombination of a chromosome containing a 
block size x> y is simply Ry. Thus even for high recombination 
rates, R>0.5, we would expect blocks of size e °  to be produced 
less than once every 10 reproduction events. As the total 
number of hybrid individuals after 2500 generations of 
simulation is of order 104 (for 0 = 4), such blocks will only be 
produced rarely, and though under very little selection (S 
5x10 5 ), will be subject to drift, either quickly disappearing, or 
increasing. The predicted density distribution functions of Fig. 4 
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Figure 2.3: The distributions of figure 2.2 with Barton's solution for 
additive fitness (solid line), and upper bounds (dotted lines) overlaid for 
both t=2500 and t=100 generations. For 0 = 4 (above) U(y,t) and U'(y,t) are 
shown. U"(y,t) coincides with U'(y,t) at this resolution. For 0 = 0.5 
(below) U"(y,t) and Uy,t) are shown. Uy,t) coincides with U"(y,t) at 
this resolution. 
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simulations by a very few blocks subject mainly to drift. The way 
in which blocks are censused in the simulation also means as 
block size decreases there are an increasing number of size 
classes to which no blocks are assigned. (calculated densities for 
classes which contained no blocks are not shown, for clarity). 
Both the upper bound and Barton's solution for additive selection 
can be scaled by R, and include further terms in R. This 
dependence on R contrasts with the situation at equilibrium 
where block numbers depend solely on the coupling, 9 = SIR. 
This implies that two populations with the same coupling ratio, 
but different values of S and R will tend to the same equilibrium, 
but at different rates. As we might expect increasing R speeds the 
approach of populations to equilibrium, but successive increases 
in R have less effect on the In/In scale, so that even under high 
rates of recombination the progress toward equilibrium remains 
of the same order. 
2.5 Discussion 
Analyses in population genetics have for the most part 
considered the limit of either a few discrete loci ( e.g. 
Christiansen and Feldman 1975, Karlin 1975) or a very large 
number of loci, the relative simplicity of these extremes 
favouring exact solutions. Where problems with a few discrete 
loci become complex, explicit computer simulation of gametes is 
often useful. The equivalent simulations of the continuous case 
have rarely been carried out, yet the same possibilities for 
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testing 	and extending the analytic work explored in the present 
study exist in many other areas of population genetics. 
The simulations of infinite locus dines indicate that their 
approach to equilibrium is very slow: it takes a very long time 
for recombination to thoroughly mix the haplotypes of two such 
divergent populations. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2.4, which 
shows the average pairwise linkage disequilibrium over 20 
evenly spaced loci during the first 1000 generations of two sets 
of simulations identical to those used previously. The average 
pairwise disequilibrium was calculated from the variance of the 
hybrid index, and the variance of allele frequency across the 20 
loci for those individuals followed in the simulation, following Eq. 
(2b) of Barton and Gale (1993). The decay of linkage 
disequilibrium is initially rapid, but becomes very slow, in 
contrast with the evolution of the distribution of blocks, which 
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Figure 2.4: The average pairwise linkage disequilibrium (D) between 
twenty marker loci spaced uniformly along the length of the chromosome, 
measured over all the hybrid individuals in the population during the 
first 1000 generations of simulation. [Upper line] Strong coupling (0 = 4). 
[Lower line] Weak coupling (0=0.5). Results are averaged over 10 
replicates. Standard errors are shown for every second observation. 
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The steady evolution of the distribution of blocks allows us to 
census blocks in a simulation population under additive selection 
and by comparison with Barton's solution for the distribution at 
time t, estimate the number of generations since secondary 
contact for that population. More generally we can census blocks 
from a simulation population under an arbitrary unknown 
selection regime, and provided the selection function is smooth, 
by comparison with the upper bound on the distribution of 
blocks we can set a lower bound on the number of generations 
since secondary contact. This ability suggests it may be possible 
to develop a method from this analysis for dating natural hybrid 
zones. This is the topic explored in the next chapter. 
2.6 Summary 
Fisher's method of junctions is used to investigate the degree of 
association between selected alleles in a dine, in the limit where 
there is divergence between very many genes. A computer model 
is used to simulate one of a pair of infinite demes which exchange 
individuals each generation. Selection is on haploids, is additive 
and is equivalent to heterozygote disadvantage. Recombination is 
uniform over a single chromosome. A 'critical value' of selection 
exists at equilibrium, below which loci act independently and 
above which they act in association (Barton, 1983). Starting with 
secondary contact, simulation results contrast markedly with the 
equilibrium solution. The 'critical value' is not apparent in the 
simulated dines, even after many generations. Rather, loci 
remain associated to some extent under all degrees of selection. 
The simulation is consistent with the equilibrium analysis in all 
other respects, and therefore indicates that under weak selection 
the approach to equilibrium is very slow. This is borne out by 
further numerical calculations. The slow approach to equilibrium 
enables us to estimate the time since contact between two demes 




The Fate of 
Chromosomes 
THIS APPENDIX WAS COMPOSED BY N. H. BARTON 
In a departure from the notation of Barton (1983), L is used here 
to denote number of loci instead of n. We will first derive the 
solution for L discrete loci, and then take the limit of large L to 
find results comparable with the simulations. When a block of L 
genes enters a population at low frequency, it will be broken up 
by recombination; the fragments will then be eliminated by 
selection at a rate proportional to their size (Eq. 1 of Barton, 
1983). After time t, the parent block will have produced a 
distribution of daughters, f(i,t) (O<i<L). (This distribution is scaled 
so that if the frequency is initially p(L) = A, it will be p(i,t) 
Af(i,t) after time t). 	This distribution can be used to solve a 
variety of problems. For example, if blocks of size L have entered 
at a steady rate m for t generations, the distribution can be found 
by integrating over the products of introgression t generations 
back: 
t 
p(i) = m f f(i,r) dc 	 (A2. 1) 
0 
A block of i genes is eliminated by selection at a rate 
si; because it spans (i-1)r map units, it is broken up by 
recombination at a rate r(i-1). Blocks of size i are generated by 
recombination from larger blocks: 
df 	 L (1,t) = 
-[si + r(i- l)]f(i,t) + 2r I  f(j,t) 	(A2.2) 
j=i+1 
This is Eq. 1 of Barton, 1983, and is the discrete analogue of Eq. 1 
above. The initial conditions are that f(i3O) = 0 for i<L, and f(L,O) = 
1. Blocks of length i are eliminated at rate ? 2 = [si + r(i-1)], and 
so the solution is a sum of components, each decaying 
exponentially at a characteristic rate Xj2.  (Formally, the sum over 
the set of eigenvectors of Eq. A2.2, each decaying at a rate given 
by the eigenvalues 	2): 
L 
f(i,t) = 	b(i,j )e J 	 (A2.3a) 
j=i 
where b(i i) = 
	- 2( 
1XL 
 -j+2y- 1) 
(1+e)' 	j2 = (sj + r-1)) 
	 (A2.3b) 
The binomial coefficient, () is defined for arbitrary a,b in terms 
of Gamma functions: 
(
a) -['(a+l) 
b - F(b+1)F(a-b+1) (A2.3c) 
This solution was checked by using the symbolic computation 
package Mathematica (Wolfram, 1992) to generate f(i,t) for 
various values of L, and inserting this expression back into Eq. 
A2.2. 
We now seek the limit L—oo, keeping x=i/L of order 1. 
First, consider the contribution of terms with y=j/L and (y-x) of 
order 1. Let T = Rt = rLt, F(x,T) = f(xL,T/R), and B(x,y) = n2 
b(xL,yL). Taking the limit of b(i,j) gives: 
(1-y)21(y-x) 21  
B(x, y - 
- 	
F(2y)17(-2y) 	 (A2.4) 
F(x, T) should now be given by the continuous limit of Eq. A2.2a: 
F(x, T) = \i(x,1, eY 8)T B(x,y) dy 	 (A2.5) 
However, this integral diverges near y = x. This problem can be 
avoided by by splicing together the continuous integral from x+e 
to 1, and the discrete sum from j = i to i+L: 
1 





	 ck-2y- lyL--k+2y- 1-k(1+9)T/L] 
LcoL k=O 
e 	Lim L 	
i 
k A L-i-k 
Since 1<<Le<<L, and k<Le<<L, the sum can be approximated by 
dropping the factor exp(-k(1+O)TJL), and by approximating 
tL-i-k+2'y-1 	 2'y-1 L-i-k ) using Stirling's approximation, by (L-i) 	/IT(2y): 
I 
F(x, T) = 
fe
- 
y(I+O)T (1-y)2 (y-x) 21 
	
dy + 	 (A2.7) 
x+e 
Le 
e 	LimiL -x(1+8)T 
	k-2y- 1)]  
L—oo 	F(2y) k=O 	
k 








For large Le, this converges to: 
(Le) 2 ' 
F(1-2y) forLe>>1 
	 (A2.8b) 
The integral can be simplified by dividing it into convergent and 
divergent components: 
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-x(1+9)T 	2y- 1)(Yx)-2-  1 - e 
F(2)F(2) (1-x)  
x 
r(1 	 1 -x 	 -x) 2 - E 2 + e (l+e)T 	
21 [2yF(2y)r(-2y)] 
dy 
+ e+T(1x)2' C -2?  
(A2.1O) 
The singular components, which involve , cancel as expected, and 
the remaining integral can be evaluated explicitly. Using the 
identities ['(1-w)F(w)sin(7tw) = it, and (-2y)F(-2'y) = F(1-2y), the 
distribution of block sizes in the continuous limit is: 
F(x, T) = T e-x(1+9)T1F1[(9-1)/(8+1),  2, -T(1+0)(1-x)J 
(A2.11) 
This solution was verified by substitution into Eq. A2.1. It is a 
good approximation even for moderately small L (10, say). 
The distribution of block sizes can be integrated to give the total 
frequency of chromosomes carrying some introgressed material, 
and the total frequency of introgressed genes. A contribution 
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must also be added from the intact chromosomes (x=1), which are 
at frequency exp(-T(1+9)): 
1 





f  F(x T)dx 
0 
= Lim( 1Fi[(O-1)/(9+1),c,-T(1+8)1 ) 
C-300 
(A2.12b) 
Where 1F1 is the hypergeometric function. 
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(3) 
Estimating the Age of Hybrid 
Zones 
". .like proposing a method for measuring the rotational velo 
saucers."  
(M. Slatkin, pers. Comm.) 
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The analyses of multilocus dines developed in the previous 
chapter could give us new insights about hybrid zones: Given a 
map length and selection function for a simulated population we 
can at least place an upper bound on, and for the case of additive 
selection we have an exact solution for, the distribution of the 
sizes of homogeneous blocks at any time. This chapter considers 
the applications of this method. From an observed distribution of 
block sizes within a known map length, what could we infer 
about selection and the number of generations since secondary 
contact? Could we distinguish between secondary contact and 
divergence in parapatry? It may seem premature to ask such 
questions before extending the model to consider finite 
populations, exchange over a continuum, and non-uniform 
selective effects on the chromosome, or in fact whether it is 
feasible to measure the distribution of blocks in a natural 
population at all. Such misgivings prompted the quote at the head 
of this chapter, and it is true that the population for which the 
analysis is described is far removed from reality. However, 
extending the model will involve much work and much 
simulation, so it seems sensible first to show that the method 
works in principle for flying saucers, before we generalise to 
frisbees. It is encouraging that the results presented here seem 
robust to the kind of selection against hybrids. 
The recursive calculation of the upper bound on the distribution 
of blocks appears an extremely powerful tool: it is intuitively 
simple, straightforward to calculate, and can be applied for any 
fitness function. At present it is unclear why the upper bound for 
additive selection does not converge exactly on Barton's solution 
for additive selection. The difference between the upper bound 
best estimate and Barton's solution is constant over time (figure 
2.3), and constant for a given coupling coefficient (Figure 3.1). 
The equilibrium distribution of blocks from which the upper 
bound is initially derived is the only part of the derivation which 
depends only on the coupling coefficient. It is possible therefore 
that the discrepancy between the two solutions is a function of 
the recursive derivation of the 'flat' portion of the distribution for 
smaller blocks from the 'linear slope' at equilibrium: slow 
convergence of the upper bound for larger blocks will lead to 
extremely slow convergence for smaller blocks. If this is correct, 
it places a practical limit on the accuracy of the upper bound. We 
shall assume this is the case in the following work. If so it seems 
possible that a thorough study of the properties of the recursion 
might reveal a simple method of correcting for this error. 
Using the upper bound calculation as it stands, we can develop 
ways to estimate the age of a dine under additive selection from 
the observed distribution of blocks: The gradient of linear slope 
of the distribution allows us to estimate the coupling 8, and its 
intercept allows us to estimate dispersal M. Given these estimates 
we can match our expectation for the distribution of blocks at 
different times to the observed distribution. If the dine is subject 
SM 
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Figure 3.1: Barton's solution for additive fitness (solid lines), and the upper 
bound best estimate (dotted lines), after 100 generations with coupling 9 = 
4. From top to bottom the plots are for R=0.20, 0.15, 0.10 and 0.05. The x axis 
is reflected for ease of comparison of corresponding plots. 
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to some unknown form of selection against hybrids, it still may 
be feasible to apply this method. Whatever form selection takes, 
very small blocks are likely to be generated by a linear portion of 
the fitness function. We shall develop these ideas by first 
considering the details for additive selection, and then extending 
our argument to arbitrary selection functions. 
3.2 Additive Selection 
Following the same notation as in the previous chapter, let us 
first assume an observed distribution of block sizes e(y) has been 
evolving under steady conditions of additive selection Sy for t 
generations, and that we are observing a map length R. Unless 'r is 
very small, there should be a linear portion of the distribution, on 
a In/In scale, where blocks have reached their equilibrium 
numbers. Eq. 2.6 for 'Tteq(Y)  tells us that the gradient of this 
linear portion is (3+8)1(1+ 8), and its y-intercept is 2M8/S(1 + 8)2.  
If we know the length of the map (R) and we estimate 8=S/R and 
M from the slope and intercept, we can estimate the number of 
generations since secondary contact by calculating Barton's 
distribution of block sizes under additive fitness as a function of 
R, S and M for increasing numbers of generations t until the 
solution best matches the observed distribution. 
This approach is straightforward, but unlikely to be of any 
practical use, as it is assumed that we know the form of selection 
a priori. To relax this limitation we can instead use the upper 
bound which applies for arbitrary selection. It is convenient 
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however, to first develop the method for the additive selection 
assumptions above, and then generalise it. As before S and M can 
be calculated from the gradient and y-intercept of the linear 
portion of 8(y). We can then formulate an upper bound U(y,t) 
from amax  as in Eq. 2.10, with (y)=Sy+Ry. If we now calculate 
U(y,t) for an increasing number of generations t, until it most 
closely approximates 8(y), then t will be a lower bound on the 
number of generations since contact. The advantage of initially 
considering additive selection is that we can assess the accuracy 
of this method by manufacturing observed distributions c(y) 
using Barton's solution for the distribution at a given time, and 
comparing this to the number of generations estimated using the 
upper bound. We have seen (Figure 2.3) that the accuracy of 
U(y,t) is influenced by 8 = SIR. Figure 3.2 summarises the effect 
of 8 on the upper bound estimate after 100 and 2500 
generations. As expected the estimates are closest to the true 
number of generations when coupling is strong, and the 
percentage error remains roughly constant over time. 
In Chapter 2 we noted that the distributions produced by the 
simulations are subject to stochastic fluctuations for small blocks. 
If we are to use the above method for real data then we must be 
able to compensate for such noise. If we wish to find the value of 
'V(y,t) for the plateau of small blocks, then we might take the 
average block count over a range of block sizes we believe to be 
at the plateau. However, the stochastic fluctuations are by their 
nature far from normally distributed around the mean, making it 
a poor approximation of the true value of 'P(y,t). Analysing the 
distribution of fluctuations appears complicated, so as a first 
guess the following method was used for estimating '(y,t) from 
the simulation data. The point on the distribution where block 
numbers no longer auto-correlate as size decreases was taken as 
the start of the plateau. The mean and standard deviation of the 
non-zero block counts below this point were calculated. Any 
points more than one standard deviation from the mean were 
then discarded from the analysis. W(y,t) was estimated as the 
mean of the remaining points. The resulting lower bounds 
calculated from the simulated distributions after 100 and 2500 
generations for 0=4 are 81 and 1303. The same bounds for 0=0.5 
are 38 and 1101. These estimates are shown in Fig. 3.2 as 
percentages of the actual number of generations. It seems clear 
that we can compensate for the fluctuations over small block 
sizes when calculating lower bounds on t, though they must be 
taken into account as a source of error. 
3.2 Arbitrary Selection 
To extend this method for arbitrary selection we note that the 
characteristics of equilibrium block distributions for many 
selection functions are similar to that for additive selection: the 
distributions are dominated by many very small blocks, and as 
we consider the interval of sizes between very small and zero, 
any smooth selection function will tend to linearity. The effect of 
an arbitrary selection function S(y) on small blocks will then 
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Figure 3.2: The lower bound r for number of generations since contact 
expressed as a percentage of t, the actual number of generations. Lines: 
lower bounds calculated by fitting U"(y,'r) to Barton's solution for the 
distribution at time t. Dotted line: t=100; Solid line: t=2500. Triangles: lower 
bounds calculated by fitting U"(y,t) to 'P(y,t) estimated from the 
simulation distributions shown in Fig. 2.3. Open triangles: t=100; Solid 
triangles: t=2500. 
it tends to zero. Fig. 3.3 compares numerically calculated 
equilibrium distributions for a number of selection functions to 
the equivalent distributions for additive selection, and 
demonstrates the remarkably close fit for small blocks. 
Let us now assume that some distribution of block sizes (y) has 
been evolving under steady conditions of some unknown 
selection S(y) for 'r generations, and again we are observing a map 
length R. No matter what the selection function, as long as it is 
smooth there should be a linear portion of the distribution for 
small blocks, on a In/In scale, where blocks have reached 
equilibrium, just as for additive selection. As before, by 
comparison with Eq. 6 for eq(Y)'  the gradient of the linear 
portion allows us to estimate the coupling 0 for this portion of the 
distribution, and hence S(y) for small blocks. We know nothing 
about the selection acting on larger blocks outside the linear 
portion of the distribution, but Eq. 2.11 for the upper bound on 
block numbers refers only to selection on blocks of size y, in (y). 
No assumptions about the selection function above its linear 
portion are necessary; amax  can be calculated as in equation 10, 
so U(y,t) can be calculated for small blocks in the same manner as 
for additive selection. Hence we can find a lower bound on the 
number of generations since contact from an observed 
distribution of block sizes with no knowledge of the selection 
acting. We need only assume the selection function is smooth. 
To try out this method for arbitrary selection, a series of 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the equilibrium distributions of blocks with 
complex fitness functions to distributions under the additive fitness 
function. Dotted lines: data for fitness functions of the form 
s(y)= S(4y(1-y)), where S=4. Bottom: 3=1 (quadratic function), middle: 13=2, 
top: 13=4. Solid lines: Distributions for additive fitness, where S is equal to 
the gradient of s(y)=S(4y(1-y))13 as y tends to zero, where S=4. Bottom: 3= 1 
(quadratic function), middle: 13=2, top: 13=4. The y-intercepts of these 
distributions have been adjusted by altering M, so they lie alongside the 
distributions for complex fitness functions, for ease of comparison. 
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functions from Fig. 3.4, which perhaps more closely approximates 
the situation in a real hybrid zone: pure genomes from either 
population are equally fit, F1's are least likely to be fit, and back-
crossing of small blocks onto either background will produce 
progressively fitter individuals. The fitness reduction due to 
small blocks tends to zero with decreasing block size, so that the 
equivalent additive selection function for small blocks is S=0. 
Thus 9 = 0, and we would expect the difference between the 
upper bound and the true distribution to be at its maximum. The 
simulations were run for 2500 generations producing the 
distribution of block sizes shown in Fig. 3.4. On comparison with 
an upper bound calculated for additive selection with S=0, a 
lower bound for generations since contact was estimated as 
t=853, or 34.1% of the true age. This degree of error seems 
consistent with what we might expect for 9 0, by comparison 
with the earlier analysis of distributions created under additive 
selection (Fig. 2.6). 
3.3 Modelling Finite Populations - a 
Preliminary Study 
The consequences of modelling a finite population are manifold. 
In the last chapter we modelled blocks of immigrant genetic 
material which were rare in an infinite native population. In this 
case immigrant alleles will almost always be heterozygous, and so 
additive heterozygous disadvantage, with fitness (1-Ys), where Y 
is the number of heterozygous loci is equivalent to a haplotype 
fitness (1-Ys). Thus selection on haplotypes can be used for 
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Figure 3.4: Above: Fitness against ratio of immigrant genome for the 
selection function s(y)= S(4y(1-y))1 where S=0.6, and 0 =4. Below: Data from 
simulations using the fitness function above. Diamonds: The observed 
distribution of block sizes found after 2500 generations. Dotted line: The 
numerical equilibrium solution for the distribution of block sizes. Solid 
line: The upper bound for the number of blocks after 2500 generations 
(from Eq. 2.8). Simulation results are averages over ten replicates. 
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a finite population, blocks of immigrant genetic material may 
become common and interact. We can no longer assume blocks 
are heterozygous, and so we must develop a diploid model. The 
average fitness w of the infinite populations previously 
considered was assumed to be unaffected by the rare blocks 
entering the population. As blocks can become common in a finite 
population we must calculate individual fitnesses relative to 
The changes necessary in the implementation of simulations are 
incorporated in Appendix 2. 
3.3.1 The Junctions Model 
As the first stage in extending the model to exchange across a 
chain of finite demes, this preliminary study considers a finite 
deme of 500 diploid individuals, initially all haplotype A, which 
is flanked by two infinite demes, one of which is all haplotype A, 
the other all haplotype B. As before, generations are discrete with 
migration followed by selection and then recombination. Censuses 
are taken after recombination. In each generation the three 
demes exchange M individuals, chosen at random, with each of 
their nearest neighbours. Immigrants from either of the flanking 
demes are always assumed to pure natives of those demes, and 
only the central deme is followed explicitly. 
Selection is by heterozygote disadvantage. The proportion of the 
genome which is heterozygous (h) is calculated for each 
individual by comparison of junction positions along the diploid 
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genome. Fitnesses are calculated using an equation of the form 
S(4h(1-h)), equivalent to the fitness function S(4y(l-y))i used in 
section 3.2 (see figure 3.4) when applied to blocks size y which 
are always heterozygous. Relative fitnesses are implemented 
after Gale in (Barton & Gale, 1993). A table C1..CN  of the 
cumulated Cj of the fitness of each member i of the population is 
created for each generation. A parent of the next generation is 
chosen by pulling a random number uniform in (O,CN); the 
interval of the table in which the random number lies indicates 
the chosen individual. Thus the probability of parenthood is 
precisely the relative fitness, and parents are chosen by sampling 
with replacement. 2N parents are drawn from the population, N 
pairings each produce one offspring to form the next generation 
of N individuals. 
Recombination is uniform along the chromosome, with a number 
of chiasmata drawn from a Poisson distribution with expectation 
R, where R is the total map length and assuming no interference 
(See Appendix 1,1.0 for discussion). The positions of all chiasmata 
for a chromosome pairing are drawn, ordered and then applied to 
the lists of junctions of the parents, to produce a single offspring 
which is added to the individuals of the next generation. The 
same tests were applied to the model as to the model in the 
previous chapter. In addition, as the finite deme receives equal 
dispersal from its two neighbours we would expect the hybrid 
index (defined as the proportion of the genome which is of the 
same state as the initial population of the deme) to ultimately 
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tend to 1/2. The model satisfies this expectation (Figure 3.5): 	the 
hybrid index initially 	drops 	rapidly, then more slowly. 
3.3.2 Results 
Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of block sizes after 1000 
generations for a simulated population receiving M=lO 
individuals from flanking demes, R=0.15, S=0.0375, =l. This 
contrasts with the distribution found in an infinite population 
under similar selective conditions (Figure 3.4): The distribution is 
similar to that of an infinite population with a much higher 
coupling coefficient. If the interaction of blocks in finite 
populations serves to reduce the gradient of the equilibrium 
distribution of blocks then we would expect an upper bound 
approach to give more accurate estimates of age for finite 
populations, all other things being equal. 
0.75 
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Figure 3.5: The change in hybrid index over time (plotted on a log scale) 
for a simulated deme, M=10, R=0.15, S=0.0375, 3=1. Results are averages over 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of observed block distributions to equilibrium 
prediction. Circles: The observed distribution of block sizes found after 
1000 generations. Bold line: The equilibrium solution for the distribution 
of block sizes (from Eq. 2.5). Simulation results are averages over six 
replicates. 
3.3 Discussion 
These preliminary studies suggest that we may be able to 
develop a method for dating natural hybrid zones. It appears 
possible in principle to estimate time since secondary contact 
from an observed distribution of block sizes. A useful method 
would have to consider the implications of finite population size, 
exchange across a continuum and non-uniform selective effects 
across the genome. The initial work on extending the simulation 
model to finite populations is not discouraging, but also highlights 
the extent of work necessary in developing a full treatment of 
the problem. 
Progress in sequencing methods mean that it may be possible to 
collect information on the distribution of block sizes in a region of 
known map length from individuals in a real hybrid zone. Work 
of this nature has already been done on prokaryotes (Maynard 
Smith 1990 for review), revealing the mosaic structure of genes 
caused by both transformation events and recombination. 
Detecting recombination requires sophisticated analysis (Sawyer, 
1989; Stephens, 1985), but it does not seem unrealistic to 
presume these methods could be used on sequence data from 
hybrid zones. At present sequencing sections of the genome 
remains very time consuming, so an alternative might be to 
estimate the distribution of block sizes using closely linked 
markers. Consider two markers diagnostic of the rare immigrant 
alleles in a population such as that considered in this paper. Let 
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us assume that the distance between them, y is small enough to 
make the chance of two junctions occurring between them 
negligible. Then, if both indicate immigrant genetic material we 
may assume they lie on a single intact block, which by definition 
must be of length y or greater. If v(y) is the frequency of 
1 
coupling haplotypes for markers y distant, then v(y)= fp(z,t)dz, 
y 
where p(z,t) is the frequency due to P(z,t) blocks. Pairs of 
markers with different intervals can then be used to estimate 
p(z,t) for a number of points on the linear equilibrated portion of 
the distribution, and a number of points on the plateau in the 
distribution of very small blocks. This would be sufficient to 
allow an estimate of t as described in the present study. Such an 
approach might well be feasible where large numbers of markers 
are available: for example there are now of the order of 1000 
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4.0 Introduction 
This chapter was inspired by Kate Abernethy's study of Sika and 
Red deer in Scotland (Abernethy, 1994a; Abernethy, 1994b). Sika 
phenotypes have increased since introduction of a few 
individuals early this century. However standard invasion 
models (Hengeveld, 1994) cannot be used to predict their spread 
because the introduced deer have hybridised with the native red 
deer, making the definition of an invading individual unclear. It 
seems that invasion combined with hybridisation has attracted 
little analytical study. The current author and Abernethy decided 
to collaborate in an attempt to predict the consequences of Sika 
introduction in Scotland, using likelihood analysis to fit models of 
invasion to Abernethy's data. This chapter reviews the issues 
involved in invasion with hybridisation, and develops and tests 
simple models of this process. 
Invasion of introduced exotic organisms is an area of increasing 
ecological concern. The areas of interest have been categorised as 
(1) predicting which species will become invaders. (2) the way in 
which invasion progresses through space. (3) prediction of the 
rate of invasion. (4) the local build-up of the newly settled 
population. (5) the pheno-genetic differentiation of the new 
range. (6) the effect the invader has on native species. 
(Hengeveld, 1994). Categories 2,3 and 4 require modelling the 
invasion process, either mathematically or through explicit 
simulation. This field of modelling stems from Fisher's (Fisher, 
1937) classic paper describing the spatial spread of a favoured 
gene in a population using a non-linear reaction diffusion 
equation. Reaction terms are used to describe the increase of 
some element, while diffusion terms describe its spread. Such 
equations are analytically attractive because the waves of 
propagation they describe settle into steady forms, the shape and 
speed of which can often be determined. The ensuing literature 
on biological applications of reaction diffusion equations is now 
vast (Britton, 1986) spanning epidemiology, neurology, ontogeny, 
population biology and ecology. 
The application of reaction diffusion equations to ecology dates 
from Skellam (1951), and has proved a powerful predictive tool 
for biological invasions (Andow,Karieva,Levin, & Okubo, 1990), 
though unsuitable when long distance dispersal is dominant 
(Nichols & Hewitt, 1994; Turelli & Hoffmann, 1991). The success 
of the reaction diffusion process has led to its continued 
elaboration, for example to consider age-structured populations 
(Hengeveld, 1994). Yet, the current models consider increase of a 
single variable: the frequency of a novel advantageous mutation 
or individuals of an introduced species, and are therefore 
inapplicable to an increasingly recognised subset of biological 
invasions: those involving break up of the invading genome 
through hybridisation. Increase of a set of genes introduced into 
a population requires multivariate analysis. Novel introduced 
alleles are by definition initially in complete linkage 
disequilibrium, and epistasis is likely to maintain this association, 
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so evolution of allele frequencies at different loci will be 
interdependent, as discussed in Chapter 1. The invasion of a 
genome highlights how the gene and organismal viewpoints on 
evolution can both be inadequate. 
The integrity of species is so central to current invasion 
modelling that it is assumed without question in the 
categorisation of the field listed above. Yet, aside from 
Abernethy's study, there is increasing evidence that invasion 
with hybridisation is widespread. After initial introduction and 
establishment, range expansion of an invading genome will take 
the form of a moving hybrid zone between the invading and 
native taxa. Moving hybrid zones formed by secondary contact 
between divergent populations can be thought of as a special case 
of genome invasion within two established populations. 
The spread of African or Africanised bees in South America has 
provoked much popular interest (Hall, 1990; Hall & 
Muralidharan, 1989; Harrison & Hall, 1993; Page, 1989; Smith, 
1991). A predominantly African population of bees is now 
established in an area which was occupied by European 
subspecies for more than 100 years. Hybridisation between the 
two has almost certainly played some role in their spread, though 
perhaps to a relatively small degree (Smith, 1991); recent studies 
have illuminated mechanisms of hybrid inviability (Harrison & 
Hall, 1993). 
Workers in the relatively new field of conservation genetics are 
concerned by the threatened loss of rare taxa through 
hybridisation, a problem for a number of taxa in the duck family 
(Laurel Hanna, pers. comm). Often it is difficult to decide what 
needs conserved. Much controversy arose over the protection of 
'red wolves' of north America. It now appears that the red wolf 
phenotype is the product of hybridisation between grey wolves 
and 	coyotes (Leh man,Eisenhawer, Han sen,mechpeters en, Gogan et 
al., 1991); it has been shown that coyote mtDNA has introgressed 
into the grey wolf population. 
Population cage experiments with two poeciliid fish taxa, 
Gambusja affinis and G. hoibrooki, (Scribner & Avise, 1994) show 
marked hybridisation resulting in consistent loss of G. affinis 
nuclear and cytoplasmic alleles, and suggest strong directional 
selection in favour of hoibrooki genotypes. These finding are 
consistent with the observed dynamics of Gambusia hybridisation 
in nature (Scribner, 1993), where ecological conditions seem to 
regulate a series of moving hybrid zones. 
There is a well characterised moving hybrid zone between newts 
of the genus Triturus in western France (Arntzen & Wallis, 1991), 
evidence of movement coming from surveys separated by about 
thirty years, and genetic relics of introgression, termed the 
'footprints' of the hybrid zone. The comparison over time makes 
this study very powerful; concerted movement of hybrid zones 
may only be detectable over a period of decades, and it is 
possible that some of what are perceived to be stable hybrid 
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zones are actually subject to selective increase of one genome. 
Likewise changes in ecological conditions may favour one of two 
taxa in a stable hybrid zone. Selective increase of a genome is 
obviously an important issue, if we are to develop useful models 
of the process, we must consider the mechanisms involved in 
detail. 
We will begin by considering the increase of a genome whose 
advantage is due to many loci of additive effect. Thus we will 
only consider interaction between loci due to their initial 
association, not through epistasis. We can distinguish between 
two classes of model at the outset: those assuming discrete locus 
effects, and infinitesimal models. For the discrete locus case we 
will make the simplifying assumption that alleles at all loci are 
advantageous or neutral. We might imagine that disadvantageous 
alleles would quickly be lost during the establishment of an 
invading population. Neutral alleles will then hitch-hike behind 
selected, an effect we can quantify analytically to some extent. 
An analysis of this nature is likely to be complex, as it combines 
two relatively unexplored areas: the simultaneous selective 
increase of many genes, and hitch-hiking in spatially structured 
populations. Here we will try to quantify the effect of hitch-
hiking in spatially structured populations due to the increase of a 
single allele by comparison with results for a single panmictic 
population. Later we will discuss the implications of considering 
many selected loci. 
4.1 Hitch-Hiking in a Single 
Population 
The following treatment of hitch-hiking in a single population is 
modified after (Maynard Smith & Haigh, 1974). Consider a 
beneficial allele P with effect s and no dominance, giving 
viabilities 
PP 	PQ 
l+2s 	1+s 	1 
We can express the increase in the frequency p of the allele in a 
large population at Hardy-Wienberg equilibrium with non-
overlapping generations as 
sP 	
(4.1) 
Where the fitness of the population is ; = 1 + 2sp. A neutral allele 
U will increase when associated with the selected allele, such that 
Where D is the linkage disequilibrium between P and U, and u is 
the frequency of U. We can express the change in D due to 
selection on the beneficial allele, followed by recombination 
between the loci in question as 
AD =D (1—r)(1+p—q+spq))—D 	 (4.3) 
Me 
If we assume recombination is weak, and selection is so weak as 
to make no difference to average fitness of the population w, 
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Where 0 = s/r is the coupling coefficient. This system of 
equations can be solved to give 
du - v0p0q0e 	
(4.5) 
dt*- (po + q.e-t* )2 
Where Po  and u0 are the initial frequencies of the selected and 
neutral alleles, and u+v=1. By considering the change of u with p 
instead of t, we get a weak selection approximation for the net 




Au = vol - 
0 
(4.6) 
Thus under the assumption of weak selection and recombination, 
the net change in the frequency of a hitch-hiker for a given set of 
starting conditions depends only on the coupling 0, though the 
time taken for this change to occur will be a function of s, as 
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tt*/s. If we assume that initially the selected and neutral alleles 
only occur together, then Po = u0 and Eq. (4.6) simplifies to 
uO 
1, 	I 
Au=u° 0  J 
0 
(4.7) 
It is straightforward to iterate equations (4.1-3) and compare the 
net change in a hitch-hiker with this weak s,r approximation 
(4.7). (Figure 4.1). 
We can see that the weak s,r approximation overestimates the 
effect due to hitch-hiking, especially for loosely linked loci. In 
addition O=s/r will be small for loosely linked loci. For example if 
we consider an unlinked allele hitching on an allele of large 
advantage s=0.1, 0 is only 0.2. The effect of hitching between an 
increasing cytoplasmic factor and a nuclear locus, by their nature 
unlinked, was considered analytically by (Turelli,Hoffmann, & 
McKechnie, 1992), and was found to be small unless the 
cytoplasmic factor increased rapidly. 
We can again use comparison with iterative solutions to see how 
good the weak s,r approximation is for different starting 
frequencies u0, holding 0 constant. The relationship of Au to u0 is 
simplest for 0=1, as Eq. 4.7 simplifies to 
Au 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the net change (Au) in the frequency of a hitch- 
hiking allele initially at frequency u0=0.01, with the coupling coefficient 
9=s/r. [solid line] the weak selection, recombination approximation (Eq. 
4.7). [broken lines] exact solutions by iteration of equations (4.1-3). 
[Open symbols] hitchers at fixed map lengths: [circles] unlinked (r=0.5); 
[squares] r=0.1; [triangles] r=0.05. [Closed diamonds] hitchers at varying 
map distance from a selected allele of fixed advantage s=0.05. 
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Figure 4.2 compares Eq. (4.8) to iterative solutions of Eqs. 4.1-3 
for 0=1. 
4.2 Hitch-Hiking in Spatially 
Structured Populations 
The system of equations for a single population under weak 
selection (4.4) can easily be extended to the case of a one 





-q)+2pu +D  
Where primes denote the derivatives with respect to scaled 
distance x = 
VLO~ X - 
Equation 4.9 is equivalent to Fisher's classic 
reaction diffusion equation (Fisher, 1937) for the spread of an 
advantageous allele, which after some period will form a 
travelling wave, the shape of which can then be solved 
numerically. 
As yet no useful analytical solution of Fisher's travelling wave 
equation exists (though see Ablowitz and Zeppetella (1979) for an 
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Figure 4.2: The relative increase (Au/u0) in the frequency of a hitch- 
hiking allele initially at frequency u0 (shown on a natural log scale) for 
coupling 8=1. [solid line] the weak selection, recombination approximation 
(Eq. 4.8). [broken lines] exact solutions by iteration of equations (4.1-3): 
Solution are for (from top to bottom) s=r=0.01, s=r=0.05, s=r=O.1, s=r=0.2, 
s=r=O.5 
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travelling wave is formed can only be predicted by iterating 
equation (4.7), or carrying out a simulation. Only under special 
conditions will D in Eq. (4.11) form a travelling wave. As there 
are no analytical solutions for the system of equations (4.9-11), it 
is useful to develop an alternative tool to study their behaviour. 
We will develop a simple method to find iterative solutions for 
spatially structured populations, based on the 1D stepping stone 
model of populations (Kimura, 1953). A chain of demes with 
nearest-neighbour dispersal most closely approximates exchange 
across a continuum when they exchange half of their individuals, 
one quarter moving to each neighbour (Sawyer, 1976). In this 
case if the distance between neighbours is Ax, then the variance 
cr2 of individuals' movements per generation is Ax2/2. We can 
find iterative solutions equivalent to Eqs. (4.9-11) using a chain 
of demes, by following changes in p, u, and D within demes due to 
selection and recombination using equations (4.1-3), and then 
adjusting p, u and D in each deme to take into account dispersal 
between demes. 
Initially selected and neutral alleles are introduced in complete 
association at frequency uo,o  where ui,t is the value of u in deme i 
at time t. Equations (4.1-3) are used to find the values of pj,u j  
and D1 after selection and recombination. The value of p1 in deme 
i>O after dispersal is calculated as p'= p / 4) + (p i / 2) + (p / 4). 
We are modelling a single introduction into deme 0, with 
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symmetric migration, so for all demes i>O, p = p. Thus 
= r /4)+ (p /2)+ (p1 /4), and we need not duplicate 
calculations for demes i<O. The values of ui and Cj=Dj+pjui, the 
frequency of coupling gametes PU, are adjusted for dispersal in 
precisely the same way as pi for each deme. Finally, within each 
deme the value of D after dispersal is calculated as D'=C'-p'u'. The 
changes due to selection, recombination and dispersal are 
iterated in this way to give values for succeeding generations. 
Although this approach is only an approximation to a continuous 
population, for weak selection it yields results for travelling 
waves in p very close to numerical solutions of Fisher's equation 
(Travelling waves are followed by discarding demes behind the 
point of fixation of p). This is true for both the velocity of the 
travelling wave and its shape (Figures 4.3, 4.4). As we would 
expect, travelling waves are slower, with a shorter wavelength 
than the weak selection approximation: the iterative solution 
allows for increase in average fitness in the population, which 
will slow the progress of the selected allele. 
We can use this iterative method to estimate the increase in an 
allele hitching with a selected allele spreading in one dimension. 
In the absence of selection we would expect alleles to diffuse out 
from a point of introduction, with no net change in their 
numbers. A neutral allele hitching during the increase of a 
selected allele is pulled along behind its wave of increase (Figure 
4.5), until recombination breaks down their association. At this 
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Figure 4.3: Velocities of iterated travelling waves [broken line] compared 
to the weak s,r Fisher wave expectation v = 2iJ — . As a2=Ax2/2, Ax is 
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Figure 4.4: Shape of iterated travelling wave for s=0.01 [solid circles] 
compared to the weak s,r Fisher wave expectation (A.=5). The least squares 
fit gives A.=4.68 for the iterated data. 
longer increase. The duration of the association between the 
alleles will determine the benefit the hitcher receives. The 
evolution of disequilibrium between selected and hitching alleles 
takes very different forms as selection is increased, even when 
the coupling is held constant. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the 
evolution of p, u, and D for coupling 8=1, with different levels of 
selection and recombination. The qualitative difference in the 
evolution of disequilibrium for the same level of coupling 
suggests that the simple relationship between coupling and Au 
predicted by the weak s,r approximation (Eq. 4.7) will not hold 
for hitching in spatially structured populations. 
Consider D and u, the frequencies of D1 and uj summed over all 
demes for our iterative model at generation t (demes i<O are 
included in the summation, that is u 	u0, +2u1 ). With time, 
D will tend to zero and u will tend to a maximum value 1*. 
Then Au*= 1*-uo,o is a measure of the net gain in hitching alleles 
in the spatially structured population, and Au*/uo,o  is precisely 
equivalent to Au/u0 for a single population. We must be more 
cautious in comparing u0,0 and Au* for a spatial population to uo 
and Au for a single population, as the spatial population variables 
must be scaled by the extent of the linear space being considered. 
Figure 4.7 compares the relationship between Au* (unscaled) and 
coupling for spatially structured populations to that for the single 
populations previously shown in Figure 4.1. It is clear that, 
excepting the trivial case of spread in a habitat of infinite extent, 
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Figure 4.5: For coupling 9=1, s=r=0.1, uo=O.Ol:  the spread in one dimension 
of a 	selected 	allele 	frequency 	p [broken lines], 	a neutral 	hitcher 
frequency 	u [solid 	lines], and disequilibrium between them D 	[below], 
calculated by iteration over an array of demes. Curves are for t= 20, 40, 80 
and 	120 generations for each variable, 	and occur in that order from 
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Figure 4.6: For coupling 9=1, s=r=0.01, u=0.01: the spread in one dimension 
of a selected allele frequency p [broken lines], a neutral hitcher 
frequency u [solid lines], and disequilibrium between them D [below], 
calculated by iteration over an array of demes. Curves are for t= 30, 60, 120 
and 240 generations for each variable, and occur in that order from 
narrowest to widest. 
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spatially structured population than in a single panmictic 
population. This holds even for loosely linked or unlinked 
hitching alleles. Figure 4.8 compares the relationship between 
Au*/uoo  and Au* (unscaled) for spatially structured populations 
to that for the single populations previously shown in Figure 4.2. 
The curves for single and spatially structured populations are 
similar, and it seems likely that a suitable scaling of Au* could 
make them coincident. If this is the case, then for a given 
coupling coefficient there is some characteristic extent of the 
linear population structure over which the relative increase of a 
hitch-hiking allele is identical to the relative increase of an allele 
in a panmictic population, for all initial frequencies. Figure 4.7 
would then indicate that the 'characteristic extent' increases with 
increased coupling. This makes intuitive sense: in the limit of 
complete coupling (r=O) a hitching allele will spread forever. 
* 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the net change in the frequency of a hitch- 
hiking allele. Curves of Au*  for spatially structured populations [closed 
symbols] are overlaid on the curves for single populations [open symbols] 
shown in Figure 4.1. Initially u,=u=0.01. [solid line] the weak selection, 
recombination approximation for a single population (Eq. 4.7). Hitchers at 
fixed map lengths: [circles] unlinked (r-0.5); [squares] r=0.1; [triangles] 
r=0.05. [diamonds] hitchers at varying map distance from a selected allele 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of relative increase in the frequency of a hitch-
hiking allele, coupling 0=1. Curves of Au*/uO,Ø  vs. u0,0 for spatially 
structured populations [bold dashed lines] are overlaid on the curves for 
single populations [broken lines] shown in Figure 4.2. 	[solid line] the 
weak selection, recombination approximation (Eq. 4.8). [broken lines] 
exact solutions by iteration of equations (4.1-3): Solutions are for (from top 
to bottom) s=r=0.01, s=r=0.05, s=r=0.1, s=r=0.2, s=r-0.5. 
4.3 Discussion 
We began by considering the processes involved in the increase 
of a genome whose advantage is due to many loci of additive 
effect, a complex problem, as it combines the simultaneous 
selective increase of many genes, and hitch-hiking in spatially 
structured populations. We have developed a framework for 
quantifying the effect of hitch-hiking in spatially structured 
populations due to the increase of a single allele. Extending this 
framework to consider many selected loci would be the next 
logical step. 
Related problems have been studied for single panmictic 
populations. Ohta (1968) calculated the fixation probabilities of 
two selected loci in a finite population, and recognised that initial 
linkage disequilibrium would be important when considering 
crosses between divergent strains. Methods for mapping 
quantitative trait loci in selected strains through perturbation of 
frequencies neutral markers (Keightley & Bulfield, 1993) 
highlight the complexity of hitch-hiking during the increase of 
many loci. 
It seems likely from these studies that mathematical analysis of 
hitch-hiking of many loci in a spatially structured population 
would be highly complex. As an alternative an infinite locus 
model can be developed from the finite population junctions 
model of Chapter 3, with the following modifications: The 
population now consists of a string of finite demes. Demes 
exchange half of their individuals each generation, one quarter 
moves to each nearest neighbour, to approximate exchange across 
a continuum as discussed in section 4.2. Selection is additive 
across loci, and of the form outlined in section 4.1. A model of 
this type was tested for a hitch-hiking due to a single selected 
allele against the results developed in section 4.2, and then used 
in a likelihood analysis (Edwards, 1972) of data for neutral 
diagnostic sika markers on the Kintyre peninsula. The results of 
this analysis were encouraging, and are the subject of ongoing 
work. 
(5) 
Contribution to Future 
Generations 
"My papers are my children." 
(M. 	Turelli, 	pers. 	comm.) 
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There has been much popular interest in tracing ancestry of 
human populations. Studies of mitochondrial lineages avoid the 
problems which arises from sexual reproduction; recombination 
of the nuclear genome turns ancestral lineages from simple trees 
into complex nets. However, pinpointing a mitochondrial 'Eve' 
tells us little; extant human mitochondria must have a single 
common ancestor somewhere in time, but not necessarily in a 
human, and not necessarily in an individual which has 
contributed any other genetic material (Watterson & Donnelly, 
1992). To gain useful resolution on population bottlenecks that 
might indicate cladogenesis we must consider many loci, with all 
the problems that entails. Here we consider one aspect of the 
many problems surrounding ancestry, the ultimate probability of 
fixation of a neutral block of genome. 
The probability of ultimate fixation of a neutral allele under the 
Wright-Fisher model of random genetic drift is simply the initial 
frequency of the allele (Crow & Kimura, 1970). Thus a population 
size becomes large the probability of ultimate fixation tends to 
zero. This must be true of the alleles at each locus of an entire 
neutral genome. However, this genome may contribute alleles to 
many descendants during the many generations needed for a 
large population to fix. If the number of descendants containing 
some contribution from the ancestral genome becomes large 
relative to the population size, we might expect the probability of 
fixation of at least some of that genome to be significant. The 
ultimate contribution of a neutral genome to a large but finite 
population does not seem immediately clear. This chapter 
addresses the problem by comparing junction simulations to 
analytical results based on a branching process argument 
developed by Barton. 
A similar approach was used by Stam (1980) in deriving the 
distribution of the fraction of the genome identical by descent in 
finite random mating populations. Though related to fixation of 
the genome, this is a subtly different topic which is a 
generalisation of Fisher's (Fisher, 1953) work on inbreeding. 
5.1 Branching Processes 
Branching processes have been extensively used in the study of 
genetic problems (see Schaffer, 1970 for review). Barton has 
suggested application of the method from fixation of an allele to 
fixation of a genome. We shall first derive the single locus case, 
and then use the same form in deriving the result for fixation of 
a genome. Let the probability of ultimate fixation of a single copy 
of an allele in generation t, immediately before reproduction, be 
Pt. The number of genes in the population (2N) is assumed to be 
large enough that different alleles are lost independently of each 
other. The probabilities of fixation, P, can be found by iterating 
through one generation. The allele produces j offspring alleles 
with probability 'P j. This is the distribution of the number of 
heterozygotes produced by a rare heterozygote (which will 
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almost certainly mate with a homozygote for the common allele). 
Then: 
(L—P 	
i T ! a — P t) 	 (5.1) 
Here P is the probability that an allele at time (t-1) would be 
fixed, given that it is passed to precisely one offspring in the next 
generation, so by definition P 	= . If the distribution of 
offspring Pj is Poisson with mean (1+s), then: 
(L — Pt-1) = j exp (— (L + s)) (L + s)j  (L — P t )j = exp (— (1 + s)Pt ) 	(5.2) 
For small s, this has the solution P=2s at equilibrium, so that the 
probability of ultimate fixation for a neutral allele is zero. The 
assumption of independent loss of alleles is equivalent to 
considering an infinite population under the Wright-Fisher drift 
process. 
Now, consider a single block of genome, map length y at time t. 
Let the probability of ultimate fixation of at least some part of 
this block be P(y), immediately before reproduction. Each genome 
produces j offspring with probability 'Pj by mating with an 
unrelated individual. As with equation 5.1 for Pt: 
1-P_1  (Y))='I'(LP:(Y)) 	 (5.3) 
Here P(y) is the probability that some part of a genome length y 
at time (t-l) would be fixed, given that it is passed to precisely 
one offspring in the next generation. With probability y there is 
exactly one crossover. This ensures that offspring inherit at most 
one block: With probability (1-y)/2, no block is passed on; with 
probability (1-y)/2, a block of map length y is passed on; and 
with probability y, a block of map length uniform in (O,y) is 
passed on. Thent 
P:(Y)='P(Y)+sP(Z)dZ 	 (5.4) 
In a population of steady size, neutral genomes must produce an 
average of two offspring, as Eq. 5.4 takes segregation into 
account. If the distribution of offspring is Poisson with mean 2, 
then: 
1— P1 (y)) = i exp 	—: (y))i = exp (-2P (y)) 	(5.5) 
Substituting for P(y): 
Y 
P 1 (y)=1—exp(l—y)P(y)+2JP(z)dz 	 (5.6) 
0 
and P0 (y) = 1 by definition. 
t This expression has a natural similarity to the change in the frequency 
of blocks size y due to recombination ( see terms in R, equation 2.1). Here 
genome length is succinctly expressed as map length (equivalent to Ry in 
2.1), and the term for broken blocks considers descendants from, rather 
than ancestors of, blocks of lengthy. 
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The equilibrium solution for P(y) is not obvious but Eq. 5.6 can be 
iterated to find the solution at time t. A neutral genome is a 
collection of neutral alleles, and so the probability of ultimate 
fixation in an infinite population for any neutral genome P(y) 
must be zero. Eq. 5.6 does give a probability tending to zero, 
though very slowly. Mathematical analysis of this problem for 
finite populations is complex, as interactions between blocks 
must be considered. Here we aim to test the accuracy of the 
branching process as an approximation for finite populations. By 
comparing junction simulation results with iterative calculations 
of equation (5.6) we can determine whether interactions between 
blocks influences fixation in large finite populations. 
5.2 The Junctions Model 
We wish to simulate the break up and fixation of a finite 
population of N genomes in a diploid population under the action 
of drift and recombination. We will be comparing results with the 
branching process analysis above, so a model with discrete 
generations is appropriate. In the initial population we need to 
label each individual's genome as being distinct from all others, 
and we must then allow for junctions between N different 
haplotypes. When considering only two haplotypes as in the 
previous chapters, the state of a haploid after a junction is simply 
the alternative to the state before. To allow N states we have an 
additional variable associated with each junction which indicates 
the next state on the haploid (See Figure 5.1). This obviously 
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complicates the implementation of recombination, but the process 
does not change in essence. (Compare recombination in Appendix 
A1.2 and Appendix A2.0). 
2N parents are drawn from the population at random; N pairings 
each produce one offspring to form the next generation of N 
individuals. It is impractical to simulate an infinite gamete pool; 
the consequences of the resultant genotypic sampling are 
considered when testing the model. 
Recombination is uniform along the chromosome, with a number 
of chiasmata drawn from a Poisson distribution with expectation 
R, where R is the total map length and assuming no interference 
(See Appendix 1.1 for discussion). This is a more general model 
than the analytical description of recombination used above, 
which allows only one crossover within any homogeneous block; 
The models will be most similar when considering blocks of small 
map length. 
The positions of all chiasmata for a chromosome pairing are 
drawn, ordered and then applied to the lists of junctions of the 
parents, to produce a single offspring which is added to the 
individuals of the next generation. The number of haplotypes 
remaining in the population to some degree was recorded each 
generation. Less frequently, the distribution of contributions of 
haplotypes to the population was estimated by counting the 
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Figure 5.1: Junction tuples used to represent a recombinant of many 
haplotypes. 
contributing class was decreased exponentially from 2N, allowing 
fine resolution for smaller contributions. A haplotype is assigned 
to size class k if it contribution to the population is less than or 
equal to the kth  class boundary, but greater than the (k+1)th, 
where the kth  boundary is (7/8)1c, and 40<=k<=O. Thus size class 
zero runs from 2N to 2N.7/8, and so on. The number of 
haplotypes in a particular contribution class is then used as an 
estimator for the density of contributors at the mid-point of that 
class on a log scale. 
5.3 Testing the Model 
5.3.1 Drift 
In the absence of recombination haploids will segregate in the 
same way as alleles at a single locus. If the model allowed an 
infinite gamete pool, drift in allele frequencies would be 
predicted by the Wright-Fisher model of gametic sampling. The 
genotypic sampling in the model should however be equivalent 
to gametic sampling when the population is in Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium. A diploid population of unique individuals with no 
selection will be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in all but the 
first generation, when each individual is homozygous for its own 
(rare) alleles. Sampling in this case will be equivalent to sampling 
from a population of 2N distinct haploids. Using the matrix 
formulation of the Wright-Fisher model (after Hartl and Clarke 
1989, p67), the state of the population with respect to alleles 
originating from an individual A can be described by the number 
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of 'A' alleles present after the first generation, with the 
population starting in state 1. Mathematica (Wolfram, 1992) was 
used to create the binomial probability transition matrix for a 
population 2N=100, and iterate a Markov chain starting with a 
vector in state 1. The probability that an individual will 
contribute some alleles to generation t is one minus the zero class 
after t iterations. When the Markov chain converges to a 
stationary distribution the probability of contribution for type A 
will equal its probability of fixation. If A hasn't fixed then some 
other type must have, and so A's contribution will be zero. Thus 
we expect the contribution to tend asymptotically to 1/2N, the 
initial frequency of the allele. There is a good between the drift 
expectation and simulation data (Figure 5.2). 
5.3.1 Recombination 
As all haplotypes are rare in the initial population, chiasmata will 
almost always result in junctions between different haplotypes. 
We would therefore expect recombination with map length R to 
produce on average R junctions per daughter haploid each 
generation, as long as no haplotype has increased to appreciable 
frequency through drift. Figure 5.3 compares the number of 
junctions per diploid individual for the initial generations of 
simulations with the expectation Mt. 
5.4 Discussion 
Figure 5.4 compares the number of haplotypes contributing to 
simulated populations of 2N=1000 with the branching process 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Simulation results with the Fisher-Wright model 
of random genetic drift. Above: Simulation for 2N=100. Below Simulation 
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Figure 5.3: Testing the accumulation of junctions. Circles: Results for two 
simulations, with standard deviations. Solid line: The expectation 2Rt per 
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results [dotted lines] compared with, from top to 
bottom, iterative solutions of equation (5.6) for map length 0.4, 0.2 and 0.1, 
and a Markov chain solution for y=O. 
using Mathematica (Wolfram, 1992). The simulation results 
correspond closely to the branching process prediction, indicating 
that descendants of a haplotype do not become sufficiently 
numerous relative to the population size to increase its chance of 
contribution. Figure 5.5 illustrates the distribution of the 
proportion of genome likely to be contributed by a haplotype for 
maplength 0.2, after 250 generations. The message is clear for 
individuals living in large populations: without selection or 
population growth, the only lasting contribution to future 
generations must be cultural! 
Though the topic explored in this chapter is relatively simple, the 
simulation model developed may have potential for further 
applications. Recently Barton (1994) has described a general 
method for calculating the fixation probability of an allele which 
can find itself in a variety of genetic backgrounds, and has 
applied this method to find the effect of substitutions, fluctuating 
polymorphisms and deleterious mutations, though the model 
extends to cover any kind of population structure (Barton, 1993). 
This work, as above, uses the method of branching processes, and 
populations are assumed to be extremely large. Junction 
simulations seem a natural way to test the power of such results 
when applied to finite populations, and the model developed for 
the present study is in some ways pre-adapted for analysis of 
structured populations as it encorporates the functionality of the 
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Figure 5.5: The distribution of contributions for map length y=0.2, after 
250 generations. Results are averaged over 16 replicates. Dotted lines are 





In the course of this thesis we have developed tools for 
simulation and analysis of multilocus problems. The junction 
approach has wide application, and can be used to extend existing 
work, and explore other areas of evolutionary biology. 
One of the advantages of explicit simulation of junctions is that 
we are forced to consider the dynamics of populations as well as 
stable equilibrium states. This was highlighted in Chapter 2, 
where the simulations of multilocus dines revealed a very slow 
approach toward equilibrium. This prompted a mathematical 
analysis of the dynamics, and led to the method for recursive 
calculation of the upper bound on the distribution of blocks 
created as genotypes mix in the dine. The flux of blocks in a 
population due to selection, recombination and migration will 
often take a similar form to that considered in Chapter 2 (Eq. 2.9). 
For example we saw that the branching process expression for 
the probability of fixation of a block (Eq. 5.4) has similar terms 
for recombination, though here considering the flux into, rather 
than out, of a particular size class. If an equilibrium solution 
exists for an expression similar to Eq. 2.9 then the recursive 
method for finding solutions of the dynamics should be equally 
applicable, and as such this method may provide a general tool 
for the analysis of the dynamics of block distributions. 
The method of dating hybrid zones described in Chapter 3 
requires extension to consider exchange between a chain of 
demes, epistasis, and non-uniform selection over the genome, 
though this last may only be necessary when the number of 
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selected loci is small. In the case of a small number of selected 
loci, the distribution of blocks in hybrid genomes may be used to 
gauge the relative strength of selection at different loci, a method 
similar to the estimation of the effects of quantitative trait loci 
from the frequency of linked neutral markers (Keightley & 
Bulfield, 1993). Hybrid zones between Mus taxa exist throughout 
Europe, and a study of microsatellite markers has been carried 
out in the Pyrennees (Bonhomme, Catalan et al., 1984). The 
current author intends to use the models developed in Chapters 2 
and 3 to assist interpretation of the data from this study. 
The process of transformation in prokaryotes is central to the 
spread of resistance to antibiotics between clones (see Maynard 
Smith, 1990 for review). The relatively high ratio of mutation to 
transformation and recombination events in prokaryotes makes 
detection of junctions relatively straightforward. A junctions 
model of transformation among haploid populations could be 
used estimate the turnover of genetic material at blocks 
conferrinf resistance sweep to fixation. 
Many problems in quantitative genetics lend themselves to the 
junctions approach. In particular, studies of the limits to artificial 
selection require consideration of many linked loci. Since 
Robertson (1970) it has generally been considered that for mass 
selection the selected proportion that maximises ultimate 
response is 1/2. Recently a simulation study (Hospital & Chevalet, 
1993) suggested that with linkage the optimum selection 
intensity may be much lower than predicted unless population 
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size is small. From this study it seems that the distribution of 
selective effects among loci is critical. Simulation of many loci 
with non-uniform effects is inherently difficult. Referring back to 
our discussion of the junctions approach in Chapter 1, if the 
distribution of the effects of loci is complex, then a population 
will not initially consist of highly ordered haplotypes, and the 
junction description requires CL + 4NRt variables (Eq. 1.1) for a 
population of 2N haploids, with initially C distinct haplotypes of 
L discrete loci. Haploids in each generation can be described by 
reference to the original C haplotypes, and the positions of 
junctions between tracts of these haplotypes. When applied with 
care the junction approach is still more efficient than simply 
following all 2NL loci in the population. Robertson (1977) used a 
junction simulation to extend his work on artificial selection to 
the infinite locus case. In terms of the nomenclature above, he 
made reference to the original C haplotypes in the population 
using an elegant mechanism for the exact calculation of the 
variance associated with each new block produced by 
recombination. However, this method assumes a normal 
distribution of effects over loci. The current author, in 
collaboration with Frederic Hospital, is developing a junctions 
model which will directly reference a stochastically produced set 
of C original haplotypes, allowing any distribution of selective 
effects to be simulated. Progress in the mapping of quantitative 
trait loci (Keightley & Bulfield, 1993) indicates that the 
distribution of effects of loci is highly leptokurtic, so the junction 
model under development may be a useful tool for both 
theoretical and empirical study. 
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We have discussed applications of junction theory to quite 
specific problems. Although these studies are informative in their 
own right, they have a common thread in indicating the 
importance of linkage disequilibrium in natural populations. 
Analysing the dynamics of secondary contact hybrid zones, we 
have seen that alleles are likely remain associated to some extent 
over very many generations. We have seen that linkage 
disequilibrium between selected and neutral alleles may be slow 
to break down in spatially structured populations, increasing the 
hitch-hiking effect. By identifying the sources and degree of 
linkage disequilibrium in natural populations, we move closer to 
explanations of many of the larger issues in evolutionary biology, 
natural variation, recombination and sex, and speciation. 
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Implementation of Haploid Populations 
with Junctions Between Two States 
A1.O Implementation Details and Overview 
Simulations using junctions appear throughout the preceding chapters. The details of 
their implementation are common to all applications. 
Recombination is taken to be uniform along the chromosome, with a number of 
chiasmata drawn from a Poisson distribution with expectation R, where R is the total 
map length and assuming no interference. More complex distributions may be more 
realistic, and certainly would be easily implemented, but generally make comparison 
with accepted theoretical results difficult. It is important to note that the resolution of 
the numbers produced by the uniform random number generator used sets an upper 
limit on the number of loci which can be modelled. However, given the representation 
of real numbers on modern computers, and our expectation for the maximum number 
of junctions in a population ( see 1.1-3) this limit will be irrelevant for recombination 
over any realistic time scale. Data on the start state and junctions (See Fig. 1.1) of 
every haploid in the population are stored in each generation. Junctions are stored as 
32-bit real numbers over the range 0 to 1, giving a maximum resolution of =408  loci 
or base pairs per chromosome. The uniformity of the random number generator was 
checked. 
Simulation models were implemented in Think Pascal by Symantec, and run on 
several Apple Macintosh computers. The text of the implementation consists of a 
number of units of code, each covering a different topic, followed by the main 
program. The interface of a unit specifies those procedures and functions which can be 
used by other units and the main program. The implementation contains the body of 
the procedure listed in the interface, and other procedures necessary to that unit, but 
not to others. 
2 
Overview 
The purpose of the following diagrams is to present the simulation implementations in 
an intuitively accessible way. The diagrams are a series of recursive transition 
networks (RTNs) which serve as a map to key parts of the source code. These 
diagrams are not meant to be exhaustive - the shortest exhaustive description of the 
source code is the source code itself. Also the source code allows a number of 
situations to be simulated which bear no direct relevance to this thesis, such as 
sexually dimorphic populations, and genomes with many chromosomes. Such 
extraneous aspects are not referred to in the RTNs, instead they are designed to serve 
as a hierarchical overview of how the most important parts of the simulations function. 
At each level in the hierarchy more detailed levels are described by a description of 
their purpose, and a reference to the diagrams describing their function. The lowest 
levels refer to sections of the Pascal implementations for haploid populations with 
junctions between two state (Appendix 1.2) and of Diploid Populations with Junctions 
between N states (Appendix 2). The level at which descriptions change from diagrams 
to source code is approximately that at which the complexity or bulk of further 
recursive diagrams would exceed that of the source code. 
The RTNs are intended to be taken together with the listing of all important functions 
in the Appendix Contents, as keys to the purpose and detailed implementation of the 
source code. 
3 
RTN figures are made up of five types of unit 
inutflE:  _ 










Each process box is beaded by 
its description... 
process may contain 	 Example Process  
references to source code I----- 
implementations, denoted by 
PPOC.— 
I 
Such references are followed 5) 
by the relevant page numbers 
in appendix 1 
and appendix 2 
RTN 0: 
A process may contain The RTN key 
references to another RTN 
diagram, denoted by - - - - - 
	- - - - 
RTN 
Such references are followed 
by the RTN title 
.-. The Zoom InfOut Frame 
Zoom In/Out 	( 	indicates a unit which 
Frame appears on other levels of the 
hierarchical description. 
Where higher levels of 
description are not obvious, 
they are indicated outside 
the bottom left corner of the 
frame. 
Sublevel of RTN 
The title of each RTN is followed by the page numbers of the 
relevant source code in each implementation respectiveig 
(In addition the source code contains 
references back to relevant RTNs.) 
/ 
function a_±ixict±on:tr±xg; {[ RTN 0, p5]} 
begin 
end; 
RTNO (Not an PT N) :A Key to RTN diagrams (pp5.5) 
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Sublevel of RTN 4 
RTN 5: An Offspring (pp 47.. 49, 124, 126) 
Ike  
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Al.! General unit 
unit General; 
interface 
TABLE OF DATA TYPE LENGTHS IN BYTES 
const 





length_PTR = 4; 	{) 
t) 
length—REAL = 4; 
{) 
length—INTEGER = 2; 
(] 
length_LONGINT 4; 	t I 
{) 
length_BYTE = 1; 	[) 
procedure Longint_to—string (subject: Longint; var s: string); 
procedure real—to _string (subject: real; var s: string); 
f tillItllIll?ItII IllltllIlllllI??t?llll?t?lllttIllllT?lll?lltlIItIlt?fl?T ll??tI?IIltItlttlI??ittiilt???illIti?ItUflttIT tt?tllttll?i?tlttlt?lllIltll) 
procedure init_chi; 
------_----_-__-----_-----_ ---------- 
(II???l? t,,,,,t, trill,,?,? tt,t till,,?,,, Ill? ittI 1111111 till TI?? ?l?itt?tti lilt tilt Ii??tt tillIit?tt lilt III? Itt? fllt?t tilt lIltIttlI? 
............... 
ilt11111?Ii??t 
function chisum: real; 
(I 
procedure chi (0, E: real); 
_--------___-------------_------- -----1 
It It I??? Ill? llll?lli?? lIlt lilt?? lilt 11111111?????? ??li li?ltlll?l lilt l??tl?l 1l1?l?l1 liii till lilt It???? lilt 11111????? Il? lilt?????? I??? I?) 
function chidf: integer; 
t-------------------- 
lilt tilt tI ll??tlltt??t It Ill? t?llt? lilt tilt lilt?? It tilt?, Ill? II ltltIlll?llt ItlIllIl?? tIll I? tilt it?????? Ii Itlililt?? liii lilt ??tt ii) 
function pickAreal: real; 
tIlt II?????? ??l?ll t?l?l??? l?I?li till 111th 1111?? lilt l?I?l?l?l? lilt t?Ii lIlt l?lt t????l?tltllt?ii tilt lIlt lit? tilt?, ititltll i ?t?i tl?itt liii I??? ii????) 
function tossAcoin: boolean; 
- - ------ -----------I 
Ill? tIll I????? lIt?IIlI I? lIlt IIlllil?li ?iI? lilt Ill? II llIll?lI lIlt Ill?I? II?? lIlt ?I Itt? 1111111? tilIt?ill?lI tIlt lilt lIlt It) 
function uniform: real; 
_ ----------------- -----------_ -------------------- 
Ill?tlll Ill? Ii?? lIlt?? till?? t?llIlIilll? It II l?l?l?l?I?ll Ill? l?ltl??? III?lIllti till t?ltli?tiil? Ill? lIlt lIt? llI?liiili till l?IIII ll?iliti liIihi?l?i llIll???l? 
function logit (p, imax: real): real; 
_ ------- ------------------ ------_ --- -- - --- --1 
{ 
l?IiIll?li?ilitillt?lt??lilllttilll??Il?I? 




Functions mm and max - general purpose 
------------- ----------------- 
11 
function mm (a, b: real): real; 
begin 
If a < b then 
mm := a 
else 
mm := b 
end; 
function max (a, b: real): real; 
begin 
If a> b then 
max := a 
else 
max := b 
end; 






If subject = 0 then 
0'; 
while i>0 do 
begin 
s := concat(chr(i mod 10 + 48), s); 
:= i div 10; 
end; 
If subject < 0 then 
s := concat('-', s) 
end; 







r:= ABS(subject) - 
S := 
ifi=Othen 
s := '0'; 
while i > 0 do 
begin 
s := concat(chr(i mod 10 + 48), s); 
i:=idIvlO 
end; 
If SUBJECT < 0 then 
S := CONCAT('-', s); 
s:= concat(s, '.'); 
If r = trunc(r) then 
s := concat(s, '0) 
else 
begin 
r:= r * 10; 
repeat 
12 
t 	concat(chr(trunc(r) mod 10 + 48), t); 
s := concat(s, t); 
r := r * 10 




chi _tot: real; 
chi _dfree: integer; 
f
it Itllttlttili Tlltiltittilitllltitltltltlt?iltltllttitltttlllttilittitillttttittllttllit tttiltittttlliittiltitttlili lint??? tlllltttttltttttttltiilttt} 
procedure iniLchi; 
- ------------- -------------------------) 
begin 
chi tot := 0; 
chi_dfree := 0; 
end; 
lIlt lit?ttttt? tilt it TI lttlTl?tttilittt lIlt tilt?? lilt titlttlttt ltttittl tltltttttt tilt liii It 11111??? liii itttiiliti tIlt?????? it?? t II ttttltt?tt II 
function chisum: real; 
- --------- ------ ---------------------------- --------- 
begin 
chisum := chi-tot 
end; 
function chidf: integer; 
- ---------------------_--- ----------- 
begin 




procedure chi (0, E: real); 
--------------------- ----------- -------------- 
begin 
It E >= 5 then 
begin 
chi _tot := (sqr(O - E) / E) + chi—tot; 
chi _dfree := chi_dfree + 1 
end 
end; 
lilt It?? hit till It???? tilt till lilt?? tilt it hit Tilt tilt 11th? ttt? it tilt tilt itt? i?ttlt itt? tilt tilt?? tttl Itt? tilt?? ?t?t till i?iit? tutu tilt itt ttit It) 




tr := random + bsl(random, 16); 
pickAreal := (0.5 + Er / 4294967296); (works on the Mac) 
end; 
till Ilti itt titI ii lIlt???? itt? I? till itit tIhtutilt? liii?? itt? titlilhl lii??t tttl tt?tut ultihl?? it lit? itiltlti ittl II ittlihil tutu it tIll 111111 tilt tilt till?? 
13 
function tossAcoin: boolean; 
begin 
tossAcoin := random > 0 
end; 
Ti lii? itt? itt? TT1?ititi?Tii?Ti?iiiiiii it iii? itt? itittili ititititli iti?i? tilt ItT? Tilt it tilt iii? i?itTiiti?itttt?tt it i?t???? it itt??? it Tilt it 






until (x> 0) and (x < 1); 
uniform := x; 
end; 
function logit (p, Imax: real): real; 
- ---- 




If p <= 0 then 
logit := -imax 
else if p >= 1 then 
logit := Imax 
else 
begin 
1= ln(p/(l - p)); 
If!> Imax then 
logit := Imax 
else if 1 <= -lmax then 
logit := -imax 
else 
logit := 1 
end 
end; (of function logit) 
function Poisson (mu: real): integer; 
var 
i: integer; 
tt, s: real; 
begin 
If mu <= 0 then 




tt := exp(-mu); 
S := uniform; 
14 
while s> tt do 
begin 
S := S * uniform; 







A1.2 Junctions unit 
[TTTTTIT1IITT T?T??TTTTITTTIflTTTTITTTTTTTI?TTITTTTT TTTTTITIITI?TITlflTTTTTTfuTTTT? TTTTTTTflT?T,T,,,lI ?ITTUI?TT 
unit Junctions; 
Re-written by Stuart Baird 10/12/91 
Two pools of junctions are used, one to hold the existing generations junctions, 
one to hold the new generation's. When a generation is no longer needed, its pool is 
declared empty, and the new and old are swapped to make room for the next gen. 
NB Two properties of this system are important: 
I/ Junctions on a strand are now always in contiguous increasing order in memory 
2/ I'll think of the other later 





Max _chiasmata = 400; 
nbuckets = 75; 
type 
jindex = Longlnt; { for indexing the junction pools) 
strand = record 
start _state: boolean; 
start, last: jindex; ( the index to its start and end In 
end; 	 ( the junction array 
positionArray = array[l..Max_chiasmata] of real; 









bucket: array[ 1  ..nbuckets] of bucketRec; 
[?Ti???T? TT?T ITTITITTU IiTITIT1TT IT1TIIITITH? T?T?T????I TITTTTTI TI,, 	TTTITIT T??? Ti TI?????? ??T??? ????liTl II Iill?lTi?I TI?? TTTI iIilTiTT?? ?iIiT?Tl ,, 
procedure BUBBLE—SORT (var A: positionArray; n: integer); 
- ------------ -_---------------------- 
TI T1TTT1TI TI? I? T?TT T?T IT T?I?TT?? TI?? Ti TI?? TITTTTT1TI TI?? TTI?TI?ITT T?fl TT?? ?TT IT TIll 11T1TITT TITITI ???I ??fl?l IT? lIT? 1TITTtTT? ?ITI III?TTTII I1T1TITITI) 
function INSERTION—SORT (var A: positionArray; n: integer): boolean; 
------------------------_-- --------------- 
(TI TT T?T? II?? TI?, T1TTT? TTT?IIIi 111111 lilt?? ?ITI ???????I TI TiTi 1111 TI,, TI iIlTiTi ??Ti Till,,,,?, ?I?I?? ?I?IIITi TI Till ?ill?TTI ?????i Till IIITTI TI?,,,,, TI 	TI??) 
function INITIALISEJ'OOLS (heapsize: Longint): Longint 
-_----_---------------_-----} 
(11/11/91 This now uses mymem for run time arrays with THINK pascal 
All remaining memory in mymem is split equally between newpool and oldpool 
(TITITTT TTT? TI,, TIT1Tt TTTT ?IT? Ti T?TITI?l T? T1T1TITI TI,? TI ,i IT TI I1IITIT? lIT? TIT1 T?T IIITT?IITI TT TIITl??T ITt TI IT TI lI?I Ti TITT lIT? TIT1 TITI ?I?IiI II?i T?TITI Ti?I } 
procedure RETURN—POOLS; 
16 
(De-allocates memory used by the pool 
------------- ------ -------------- - 
tittiititiu,lititttilttilh?tlititt) 
procedure SWAP—POOLS (var crash: boolean); 
----------- -  ----------------------------------- 
After recombination Newpool becomes the old pool, and the old pool is no longer 
needed so it is emptied and used as the new newpool 
---------- 
Ii ltt?ti tilt tttt 111th Ii It Itit Ii hilt II Ii I? itt Itt? thu Il it It II ?t? it tilt Ittibtil Ittilt hilt It I? II huithtuilu Itlilthl lilt Ii lhliltittilt iihlthtuhl 1111011 it 
procedure INTl_STRAND (var adam: strand; state: boolean); 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Used to initialize homogeneous strands 
( 
ItItIhItilli tiht?lhiti ?ttiiihilt Iittiiiplt 
procedure RECOMBINE (var crash: boolean; strandi, strand2: strand; var newstrand: strand; 
cRec: chiasmataRec); 
---- ---- -- --- _ -------- 
Transcription starts on strand 1. There are chiasmata_No of crossovers. 
Junctions are drawn from the pool where possible. 
{ 	 ) 
( ti?ltttitituit ttt?tiit uhItIfh? 11i1111 t?tttttitituttitihtIt tt?hiiuitthfltihhtithIittui?ilhttti?ittltIi hulithlultluiithhtt?hihhhtuititi,iit,i,hliiituui Ii) 
function TRUE—STATE (subject: strand): real; 
-------------------------------- ----------------- 
(The number retured is not strictly the heterozygosity, but the fraction of 
the strand that is in the state 'true', as this conveys more information 
( ii?utitluttitiilltiihi iutht,tiuui,iiiiiitil,?,,,tt,,I, tiit,,iui,it,t,,t, tttih?t?hhu?hihitihitititiituhtii,tiiult,,t,,,,iflthtit,ii,, tltttittflti tihhii?tii} 
procedure emptybuckets; 
procedure setbuckets; 
{------------ - --- -------------------_------- ---) 
(?iii?t?i?ttitthttiiilitifl?ttitttitiiittitiithiiiitilltitifltiiiiiiith  
function bucketTRUE_STATE (subject: strand): real; 
_ ----- ---- -----_ ------------------- ------------ ------- 
(The number retured is not strictly the heterozygosity, but the fraction of) 
(the strand that is in the state 'true', as this conveys more information 
till 111111?? II I? ii ii ii ii) 
function PURE (subject: strand; state: boolean): boolean; 
-------_------ --- ------ 
(Is the strand pure state x?) 
(11111111 iti liii liiiiiiiii till!? liii till,,,,,, tii?ittiil TuTu?? liii liii illiiit?i? thultiti lilt??? iitil?tit? iii? litlitIl liihi?lii tilt uithh?tt iih?i??l liii) 
function STATE—AT (gposition: real; subject: strand): boolean; 
(---------------_---------------------------- --------------- 
(The state of the strand at the point-gene specified is returned. If there 
is a junction at this point then the state returned is a random boolean.) 
I 
(lliiiili titit?tl liii,,,,,, Dull ii,,,,,, ?ttiiiiii?iitl liii,,,,,, huh tutuuhihilu? titilitlil till itt??? ill? hihliTil till,,,,,, liii?? huh liii tiiit???tl} 
function USED—RECENTLY: Longint; 
( ------ - --------- - --- ---------------_----_------ --I 
(Returns the number of junctions used since the last inquiry, or t=O 
{ttt?tlhi itt? liii hihlihilul liti llh?tttiti u?tttt Ih?iit?h liii,,,,,, liTitti??? t?tliuit Iitiii till ihhhhh ihhhih?lt? t?ltt?? ,uhth? lll?ilti il? i?it?i lt?ttlith? tht 
procedure PRINT_CHIASMATA (cRec: chiasmataRec); 
(-------------------------------------------- 




procedure PRINT—STRAND (Joe: strand; x: integer); 
-------------- -------------------J 
(Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of strand 
t 	 } 
ti? t?ttl??lt? ltt??t?t?t!?t?tt?ttti? tt?tt?t?tt ltt?tii?ti?lt tilt hull itt? ti?tl tutu? hi?? I? tt?t??tt tttr tilt? ft t???t?b? It U It?? t?ttttltltlhlt I? tttt Itt? 
procedure SAVE—STRAND (joe: strand); 
--------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------ 
(Ill? ill? till ttflIt U I? tflt Ut?????? tilt?????? ttt? Ut? flhittt?tt hit? tttltilt?tt?t? I? llh?l?t
........... 
ut 
procedure LOAD—STRAND (var joe: strand); 
-------------- --------------------------- ------ ------- 
( 
i?TiIt?tIit?tit???Ilt?l?it??l?lIb?t??ilt??t?t?IbUflhih?????i???lT????t? iti??ili?liilii?i?t??Ti??Tti?Tt???iu?illttti tt?!bttl?lhll???hll?h?ttit h?htl?t??i?t) 
procedure REWRITE _SECRET; 
- --- - --------- ------------ 
procedure RESET _SECRET; 
------------------------------- ---------------------- 
procedure CLOSE—SECRET; 
-------------------- --- --- ---------- ------- ----} 
procedure LOAD_NEWPOOL; 





infinity = -1; 
text _loci = 69; 
untouched—heap = 0; 
type 
junction = real; 
junctionPool = record 
base, start, size: jindex; 
end; 
var 





secret: f lie of strand; 
bobbys: file of real; 
.......................... 
?t??ihit???it????hilt???) 




i, j: integer; 
temp: real; 
begin 
for i := ito n - 1 do 
for j := n downto i + 1 do 
If AU] <AU - 11 then 
begin 
temp := AU]; 
AU] := AU - 11; 




liiltttfttttiliffi Iitilli?lti?tiitttttfltt,Ii?fl?tttttititllt t?iII?iiiit?tlitt?t?Tt,tfititttttit,ilitif,t,ll,litt ItIttlIil?liilttttt?tlil?lti?iiii?IttTl?tt) 
function INSERTION-SORT (var A: positionArray; n: integer): boolean; 






ok := true; 
for  := ito n- ido 
If A[j] = A[n] then 
ok := false; 
If ok then 
for j := n downto 2 do 
If AU] <AU - 1] then 
begin 
temp := AU]; 
AU] := AU - 11; 
AU -  1]:=temp 
end; 
INSERTION_SORT := ok 
end; { INSERTION_SORT) 
(I??t itlIltIt tIlt it tilt tilt lit? lttttlii flit??? lit? tilt it tTT?ttt lt?t ttfl?t tilt ittt II tilil????t TI,, it litf?i t?t?tillltt??t tt littItti 111111 liii tttt tutu lilt) 
function INITIALISE—POOLS (heapsize: Longint): Longint; 
-------------------- 
11/11/91 This now uses mymem for run time arrays with THINK pascal 
All remaining memory in mymem is split equally between newpool and oldpool 







writeln('Initialising junction pool'); 
junctionindex := mmHandle; 
Totaljunctions := mmAvail div sizeof(temp); 




writeln(Totaljunctions, 'junctions available.); 
recent-junctions := 0; 
INITIALISE POOLs := mmAvail - total-junctions * sizeof(temp) 
end; 
Vt Vt Itt? ti Vt tt tilT VtVt ttttttttttttVt IT it It ?tltltttt? tilt Vt Vt Viii ItVtTt itititVt 
procedure SWAP POOLS (var crash: boolean); 
------------------------------------ ------ 
After recombination Newpool becomes the old pool, and the old pool is no longer 
needed so it is emptied and used as the new newpool 




crash := false; 
temp_oldpool := newpool; 
newpool.base := oldpool.base; 
newpool.start := oldpool.base; 
newpool.size := Total_junctions dlv 2; 
oldpool := temp_oldpool; 








De-allocates memory used by the pool 




If newpool.base < oldpool.base then 
realforget(newpool.base, (Total_junctions dlv 2) * 2) 
else 
realforget(oldpool.base, (Total_junctions dlv 2) * 2) 
end; 
ittiiiii tttt tttt Vt iitT ittTttVt tilt,, iTtit? ttVitt iiV?tVtV ittttilT Vt?? TT Vitttti tilt,,,,,, tT ittttt fltt ttttti itit tTtt tttt tt tttflitT tTV iT tTtT ttti it Vttttttl 
procedure MT-STRAND (var adam: strand; state: boolean); 
- --- --------------- 
Used to initialize homogeneous strands 
begin 
adam.start_state := state; 
adam.last := 0; 
adam.start := 1 
end; {INTT_STRAND} 
20 
(liiilll? itlililt it lilt Illiltlili ltltilii ii 111111 it lilt IT Intltit it?? II lilt Tutu? It Ill? till? liltltitli lilt ttltltllutltttttutilli III?????? ii???? Ittitlit 
procedure RECOMBINE (var crash: boolean; strandi, strand2: strand; var newstrand: strand; 
cRec: chiasmataRec); 
{----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Transcription starts on strandi. There are chiasmata_No of crossovers. 




ReadJunctions, IgnoredJunctions, RJlast, IJiast, temp: jindex; 
i: integer; 
read—state, ignored—State, continue: boolean; 
TIn tIn,, iitttt it tilt It tIlt? Itt??? tttl Itt????? It lit? I? lit? It t?i?tttt t?Ttti Ut? ii?? ii itlt It???,?? it ill??? t? ?t It?? tt??tt It tilt? itt? 
procedure NEW—JUNCTION (var recipient: strand); 
- -------- ------- - --------------------- _ 
A pointer to the last junction of a strand is necessary to achieve this) 
(increase in speed. This ony uses order(n) extra storage. 
begin 
If not (newpool.size = 0) then 
begin 
If recipient.last = 0 then 
recipient.start := newpool.start; 
recipient.last := newpool.start; 
newpool.start := newpool.start + 1; 
newpool.size := newpool.size - 1; 




ReadJunctions := strandl.start; [Transcription starts.. 
RJlast := strandl.last; 
read—state := strand 1. start—state;  (...on strand 1. 
IgnoredJunctions := strand2.start; 
JJIast := strand2.last; 
ignored—state := strand2.start_state; 
newstrand.start_state := read—state; 
newstrand.start := newpool.start; 
newstrand. last := 0; 
[Transcribe start state) 
[Connect newstrand to newpool) 
for i := 1 t cRec.total do 
begin[ Chiasmata loop) 
continue := true; 
while (ReadJunctions <= RJlast) and continue do 
begin 
continue := (cRec.positions[i] > junctionindexd\1 [ReadJunctions]); 
21 
(chiasmata further on) 
if continue then 
begin { transcribe junction 
junctionindex"[newpool.start] := junctionindex"[ReadJunctions]; 
NEW JUNCTION(newstrand); 
ReadJunctions := ReadJunctions + 1; 
read _state := not (read_state); 	{ junction=>change of state) 
end 
end; 
There are now either no more junctions on this strand, or 	I 
ReadJunctions points to the junction after the chiasma. 
[Either way we now wish to stop transcribing junctions from this 
strand, and cross over to the ignored strand. 
[NB at this point there may be no more junctions left so be careful) 
continue := true; { we must determine the state at our current position) 
on the ignored strand before we cross over 
while (IgnoredJunctions <= Mast) and continue do 
begin 
continue := (cRec.positions[i] >= junctionindex"[IgnoredJunctionsj); 
it continue then 
begin 
ignored—State := not (ignored—state); { junction=> change of state) 
IgnoredJunctions := IgnoredJunctions + 1 
end; 
end; 
If (read-state <> ignored-state) then ( Chiasma produces..) 
begin 
crash := (newpool.size = 0); 
it crash then 
gotO 999; 	{..a CRASH ..or..) 
junctionindex[newpool.start] := cRec.positions[i]; [ ... a junction) 
NEW JUNCTION(newstrand); 
ignored—state := read—State; 
read—state := not (read—state) 	{ junction=>change of state 
end; 
[we now cross over) 
temp := IgnoredJunctions; 
IgnoredJunctions := ReadJunctions; 
ReadJunctions := temp; 
temp := IJlast; 
IJiast := RJlast; 
RJlast := temp 
end; {chiasmata loop) 
We now must transcribe any remaining junctions after the last chiasma) 
while (ReadJunctions <= RJlast) do 
begin 
crash := (newpool.size = 0); 
It crash then 
goto 999; 
junctionindex[newpool.start] := junctionindex[ReadJunctions]; 
NEW_JUNCTION(newstrand); 
read _state := not (read—State); 	[junction=>change of state 











for i := ito nbuckets do 
bucket[i].count := 0; 
end; 
procedure setbuckets; 




bucket[1].top := 1.0; 
for i := 2 to nbuckets do 
bucket[i].top := bucket[i - i].top * 0.8; 
end; 
(tilt CCCI Itt? hITIlT TIltIll? Cit Ti Tllthllttt let l?tt hItCH Illitit? lIlt 111111 ii?????? ItT??? III? 1111CC lIttle?? IlliltItItI? 11111??? it?? lilt ttlttt 
function TRUE—STATE (subject: strand): real; 
{------------------------ _ --- ------ --- -------- --- -- -1 
The number retured is not strictly the heterozygosity, but the fraction of 




total, marker: real; 
begin 
marker := 0; 
total := 0; 
state := subject.start_state; 
j := subject.start; 
while a <= subjectiast) do 
begin 
If state then 
total := total + auncfionindexU] - marker) 
else 
marker := junctionindexl\A[j]; 
state := not (state); 
j := j + 1 
end; 
If state then 
total := total + (1 - marker); 





function bucketTRUE_STATE (subject: strand): real; 
- -------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- 
The number retured is not strictly the heterozygosity, but the fraction of 
the strand that is in the state 'true', as this conveys more information 




total, marker: real; 
ItltflhlllTUtfll?lU?tti 	if 	 l 	sill 	Itlll 	 Ii 	tttttltlttlliUltfl Itttltit 	tIlt 	ill? 	U 	flttflht ItIttili 
procedure putinabucket (blocksize: real); 





while (blocksize <= bucket[i].top) and (i < nbuckets) do 
:= i + 1; 
bucket[i].count := bucket[i].count + 1 
end; 
begin 
marker := 0; 
total := 0; 
state := subject. start state; 
j := subject.start; 
while a <= subject.last) do 
begin 
If state then 
begin 
total := total + aunctionindex"W - marker); 
putinabucketunctionindex[j} - marker) 
end 
else 
marker := junctionindexU]; 
state := not (state); 
j := j + 1 
end; 
If state then 
begin 
total := total + (1 - marker); 
putinabucket(1 - marker) 
end; 
bucketTRUE STATE := total; 
end; tbucketTRUE_STATE) 
j
ttt ItlittIt tItI 1 ItittilI littli tillttttti t It ItItItIt It itli ttTt tit 	ItItli 111111 lillttti ltlittlitt tIlt titttt lilt Itti litIti It,,,,,, Il tilt,, lilt lIlt 
function PURE (subject: strand; state: boolean): boolean; 
1------------------------------------ ---------- 
Is the strand pure state x? 
begin 




function STATE—AT (gposition: real; subject: strand): boolean; 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
The state of the strand at the point-gene specified is returned. If there 
(is a junction at this point then the state returned is a random boolean. 
var 
state, reached: boolean; 
j: Longint; 
begin 
state := subject.start_state; 
j := subject.start; 
reached := false; 
while (J <= subject.last) and not (reached) do 
begin 
reached := (JunctionindexU] >= gposition); 
If reached then 
If junctionindex[j}= gposition then 
STATE_AT := tossAcoin (approx. p=0.5 
else 
STATE _AT := state; 
state := not (state); 
j := j + 1 
end; 
If not reached then 
STATE _AT := state 
end; (STATE_AT} 
(lilt TTIIITTI TITITI ITT? liii 11111? TIlT liii huh Iii IT ITTllTTTlTl Tilt!? ItlIlTIlli TI TI TIlT TiTIlITI Ill??! 111110?!? 1111118 TIIIITTTIT tIll it IT?? TIlT 111111) 
function USED—RECENTLY: Longint; 
(----- 
(Returns the number of junctions used since the last inquiry, or t=O 
begin 
USED _RECENTLY := recentjunctions; 
recentjunctions := 0 
end; 
(Ii?? lIlt 11111??? TI TI?? TIlT???? 111Th 111111 TIll 11111111 1111?? TIll liii 1111?? ITT? 1110? Ti?? Ill? Ii TlTlllii Till TI IT?? Tilt TI?? Till?? ???lTlT? Ii Till Till TI Till TI?? 
procedure PRINT—STRAND (Joe: strand; x: integer); 
------ 
(Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of strand I 
var 
ReadJunctions: Longint; 
read _state: boolean; 
marker: real; 
i, count, reps: integer; 
begin 
25 
ReadJunctions := joe.start; 
read-state := joe. start_state; 
write('strand', x: 2,' 




marker := 0; 
count := 0; 
while (ReadJunctions <= joe.last) do 
begin 
reps := round((Junctionindex"[Readjunctions] - marker) * text—loci); 
If read state then 
for i := 1 t reps do 
write('@') 
else 
for i := ito reps do 
write(''); 
count := count + reps; 
read _state := not (read_state); 	t junction=>change of state) 
marker := junctionindexAA[ReadJunctions]; 
ReadJunctions := ReadJunctions + i 
end; 
If read state then 
for I := ito (text—loci - count) do 
write('@') 
else 
for i := i to (text—loci - count) do 
write(''); 
writeln('I'); 
write('%@=', round(TRUE_STATE(Joe) * 100) : 3,' 




E 	 ) 
TIllI?I 	IITTT IITITTITI flU OTT TIIiU UnIT ft ft ft IiTIITIIII?TttII ft IIIIIiI1ItTT TiTT ft ftTI OTT Ii 11110 ITtITI III IIIIIITTtTTT 	tIlT U tIll ITTT 
procedure SAVE-STRAND (Joe: strand); 
begin 
with joe do 
begin 
start := start - newpool.base; 
If last = 0 then 
last := -33 
else 




TI IITI,TTTII tIll TI TiTlt TI? TI,, IIITTI Ti,, ItlIlt? ft Ililtiff IT? TIIIIT III? IIIITTtTII ITTI1IIIII tIll tIlT TI TIll TI IITItIII Il 1111 IIIllI 	IITIIIII 1111111 
procedure LOAD—STRAND (var Joe: strand); 
begin 
read(secret, joe); 
with joe do 
begin 
start := start + newpool.base; 
if last = -33 then 
last := 0 
else 
last := last + newpool.base; 
end; 
end; {LOAD_STRAND} 
It? 11111? lilt l?ltlt hIll??? I??? tlt????t lilt?,,??, tIllItlIll l Ill? lilt! IllItIll till 11111? Tilt II IltItIli ilihl? Itt lilt Ill ItlIll till 
procedure SAVE_NEWPOOL; 





write(bobbys, newpool.start - newpool.base); 




end; ( SAVE_NEWPOOL) 









tint := round(temp); 
newpool.start := newpool.base + tint; 





end; { LOAD_NEWPOOL) 




















procedure PRINT_CHIASMATA (cRec: chiasmataRec); 
------------------ - --- _ ----- _---- --- --- --- ------ ------ -__ ------- 
Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of chiasmata 
var 
i, j: integer; 
marker: real; 
begin 
marker := 0; 
write('Chiasma: 
for i := 1 to (cRec.total) do 
begin 
for j := 1 to (round((cRec.positions[i} - marker) * text—loci) - 1) do 
write(' '); 
write(T); 





A1.3 Haploid unit 
(SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS) 
{ _______________________I 
(I ST PROSPERO PASCAL => MAC THINK PASCAL CONVERSION: 
I( Stuart Baird 24/10/91)) 
{ 








infinitedememax = 60000; 
infinity = -1; 
maxgenes = 100; 
maxdemes = 100; 
maxinds = 10000; 
dummyO =0; 
dummyl = 1; 
checksein = false; 
checkmigm = false; 
logitmax = 5; (bounds on the logit function) 
type 
bittype = BOOLEAN; 
haplotype = STRAND; 
genetype = -1 ..maxgenes; 
demetype = 1..maxdemes; 
indtype = Longlnt; 
demearray = array[1..infinitedememax] of haplotype; 
demeanayptr = "demearray; 
poptype = array[ 1..dummyl] of demearrayptr; 
popptrtype = "poptype; 
samplearray = array[0..dummy0] of real; 
samplearrayptr = 
dtdemetype = array{0..dummy0] of samplearrayptr; 
dtdemeptrtype = "dtdemetype; 
dttype = array[0. .dummy0] of real; 
dtptrtype = "dttype; 
smallrealpvectype = array[0..dummy0] of real; (for haploids) 
smallrealpvecptrtype = "smalfrlpvectype; 
outarraytype = array( 1..dummyl,  1..dummyl] of real; 
outarrayptrtype = "outarraytype; 
posarray = array[1..20] of real; 
WE 
procedure puthap (var p: popptrtype; h: haplotype; d: demetype; i: indtype); 
III?T?IlTT?II?ltIIIIItItIII?IlIITlTtItIIIIIIIT?tttrtIlTITItlTlttttltII?tIIIITII 
} 
procedure savehap (var p: popptrtype; d: demetype; I: indtype); 
-------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure loadhap (var p: popptrtype; d: demetype; i: indtype); 
----------------------------------------------------- 
procedure swappop (var p, np: popptrtype); 
--------------------------------- 
function search (var t: smallrealpvecptrtype; x: real; nn: Longint): Longint; 
_--- --- -- ------------------------- 
procedure swapind (var a, b: indtype); 
f ----------------------------- - 	 -----------------) 
t I,IIlITtItITIITItTIIIIIlIIltlItllIllIUIlllIlIIItIl IITIIITTITTIIITIIIITIITIIT?tTl ItItITITIl ?IT?ITtTITItIIIIIItIIIItTlt?IlI?T??ItIIIIIt?Itt,tttIIIIITI) 
procedure transfer (var pop: popptrtype; var newpop: popptrtype; mfromleft, mfromright, 
mtoleft, mtoright: longint; demeno: demetype; finds: Longint); 
f-------------------------- --------------------------- --------------I 
f TIll 
procedure migrate (var pop, newpop: popptrtype; nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; ninds: 
Longlnt; nmidleft, nmidright: integer); 




procedure immigrate (var pop: popptrtype; nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; aI1ONE: strand); 
---- ------ ---------------------------- 
t 11111111 IlITIIIII?IIIlflhlIIIT) 
procedure double-immigrate (var pop: popptrtype; nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; a11ONE, 
aliZero: strand); 
----------------- ----------- ------------ 
f It 111111 ItlIltItI? Itt I??? liii IlIllItIttIttI TTtttt tIlt II iltItlultIlt Ti Iii? tittlItI IIt 	.......................................................... IIIIltIttlIll IttttttttItOIltittlIlttIlt01111110111111) 
procedure infinite _immigrate (var pop: popptrtype; nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; a11ONE, 




1111911 liltltill 1111ltttt tIItIt 11119119 lIlt tllIItt?TTIII? 111111 ttIlI?t?tt ?Itt t?ItTllttt lItlIltill llttltttitllttlITttt IlIllIltIl II 111111 ItIttIll 
puthap (var p: popptrtype; h: haplotype; d: demetype; i: indtype); 
------ ------------------ ------------ -------------- I 
begin 
PA[d]A[i] := h 
end; 
till lIlt Ott ITO tIlt?llllt tIll tltttt tIlt? ttttt?ttfltt It lit???? ?tttltlt?t lIlt tIll II lIt?tTtIIt I??? lilt t??ll?lIlt ?tttlltlttttll Itt 111111 III lIlt IlItIttlIl) 





Ii Ii lift ttl?tII??t ttt tI tttttttl tttltl?t?t t?ttItItII 11111111 IIIIItlt?? t?ttt??I IPlITItI IttItI 111111 tlt?t??l tIll?? tIttIttlIt lilt ItlIttIt lltIII?t It??l?l ?TIt 






(liii tlttil Ittilt It JIll? l?t?Tt 111111 tUtu itt? Iilitttt ttttlttt tIlt ill tilt? ilititit ttttli Ill? Ill? ttttttt It Iltill itt iiillilttltiiI Itti ittlIt titi iltt It 





tptr := p; 
p:= np; 
np := tptr; 
end; 
[itiitttt tIlt tlt? tI tIlt tilililtit tilt,,,.,, it tilt,,,,,, Iltttt llttitli Ittttl tttttttt tI tIlt tttt ttltliiitt itt??? tiltl lit???? 1 ittltt itt tt Itlittli till) 
function search (var t: smallrealpvecptrtype; x: real; nn: Longint): Longint; 
(--------------------------- ----- ------- - -------- -.- ----- ---------------- } 
{Looks for the position of x in a table of rea1s;tA[O]=O,tA[j]tA[j1I=w[j].) 
{O<x<t'[imax]; returns j if tA[j1}<x<=tA[j] 
{ 	 } 
var 
i, imax, imin: Longint; 
begin 
If nn <= 1 then 
search := 1 
else 
begin 
imax := nn; 
imin := O;(set the initial interval; x must lie between) 
t'[imax] and t"[imin] 
repeat 
:= (imax + imin) dlv 2; 
If x> t[i]  then 
imin := i 
else 
imax := i 
until imax = imin + 1; 
If x = t"[imin] then 
search := imin 
else 
search := imax 
end 
end; 
It?? ttii t?t ltiiiltitt It?? 111th tttiittt 111111 tttlitltll lttt ttttli lt?i tiiitltl tllltlt?it ?itiii itililit lit it tiiltiiiittl tttiiiti itltllil?i?tttiitl 









tilt? tilt lilt it tilt lit? liii It tittittt Ii lilt tilt liii Itfltiflti liii liiitili?iiititi ttliittit?ii liii? little?, IT tii?iTiTii liii lilt tilt ii itt till lilt,, 
procedure transfer (var pop: popptrtype; var newpop: popptrtype; mfromleft, mfromright, 
mtoleft, mtoright: longint; demeno: demetype; ninds: Longint); 
----------------------------- 
var 





If mfromleft> 0 then 
leftdeme := popA[demeno - 11; 
thisdeme := pop" [demeno]; 
If mfromright > 0 then 
rightdeme := pop"[demeno + 11; 
if mfromleft + mfromright <> mtoleft + mtoright then 
writeln(tERROR in transfer: asymmetric migration'); 
It mfromleft> 0 then 
for i:= ito mfromleft do 
puthap(newpop, leftdeme"[i] demeno, i); 
If mfromright> 0 then 
for i := ninds downto ninds - mfromright + 1 do 
puthap(newpop, rightdeme'[i], demeno, i); 
offset := mtoright — mfmmleft 
for i := mfromleft + 1 to ninds — mfromright do 
puthap(newpop, thisdeme"[i], demeno, i); 
end; 
("""""'"'[sublevel. iii???? ii? ii l l of Ri.11  3 p8 ]ii ii tiiiliti iiiiii iTilti liii iiil iliiiiii iltili lii? tiiiti ii liii iii? ut? iii, itcu iii? iii?????) 
procedure migrate (var pop, newpop: popptrtype; nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; ninds: 
Longlnt; nmidleft, nmidright: integer); 
t 	 ) 
var 
d: demetype; 
i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
k := round(nmig / 2); 
kb := round(nmigbarr / 2); 
If ndemes = 2 then 
begin 
transfer(pop, newpop, 0, kb, 0, kb, 1, ninds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, kb, 0, kb, 0, 2, ninds); 
end; 
If ndemes = 3 then 
begin 
transfer(pop, newpop, 0, kb, 0 kb, 1, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, kb, k, kb, k, 2, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, 0, k, 0, 3, ninds); 
end; 
If ndemes> 3 then 
begin 
transfer(pop, newpop, 0, k, 0, k, 1, ninds); 
If nmidleft - 1 > 1 then 
for d:=2to nmidleft - 1 do 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, k, k, k, d, ninds); 
32 
If nmidright + 1 <ndemes then 
for d:= nmidright + ItO ndemes - I do 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, k, k, k, d, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, 0, k, 0, ndemes, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, kb, k, kb, k, nmidright, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, kb, k, kb, nmidleft, finds) 
end; 
end; 
.............. ttili?tUI?it [sublevel of R'I'I'ST 3 p8 ] t?tttlt? ttt?tttl tUft?? ??titi ItT?titl tI Itt till Ii???? It II II litilili tutu tt ti 1 tilt,,,, 
procedure immigrate (var pop: popptrtype; nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; aIIONE: strand); 
- ---------  ----- ---_ -----------------  -----  
var 
d: demetype; 
i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
for i := 1 t nmigbarr do 
puthap(pop, a11ONE, d, i); t Pure invaders! I 
(NB no need to swap pops! 
end; 
lilt It tIll?? TI [sublevel of 1.1'I14 3 p8 Jill? uttlit II Itti tIlt IlIttI?? tIltItIl tilt?? ?Tti lIlt??? hilt??? ?t?i???? liii tih?Ut?tllI ill?) 
procedure double—immigrate (var pop: popptrtype; nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; a11ONE, 
aliZero: strand); 
_ ---------- _ --- _ ------------------------------------ 




i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
for i:= 1 t nmigbarr do 
puthap(pop, a11ONE, d, i); (Pure invaders! 
for i := nmigbarr + 1 t nmig + nmigbarr + 1 do 
puthap(pop, aILZERO, d, i); { Pure natives! 
end;[ NB no need to swap pops!) 
end; 
.............. ilttillii [sublevel of RTN 3 p8 ]Ill? lItlil t?uut? tit? hut Ti?????? titIl??? I??? tI??tl???I?I I??? 'it????? II IliltIl? Illi?? lii?) 
procedure infinite _immigrate (var pop: popptrtype; nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; a11ONE, 




i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
for i:= ninds + ito nmigbarr + ninds + 1 do 
puthap(pop, aIIONE, d, i); (Pure invaders! 
33 
ninds ninds + nmigbarr; 












procedure INITIALISE—POSITIONS (nloci, nmarkergenes: integer); 
{---------------------------------------- - 	- 	- 
{ 	
tII'IttITIU?IIlltITtt'Itt?t Ttflfl IItIItT) 
procedure GET_CHIASMATA (nioci, nmarkergenes: integer; mu: real; var cRec: 
chiasmataRec); 
{------------------------------- I 
function fitness (s, x, B: real; sfunction: integer): real; 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
function getgenefreq (finds: indtype; var d: demearrayptr; g: genetype): real; 
------------------------ 
(frequency of a gene in a particular deme 
t 	 I 
} 
procedure find_wbar (s, B: real; sfunction: integer; ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: genetype; pp: 
popptrtype; d: demetype; var wb, varw, hb, varh, ESone, ESzero: real; var onetot, zerotot: integer); 
(------------------------- ------------ - ---- -- -------- -- ----- -- 
[ofdeme 
t 	 I 
} 
procedure bucketfind_wbar (s, B: real; sfunction: integer; ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: 
genetype; pp: popptrtype; d: demetype; var wb, varw, hb, varh, ESone, ESzero: real; var onetot, 
zerotot: integer); 
t---------------------------------------- 
see suzuki page 813 
procedure genefreqstats (ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: genetype; var pp: popptrtype; d: 
demetype; var genic_variance: real; var pbar real); 
-------------------------------I 
C 	 I 
function total _variance (ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: genetype; var pp: popptrtype; d: 
demetype): real; 
(---------------------------------------------- I 




positions: array[1..maxgenes]  of real; 
(TI 	ITS?? Ill TI?? TI TT?TT?ITTI?? III?? ITT ITT?? ???T TTTT TI ?TTTIT TI TI TI TIlT? ?T?? TIlT IT ITT? ITTTI?I? I??TTTTTTIITTTITTTITTT IT 11111 TI TI 





if nmarkergenes = 1 then 
positions[l] := 0.5; 
for i := 1 to nmarkergenes do 
positions[i] := (i - 1)/ (nmarkergenes - 1); 
If nioci <> infinity then 
for i := 1 t nmarkergenes do 
positions[i] := (round(positions[i] * (nioci - 1)) + 0.5) / nioci; 
end; 
procedure GET_CFIIASMATA (nioci, nmarkergenes: integer; mu: real; var cRec: 
chiasmataRec); 
(---------- [ sublevel ofRTN5,plO]------------------------------------------) 
var 




nmpairs := nmarkergenes - 1; 
chtot := 0; 
nchiasmata2 := Poisson(mu); f Number of chiasmata on TWO chromatids) 
If nioci = infinity then 
begin 
for i:= ito nchiasmata2 do 
cRec.positions[chtot + ii := pickAreal; (I nmpairs) + region} 
chtot := chtot + nchiasmata2; 
end 
else if nchiasmata2> 0 then{ finite number of loci 
begin 
writeln('You havent fixed this'); 
regionpairs := round(nloci * (positions[pair + 11 - positions[pair])); 
x := trunc(uniform * regionpairs); 
cRec.positions[chtot + 11 := ((x + 0.5) I nioci) + positions[pair]; 
i =2; 
while i <= nchiasmata2 do 
begin 
regionpairs := round(nloci * (positions[pair + 11 - 
positions[pair])); 
x := trunc(uniform * regionpairs); 
cRec.positions[chtot + ii := ((x + 0.5) / nioci) + positions[pair]; 
If LNSERTION_SORT(cRec.positions, chtot + i) then 
:= i + 1; 
36 
end; 
chtot := chtot + nchiasmata2; 
end; 
If nioci = infinity then 
BUBBLE_SORT(cRec.positions, chtot); 
cRec.total := chtot; 
end; (GET_CHIASMATA) 
function fitness (s, x, B: real; sfunction: integer): real; 
[sublevel of RTN 4, p9]------------------ ------------------------- 
f 
begin 
case sfunction of 
 
fitness := 1 - (s * x); 	(additive: s<=f<=1 
 
fitness := 1 - exp(x * In(s)); 	{ 1-(SAX) :multiplicative: s<=f<=1 
 
fitness := 1 - s * (4 * x * (1 -x)); ( epistatic: s<=f<=1 
 
fitness := 1 - s * exp(B * ln(4 * x * (1 - x))); 
epistatic: Glaciated valley 
end; 
end; 
function getgenefreq (ninds: indtype; var d: demearrayplr; g: genetype): real; 
---- 
 





sum := 0; 
for i := ito ninds do 
if STATE_AT(positions[g], dA[i])  then 
sum := sum + 1; 





procedure find-effective-selection (Joe: haplotype; nmarkergenes: genetype; var zerocount, 
onecount: integer); 
------------------- 





zerocount := 0; 
onecount := 0; 
for g := I to nmarkergenes do 
If STATE_AT(positions[g], joe) then 
onecount := onecount + I 
else 
zerocount := zerocount + 1 
end; 
(VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV } 
procedure find_wbar (s, B: real; sfunction: integer; ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: genetype; pp: 
popptrtype; d: demetype; var wb, varw, hb, varh, ESone, ESzero: real; var onetot, zerotot: integer); 
-------- --------- ---------------- 




h, smh, ssqh, w, smw, ssqw: real; 
zerocount, onecount: integer; 
begin 
smh := 0; 
ssqh := 0; 
smw := 0; 
ssqw := 0; 
onetot := 0; 
zerotot := 0; 
ESone := 0; 
ESzero := 0; 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 
h := TRUE_STATE(pp'[d]"[ifl; 
w := fitness(s, h, B, sfunction); 
smh := smh + h; 
ssqh := ssqh + sqr(h); 
smw := smw + w; 
ssqw := ssqw + sqr(w); 
fmd_effeve_se1ection(ppt[d]A[i], nmarkergenes, zerocount, 
onecount); 
ESone := ESone + (onecount * w); 
ESzero := ESzero + (zerocount * w); 
onetot := onetot + onecount; 
zerotot := zerotot + zerocount; 
end; 
hb := smh / ninds; 
varh := (ssqh / ninds) - sqr(hb); 
wb := smw / ninds; 
varw := (ssqw / ninds) - sqr(wb); 
ESone := Esone / onetot; 
Eszero := ESzero / zerotot; 
end; 
{VVVVVVVVVVVVVVV_VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV ) 
procedure bucketfind_wbar (s, B: real; sfunction: integer; ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: 
genetype; pp: popptrtype; d: demetype; var wb, varw, hb, varh, ESone, ESzero: real; var onetot, 
zerotot: integer); 
(------------------------------------ --------------) 




h, smh, ssqh, w, smw, ssqw: real; 
zerocount, onecount: integer; 
begin 
smh := 0; 
ssqh := 0; 
smw := 0; 
ssqw := 0; 
onetot := 0; 
zerotot := 0; 
ESone := 0; 
ESzero := 0; 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 
h:= bucketTRUE_STATE(ppl\[d]A[i]); 
w := fitness(s, h, B, sfunction); 
smh := smh + h; 
ssqh := ssqh + sqr(h); 
smw := smw + w; 
ssqw := ssqw + sqr(w); 
find_effective_selection(ppl\[d]A[i], nmarkergenes, zerocount, 
onecount); 
ESone := ESone + (onecount * w); 
ESzero := ESzero + (zerocount * w); 
onetot := onetot + onecount; 
zerotot := zerotot + zerocount; 
end; 
hb := smh / ninds; 
varh := (ssqh / ninds) - sqr(hb); 
wb := smw / finds; 
varw := (ssqw / ninds) - sqr(wb); 
ESone := Esone / onetot; 





procedure genefreqstats (ninds: indtype; nmarkergenes: genetype; var pp: popptrtype; d: 




p. GVsum, Psum: real; 
begin 
GVsum := 0; 
Psum := 0; 
for g := 1 to nmarkergenes do 
begin 
p:= getgenefreq(ninds, ppA[d],  g); 
GVsum := GVsum + p * (1 - p); (assuming haploidy I 
Psum := Psum + p; 
end; 
genie_variance := GVsum; 
pbar := Psum / nmarkergenes; 
end; 
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p, sum, sum2, zind: real; 
begin 
sum := 0; 
sum2 := 0; 
for k := 1 t ninds do 
begin 
zind =0; 
for g:= 1 to nmarkergenes do 
if STATE_AT(positions[g], ppA[d]A[k])  then 
And := zind + 1; 
sum := sum + zind; 
sum2 := sum2 + sqr(zind); 
end; 





A1.5 Haploid Junctions program 
program haploid-junctions; 
Created February/March 1991 by Stuart Baird, 
using much code from the program: 
Multiloc which was: 
(created June 1990: modified version of multloc9; 
modified by Nick, September 1990 
modified by Nick, March 1991 
(tt?ttttt ltltflt On?? itt lii??? tit?tilt lilt liltt?ttl? It 1 lIlt?? itt? Ii tiltitit IIttI?f lilt lilt ti itt???it ititlttttt it'? Ii t?i Iltitti? it hit lilt?????? 
11/11/91 This now uses mymem for run-time arrays with THINK pascal) 
-------------- 
(22/1/92 This now outputs Effective selection pressures) 
lit? itttitti?titt? l?t?i??i?? till i?i?t?iiil tO? I????? ii,? Iltlt????? itt? iliituili? tin tiit ittit, tlt?ttti tilt? it????) 
(units of routines 
- ------------------------ _ 
7/7/92 This will now simulate a single infinite deme 
_ -------------------- ------ ---------------------- 
uses 
(graphics;) 
mymem, junctions, Haploid, general, stats; 
( 	 } 
const 
harddisc = 'Hard disc';) 
harddisc = 'Quadra HD'; 




t, dt, sample, nsamples: integer; 
nmig, nmigbarr: Longint; 






array—heap, pool—heap: Longint; 
run: string; 
out—file, out_JperDeme, out_Pbar, out_Gvar, out—ESP, out_DIST: Text; 
out_Tvar, out _Vdiseq, out_Wbar, out_Wvar, bf, out_hvar, out_hbar, context: Text; 
in_file: file of integer; 
out _fname, batch_fname, path: string; 
oujname, out_pbname, out_gvname, out_hvname, out_ESPname, out_distname: string; 
out _tvname, out_vdqname, out_wbname, out_wvname, out_hbnaine: string; 
control_string, TimeString, DateString: string; 
batch, selfrandom, done, crash, explode, immigration, infinitedeme: boolean; 
ans, ans2, ans3: string; 
pop, newpop: popptrtype; 
s, B, rec, mu, mig, migbarr, hwidth: real; 
replicates, repNo, twarm, tniax, runint: integer; 
seedNo, ninit, nfix, g: integer; 
demeno: demetype; 
pbar, pvar, dbar: dtdemeptrtype; 
allOne, aliZero: haplotype; ('pure' haplotypes) 




demearraylength, poparraylength, pvecarraylength: Longint; 
windowrect: rect; 
for opening folders 7/8/92 
error: OSerr; 
name: stringptr; 
creator, tipe: OStype; 
vol, unknownint: integer; 
unknownLongint, savedninds: Longint; 
replicatesummary: string; 
sfunction, completeruns, repstart, pausedthisrun, tstart: integer; 
precalculate: real; 
distribution, paused, breakoff: boolean; 
newpoint, oldpoint: point; 
t
TIIIIIIIITlIIllITl) 
procedure select (pop: popptrtype; d: demetype); 
[sublevel of RTN 4, p9]------------------- 
(sets up a table of cumulative fitnesses for a deme> This is a crafty trick} 
from multilocus - the subsequent search of this table will return an entry) 





for i := ito ninds do 
smallcumwptrA[i] := smallcumwptr"[i - 11 + fitness(s, TRIJE_STATE(popi\[d]A[i]), B, 
sfunction); 
end; 
procedure parents (pop: popptrtype; d: demetype; var mum, dad: haplotype); 
----------------------- ----- 
returns individuals with probability proportional to their fitness, using) 
the table of cumulative fitness set in by select 
var 
ii, i2: indtype; 
begin 
ii := search(smallcumwptr, pickAreal * smallcumwptrA[ninds], ninds); 
i2:= search(smallcumwptr, pickAreal * smallcumwptr'[ninds], ninds); 
cumwptr'[i- 1]<rand<=cumwptr"[i]) 
If tossAcoin then 
swapind(il, i2); 
mum := popl\[d]A[il]; 
dad := popA[d]A[i21; 
end; 
(lilt Tilt 11111111lIIlIt tIllitit It ?tttttlt Ill 1111111? ltttlllt tI? lilt 1111111111111111 IlIttlItlI tlt lilt 11111111 itititIt?? ItItItIl ...................... tItitItItttIIItlilt 
procedure reproduce (var pop: popptrtype; var newpop: popptrtype; rec: real); 




d, chNo, sink: integer; 
jim: indtype; 
mum, dad, sonnyjim: haplotype; 
chiasmata: chiasmataRec; 
C: char; 
totr, time: real; 
begin 
time := 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
(set up the table of cumulative fitnesses for this deme) 
select(pop, d); 
for jim := ito ninds do ( [ RTN 5, plo] 
begin 
(set up recomb. record, a sorted array of nchiasmata positions 
GET CHIASMATA(nloci, nmarkergenes, mu, chiasmata); 
(draw parents, using the table of cumulative fitnesses set up by SELECT) 
parents(pop, d, mum, dad); 
{recombination produces haploid baby) 
RECOMBINE(crash, mum, dad, sonnyjim, chiasmata); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
(put the new individual into newpop) 
puthap(newpop, sonnyjim, d, jim); 
end; 
(record the number of junctions in the new deme) 
If ((t + 1) >= twarm) and ((t + 1) mod dt = 0) then 
begin 
If d = 1 then 
write(out_JperDeme, time + 1: 3: 1,' 
write(out_JperDeme, USED—RECENTLY / ninds: 10: 8); (junctions per md for deme) 











U 	II?Itt 	UIIII?It?tt U??I UIIttU 	 tt I,T '' U 	t' 	I' UI, It It IIt 	
) 
procedure parent (pop: popptrtype; d: demetype; var mumordad: haplotype); 
129/6/92 infinite population variant) 
----------------------- 
(returns individuals with probability proportional to their fitness, using I 





ii := search(smallcumwptr, pickAreal * smallcumwptrA[ninds], ninth); 
(cumwptrA[i 1]<rand<=cumwptP'[i] 
mumordad := popA[d]1[i1]; 
end; 
[It till? liltltil II lIlt lilt lilt 111111???? Itt 111111 lIlt It lilt lIlt 11th? TI Ii TIll II It it it 11111? 1111 It II TI lilt lIlt ti TIll Till Tilt TI 11111111 It IllIltIl liii It 
procedure infinite—reproduce (var pop: popptrtype; var newpop: popptrtype; rec: real); 
29/6/92 infinite population variant 




d, chNo, sink: integer; 
jim: indtype; 
mumordad, sonnyjim: haplotype; 
chiasmata: chiasmataRec; 
c: char; 
totr, time, wtot: real; 






wtot := 0; 
new_ninds := 0; 
time := t; 
for d:= 1 to ndemes do 
begin 
(dontt set up the table of cumulative fitnesses for this deme) 
( select(pop, d);) 
for jim := ltonindsdo ( [RTN 5, p10]) 
begin 
[SIGNIFICANTLY different from finite n case:) 
[infinite population => wbar== 1 therefore fitness is nolonger relative to other individuals,) 
but to 1. Cumulative table is therefore unnecessary) 
(Yet another major departure: Selection removes blocks length Y at a given rate in Nicks model,) 
all individuals are now parents who produce Poisson(fitness) offspring in the next generation) 
for offspring := 1 to Poisson(2 * fitness(s, TRUE_STATE(popA[d][jim]), B, sfunction)) 
do 
begin 
GET_CHTASMATA(nloci, nmarkergenes, mu, chiasmata); 
if chiasmata.total = 0 then) 
{ y:=y+l;) 
(set up recomb. record, a sorted array of nchiasmata positions) 
(DON'T draw ONE parent, using the table of cumulative finesses set up by SELECT) 
[ 	parent(pop, d, mumordad);) 
ALWAYS recombination between PURE NATIVE (zero) and recombinant/immigrant produces 
haploid baby) 
If tossAcoin then 
RECOMBINE(crash, a1I2ERO, popA[d]AJjimj,  sonnyjim, chiasmata) 
else 
RECOMBINE(crash, pop" [d]"  [jim], aJIZERO, sonnyjim, chiasmata); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
44 
{put the new individual into newpop IF IT IS A RECOMBINANT} 
If not PURE(sonnyjim, false) then { false = ZERO = native 
begin 
new _ninds := new _finds + 1; 
if new_ninds >= infinitedememax then 
begin 
explode := true; 
goto 999; 
end; 
puthap(newpop, sonnyjim, d, new_finds); 
end 
else) 
sonnyjim should be pure! 
I begin} 
f 	wtot := wtot + true_state(sonnyjim);) 
f x:=x+l;} 





record the new population size) 
ninds := new_ninds; 
writeln('pure native offspring: ',x);) 
writeln('average H . I.: ',wtot / x);) 
[ writeln('immigrants/recos: ',ninds); 
writeln('pairings with no chmta: ',y);} 
writeln('.. which gave pure natives: ',z);) 
{record the number of junctions in the new deme) 
If ((t + 1) >= twarm) and ((t + 1) mod dt = 0) then 
begin 
If d= ithen 
write(out_JperDeme, time + 1: 3: 1,' 
write(out_JperDeme, USED_RECENTLY / ninds: 10: 8,' ',ninds: 10); {junctions per 
md for deme, ninds} 
















writeln('The program runs several replicates; each is run for tmax generations.'); 
writeln('Statistics are recorded every dt gens, after an initial delay of twarm gens'); 




writeln('tmax, dt, twarm? 
replicates 	1; 
readln(tmax, dt, twarm); 
writeln('Haploid individuals migrate.For each haploid in the next generation,'); 
writeln('two parent haploids are chosen with probability proportional to their fitness.'); 
writeln('The haploid is generated by recombination from the two parents.'); 




writeln('# of loci to be simulated (-1 approximates infinity), # of marker genes'); 
readln(nloci, nmarkergenes); 




writeln(' Form of selection ,1=additive (l-sp), 2--multiplicative (1- SAX), '); 
writeln(' 3=epistatic (1 - s (4*x  (1 - x))), 4=glaciated'); 
write(' '); 
readln(sfunction); 







writeln('nmig individuals migrate (half in each direction); at the centre,'); 
writeln('there is a barrier,'); 
writeln('across which nmigbarr migrate. If there is no barrier, set nmig=nmigbarr'); 
writeln('In the case of a single deme, nmigbarr is the number of foreign immigrants'); 
writeln('nmig the number of native immigrants'); 
writeln('nmig (a multiple of 2),nmigbarr (a multiple of 2)'); 
readln(nmig, nmigbarr); 
writeln('seed for random numbers? 
iad1n(seedNo); 
mig := nmig / ninds; 
end; 








readln(bf, replicates, tmax, dt, twarm); 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, ndemes, ninds, nloci, nmarkergenes); 
46 
rad1n(bf); 
readln(bf, rec, sfunction); 






B := 1; 
readln(bf, s); 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, nmig, nmigbarr); 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, ans); 
selfrandom (ans = 
mig 	nmig / ninds; 
end; 
{ 	 ) 
TIlT IIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIITIIITIIIIIIIIIT fIlTH I??? TIlT?! III! UT????? I?IIIT•II? T?I ITIllIlT In?? TIn?? TI,, I??? TI IT? TIll 111111 I?I?III?l???I? II?? 111111) 
procedure set_listfile; 
begin 
writeln(out file, 'Simulating an infinite locus dine'); 
writeln; 
writeln(out _file, 'Run ',run, time ', TimeS tring, date ', DateS tring); 
writeln; 
writeln(out file, 'runlnt, Replicates, repNo, nsamples,twaim,tmax,dt,seedNo:'); 
writeln(out_file, runint); 
writeln(out _file, replicates); 
writeln(out—file, repNo); 
writeln(out_file, nsamples); 
writeln(out _file, twarm); 
writeln(out_file, tmax); 
writeln(out—file, dt); 
writeln(out _file, seedNo); 
writeln(out _file, 'ndemes,ninds,nloci,nmarkergenes:'); 





writeln(out _file, sfunction, ?l  B); 
writeln(out file, 5: 5 : 4); 










i, j: integer; 
begin 
write(out_DIST, 0.0 : 3 : 1, 	');(t=O also) 
for j := ito ndemes do 
for I := Ito nbuckets do 






nmidleft := (ndemes dlv 2); 
nmidright := (nmidleft + 1); 









d, demeno: integer; 
begin 
If immigration then 
begin 
If nmigbarr = 0 then f 100 immigrant ( One) individuals in an infinite native (zero) pop 
begin 
ninds := 1000; 
for d:= 1 t ndemes do 
for i := ito ninds do 
puthap(newpop, allOne, d, i) (all genes set to one 
end 
else 
for d:= 1 t ndemes do 
for i := 1 t ninds do 




If nmig = 0 then 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
for i := 1 t ninds do 
puthap(newpop, aliZero, d, i); 
for i := ito ninds dlv 2 do 




for d:= ito nmidleft do 
for i:= ito ninds do 
puthap(newpop, aliZero, d, i); (all genes set to zero) 
for d := nmidright to ndemes do 
for i := ito ninds do 




(ttll??lflttltIl Iltttlttttlllttt?lttllttlt?ltll,t?tltll, lltiillitllltitttltllltlthtltltlttttttllfltitlt?ttfltttlllltlflttltltlttlttltlttllttlttt?ttttt} 
procedure infinite_initrep; 
begin 
ninds := 0; { all individuals are pure natives, and therefore can be disregarded 
If paused then 
finds := savedninds; 
end; 
(Iltitill itt? Itt? till,, tilt 111111 fliNt? lit??? till l?t?I?till II?????? llltt?t?tltl tilt till???? t?tt tlll?ulttl iii? I? lit? till ill? lit??? lit? hIll? till hIlt?) 
procedure update_stats; 
updates the list of statistics: zbar,Vgenic,Vdiseq,wbar for selected loci,) 




wb, vw, hb, vh, tv, ESone, ESzero: real; 
gv, pbar, time: real; 
onetot, zerotot, i: integer; 
begin 
time := 
distribution := ((t * dt * 4) mod tmax = 0) and (t <> 0); 
write(out_Hbar, time: 3 : 1, I); 
write(out_Hvar, time : 3: 1,? I); 
write(out_Pbar, time: 3 : 1, 	I); 
write(out_Gvar, time: 3: 1, I); 
write(out_Tvar, time: 3: 1, 	I); 
write(out_Vdiseq, time: 3: 1,? I); 
write(out_Wbar, time: 3 : 1, I); 
write(out_Wvar, time : 3: 1, I); 
write(out_ESP, time : 3 : 1, 	I); 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
If distribution then 
bucketfind_wbar(s, B, sfunction, ninds, nmarkergenes, pop, d, wb, vw, hb, vh, ESone, 
ESzero, onetot, zerotot) 
else 
find_wbar(s, B, sfunction, ninds, nmarkergenes, pop, d, wb, vw, hb, vh, ESone, ESzero, 
onetot, zerotot); 
genefreqstats(ninds, nmarkergenes, pop, d, gv, pbar); 
tv := total_variance(ninds, nmarkergenes, pop, d); 
If infinitedeme then 
begin 
If t=Othen 
hb := 1; 
write(out_Hbar, HB : 10: 8,' ',precalculate / (HB * finds): 10: 8,' 
end 
else 
write(out_Hbar, HB: 10 : 8,' 
write(out_Hvar, vh: 10: 8,' 
write(out_Pbar, pbar: 10: 8,' 
write(out_Gvar, gv: 10: 8, 
write(out_Tvar, tv : 10 : 8, ' 
write(out_Vdiseq, tv - gv: 10: 8,' '); 	Vdiseq_sel 
write(out_Wbar, wb: 10: 8,' 
write(out_Wvar, vw: 10: 8,' 
write(out_ESP, ESone: 10 : 8,' ',ESzero: 10: 8,' ',onetot: 10,' ',zerotot: 10,' 
If distribution then 
begin 
rewnte(out_Dist, concat(out_distname, t=', stringof(time))); 
for i := ito nbuckets do 
writeln(out_DIST, bucket[i].top:  10: 8,' ',bucket[i].count: 10); 
close(out_DIS'T); 
emptybuckets; 












Latest addition *********************) 




ill, IIli?llt fluI,i ni HI,,, ri,, 1,111,,,,, Hiffifi H lfl 	II,,,, ,,,, HitllH H II IIIiItIiIlt?tt H,, H,, 11111????? HO HimlIt H lift?? OH 






seedNo := (d.second * d.minute) + d.day 
end; 
(till If? 	11 '' 	01111111?tltt 1101???t t? 11001??? I??it?ll Ott ?l?i ?? ?ilitlli 110 IiiIi 1011?? 110111??? l?I???ti?? till I? ?i ??liI??l?i) 







DateString := stringof(d.day : 2, '1, d.month : 2, f, d.year: 2); 
TimeString := stringof(dhour: 2, l:l, d.minute : 2, ':', d.second: 2); 
end; 
II II 1111111? 11111? It It ITt? 11111 TI TITITI thu 	IT? Tttlt?ttt?t?tltl It It I??? till III It TI I? tIll T?t?ttlttttttt IT III?tIttTTtI Itt? thu lIlt 111111 III TIll It 




If paused then 
runint := runint - 1; 
Longint_to_string(runlnt, run); 
rewrite(in_file); 
write(in_file, runInt + 1); 
close(in_file) 
end; 









newmem(p, poparraylength, ok); 
If not ok then 
writeln('Uh oh, population not initialised'); 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
newmem(pI\[d], demearraylength, ok); 
If not ok then 




top := mmAvail; 
demearraylength := ninds * sizeof(allOne); 
[array 	:=[1..ninds] of haplotype 
poparraylength := ndemes * length_PTR; 
(array 	:=[1..ndemes] of demearrayptr) 
pvecarraylength := (ninds + 2) * length_REAL; 




newmem(smallcumwptr, pvecarraylength, ok); 
If not ok then 
writeln('Uh oh, cumulative table not initialised'); 
array_heap := top - mmAvail; 





------------ -_-_---___----- --------------------_- ------------ 




for d:= 0 to ndemes - 1 do 
dispmem(pA[ndemes - d], demearraylength); 
dispmem(p, poparraylength); 
end; 











write(out ite(out_Jperdeme, 0.0: 3: 1,' );(t=0 also 
If infinitedeme then 
for i:= 1 t ndemes + 1 do 
write(out_JperDeme, 0.0: 10: 8,' )(initially 0 WI, ninds=0) 
else 
for i:= 1 t ndemes do 
write(out_JperDeme, 0.0: 10: 8,' '); (initially 0 JPI I 
writeln(out_JperDeme); 
end; 










paused := state <> 'finished'; 
If paused then 
begin 
tally 	0; 





If state = 'processing' then 
(state=processing: machine has crashed, or rude interruption.) 
(Population data will be corrupted, therefore) 
begin 
tStart := 0; 















tally := tally + replicates 
until tally> completeruns; 
repStart := replicates - (tally - completeruns - 1); 




I----  IIIU?t!It flU tT?  U  ???I?? U IT TT TI U ITTT U fliT TTTT TtIT Ti IT TI fill TTU TI ITTI flU flU TT TITT TTTI TIlT IT lU TIll TIll TI 1111I 1111? ITlI ?l 
procedure RETURN—AFTER—BREAK; 
var 




for d:= ito ndemes do 
for i:= ito savedninds do 
begin 









d, tally: integer; 
i, j: longint; 
begin 
for i := ito 20 do 
writeln('SAVING DATA IN PROGRESS, PLEASE WAIT..'); 
REWRITE_SECRET; 
for d:= 1 t ndemes do 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 




writeln(context, 'cleanly paused'); this state can only be reached at this point I 
writeln(context, batch_fname); 
writeln(context, completeruns); 

























temp := breakoff; 
If not breakoff then 
breakoff := button 
else if button then 
breakoff := false; 
It temp <> breakoff then 
writeln('Breaking =', not breakoff); 
54 
If breakoff then 
oldpoint := newpoint; 
If ((newpoint.v> oldpoint.v + 3) or (newpoint.v < oldpoint.v - 3)) or ((newpoint.h > oldpoint.h 





oldpoint := newpoint; 
If crash or explode then 
goto 999; 
end; 
(liltlttt Ilti itlttttttt ltltttltttttttttlt ttll t lilililtIttitI ttltttttltltliltltt?ttl? ItliltIl liltl lilt ttlttl?t litlt?titl ttIi tilt,, Ittill Itli tilt ttti It 
(It ltTllttttlItllllltttlllllTtttlttltltltltlt ltlt?tliltttttltlttttlltltltltlttt ttltttttltltIlTlltlttlll?tlt lttttttlllttttttttttttttlttil?ttllltlttttttt) 
lilt lilt Ii It lilt [}TN 	1 1 
 6l till,,,,,, littil II 11111 It lilttt lltltltttl Illitill lii ltititilitt tilt tilt,,,, It tttltt liii,,,,,, 
begin 
completeruns := 0; 
pausedthisrun := 0; 
repstart 	1; 
tstart := 0; 
breakoff := false; 
get—context; 
windowrect.topleft.v := 50; 
windowrect.topleft.h : 0; 
windowrect.botright.v 380; 








write(Do you want to read parameters from a batch file? 
If paused then 
begin 






batch (ans = 
If batch then 
begin 
batch_fname := OldFileName(tSelect Batch File); 




control—string := 'go_ahead'; 
end; 
new(name); 
name" := harddisc; 
55 
error := getvol(name, vol); 
creator := 'SJEB; 
tipe := 'Jntn'; 
Batch loop 
while control—string = 'go_ahead' do 
begin 
if not paused then 
begin 





immigration := ndemes = 1; 
infinitedeme := ninds = -1; 
If infinitedeme then 
begin 
ninds := infinitedememax; for array initialisation) 
precalculate := nmigbarr * (1 - s) / s; { for computing s) 
end; 
nsamples := ((Imax - twarm) dlv dt) + 1; 
[rec defines a Poisson distribution of recombination events) 
mu := (-1 * ln(1 -2 *rec)) * 0.5;) 
Haldane's map function 
(halved as we are only considering two of four chromatids 
(changed as of 7/8/92. We now input the total map length) 
mu := rec; 
writeln('Available memory is ', mmAvail: 10); 
INITIALISE—ARRAYS; 
INITIALISE_POSITIONS(nloci, nmarkergenes); (positions of marker genes) 
writeln('Available memory is ',mmAvail: 10); 
pool heap := INITIALISE_POOLS(mmAvail); 
writeln('Available memory is ', mmAvail: 10); 
setbuckets; 
getmouse(oldpoint); 
Replicate loop 	[RTN 2 p7 ] 
path := concat(harddisc, ':Desktop Folder:Stuart:Stuarts Results:', replicatesummary); 
error := dircreate(vol, unknownint, path, unknownLongint); 
for repNo := repstart to replicates do 
begin 
explode := false; 
get_run; 
get_time; 
writeln('Run ',run, '.Replicate', repNo, 'of, replicates); 
If batch then 
begin 




writeln('Random seed: ',seedNo) 
end; 
56 
path := concat(harddisc, ':Desktop Folder: S tuart:Stuarts Results:', replicatesummary); 
If paused then 
path := concat(path, ':R', run, stringof(pausedthisrun)) 
else 
path := concat(path, ':R', run); 
error := dircreate(vol, unknownint, path, unknownLongint); 
path := concat(path, ':R', run); 
out_fname := concat(path, Info 
out_jname := concat(path, 'JperDeme'); 
out_pbname := concat(path, Pbar'); 
out_hvname := concat(path, 'Hvar); 
out_hbname := concat(path, Hbar'); 
out_vdqname := concat(path, ' Vdiseq'); 
out_gvname := concat(path, 'Gvar'); 
out_tvname := concat(path, 'Tvar); 
out_wbname := concat(path, ' Wbar'); 
out_wvname := concat(path, ' Wvar'); 
out_ESPname := concat(path, 'ESP'); 
out_distname := concat(path, 'DIST'); 
rewrite(out_file, out fname); 
rewrite(out_JperDeme, outjriame); 










nfix := 0; 
set_listfile; 
SWAP _POOLS(crash); 
It twarm = 0 then 
init.jperdeme_file; 
init_dist.file; 




tstart := 0; 
If paused then 
RETURN—AFTER—BREAK; 




If (t >= twarm) and (t mod dt = 0) then 
begin 
sample := sample + 1; 
write('Updating stats for generation = ', t : 2, ' 
update_stats; 
get_time; 
writeln('Time ', timeS tring, ' ',dateString); 
end; 
57 
(as the old population is now unnecessary, we can reclaim all its storage) 
(I haven't bothered creating "dummies": I just have no migration beyond the ends) 
([RTN 3 p81 
if not immigration and (nmig> 0) then 
begin 
migrate(pop, newpop, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, ninds, nmidleft, nmidright); 
swappop(pop, newpop); 
end 
else if immigration and (nmigbarr> 0) then 
begin 
if infinitedeme then 
infinite_immigrate(pop, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, aIIONE, aliZero, ninds) 
else If nmig = 0 then 
immigrate(pop, nmigbarr, ndemes, aI1ONE) 
else 
double_immigrate(pop, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, aI1ONE, aliZero) 
end; 
([RTN 4 p9] 
it infinitedeme then 
infinite_reproduce(pop, newpop, rec) 
else 
reproduce(pop, newpop, rec); 




until t >= tmax; 
End of generation loop 
If (t >= twarm) and (t mod dt = 0) then 
begin 
sample := sample + 1; 
write('Updating stats for generation = ',t: 2,' 
update_stats; 
get—time, 
writeln('Time ', timeString, '', dateString); 
end; 
999: 
If crash then 
begin 
writeln(out_file, 'Out of Memory.. run terminated on run', run); 
writeln('OUT OF MEMORY... This run is terminated.') 
end; 
If explode then 
begin 
writeln(outjile, 'Population explosion., run terminated on run', run); 














pausedthisrun := 0; 
completeruns completeruris + 1; 
UPDATE—CONTEXT; 
end; 
End of Replicate loop 
repstart := 1; 
RETURN POOLS 
RETURN_ARRAYS; 
writeln('Memory returned, ',mmAvail, ' bytes available.'); 
If batch then 
readln(bf, control—string) 
else 
control-string := 'finished'; 
end; 





Inpiementation of Diploid Populations 
with Junctions between N states 
A2.0 Junctions unit 
( 
tIUItTfl?T?IIUIT Till? III????? tT?TT?flhl ill? iV?li ITT????? HIT???!?? ??T!???lT?I?l????TUI? ??I??t?I? I??? II??? III? 
Unit Junctions; 
MULTIPLE STATES AND DIPLOID INDIVDUALS CATERED FOR 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Re-written by Stuart Baird 10/12/91 
(Two pools of junctions are used, one to hold the existing generations junctions, 
one to hold the new generation's. When a generation is no longer needed, its pool is 
(declared empty, and the new and old are swapped to make room for the next gen. 
(NB Two properties of this system are important: 
I/ Junctions on a strand are now always in contiguous increasing order in memory 
2/ Iii  think of the other later 
(Re-written by Stuart Baird 24/9,93) 
...to allow 1/mixing of npossstates types of material instead of just two) 
(The position of a junction is stored in the fractional portion of each real number) 
the state that it changes the strand to is stored in the integer part.) 
(NB junctions never take the value 1 or 0, changes are signified as:) 
(?) 
(to allow ancestor tracing by unique strand id's, changes are signified as:) 
(+} 
(changed 24/11,93 to cope with diploids) 
interface 
uses 
mymem, general, binary; 
const 
Max _chiasmata = 400; 
nbuckets = 75; 
contributers = 1000; 
type 
jindex = Longlnt; (for indexing the junction pools) 
state = integer;(?) 
strand = record 
SID: Longlnt; 	(+) strand indetification number, for anc. tracing) 
MSID, FSID: Longlnt; (+) ID's of mother and father) 
start _state: state; (?) 
start, last: jindex; { the index to its start and end in 
end; 	 (the junction array) 
positionArray = array[1..Max_chiasmata] of real; 









bucketrack array[1..nbuckets]  Of bucketRec; 
contrack = array[1..contributers] Of real; 
( l?ll?ti?l?t?itili,t?l?llttlittl?lt,iltltllllttlllilltt,titi?,lT?ttlttl?tt? ,I,i,?,t l?ttUl?lii? llUitttltt?tii?it?itiiil?Ti litltl?t 1 II Itt? liii itliltili? 




t?lliltlitiiiiltTtttttttlttti?ltItTlitit t?itltl,lil?ititt?lil?ttflht?ii?i??lli,?t?tttt,tilil tTl?I?iTlt?tiIl??tfllltl?ttltl?i?tittiIt?llilllttilliI?t?iltt} 
function INSERTION-SORT (var A: positionArray; 
n: integer): boolean; 
--  	 - 
hilt lit? I??? It III? lIlt? itlill It Itlttt it thtlIltI Ut? tilt ill? itt? it itt? itt??? ill? tIlt lilt t????i Itt? 
..................................... 
????It??t?ilI???tlttt??tt? 
function INITIALISE-POOLS (heapsize: Longint): Longint; 
----------------------------------------------} 
11/11/91 This now uses mymem for run time arrays with THINK pascal 
All remaining memory in mymem is split equally between newpool and oldpool 




-- ------- - ------------- -- - - -------- 
De-allocates memory used by the pool 
------------------------------------------------------ 
procedure SWAP-POOLS (var crash: boolean); 
C----------------------------------------------------------------- 
(After recombination Newpool becomes the old pool, and the old pool is no longer 
(needed so it is emptied and used as the new newpool 
------------------------------------- 
it It???? It?????? it I??? iii? itt? it till ??tTtt?t?tittt tIlt liii tIlt?????? 111th tilt tIll it tIll l?ttttt? ltti?l lt??ll?? It Itt? 	.............................. It tilt tilt it?? it it?????? ?itl?? I???) 




Used to initialize homogeneous strands 
C 	 ) 
(ttllhtht till tIll It???? ?I?I?ItI?I???Ii?ih??ihititt? ill? tI ttt? ill??? t? tI??titIiI???Ill tltl ilillttll? l?l?itih?l?itl hIlt? t??i???tlt 11111111 itt????? 
procedure force-junction (var recipient: strand; 
position: real); 
---------------------------------- 
(to produce strange starting individuals) 
C 	 ) 
(till???? I??? it???? ilt? tIlt ttt?ti it?? iii? tillitilitit i?t?It??li?Il??i II lti?tltt Ill? it tIlt tltl I? ill? itlt liii it it lilt? lIt? It itt??? lit??? It ill????? it tltiti It) 
procedure RECOMBINE (var crash: boolean; 
strand!, strand2: strand; 
var newstrand: strand; 
cRec: chiasmataRec); 
------------------------------- 
Transcription starts on strand 1. There are chiasmata_No of crossovers. 
Junctions are drawn from the pool where possible. 
(tilt it t?li?itt?l tillillilt lit??? titt?tt???l? 11111? tIll it II?? till ilt? Ii iii? till it?? liii It lilt?????? it??t?Ii it???? tIll iii? 11111111 itt? It Itt? liii? Ittilil?) 
function TRUE-STATE (haplo: strand; 
qstate: state; 
nchromosomes: integer): real;[?) 
------------------------------------ 
(The number retured is not strictly the heterozygosity, but the fraction of 
the strand that is in the state 'true', as this conveys more information 
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( tIllliTlTlllIIlllllltltl Ill IIIIIIIITITIIIIITITITIIITIIIIIII TlItlllTiTlluTlll?lTllllIIl IllItlUllIl TlliIllIlllliltlllltlI tlflhllTllTllulillltlllIlllllIIl} 
function BINARY _ONECOUNT (subject: strand; 
nbases: Longlnt): integer; 
------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 
(The number returned is the number of Is in the binary pool corresponding to 
the sections of original genome which make up the strand) 
Till TITIITTI 111111 TIll TTII IITT IT TIll ITT IttllTT?I 11111 lIT Ill TIll TIIIIITIII TITIIITT TIll TIll TIIITIIIIIII I? IltITlIltIll II IT!!?!? I??? IlTlTlTT 
procedure emptybuckets (var bucket, conts: bucketrack); 
(---------------------------------------------------------------- -----I 
(1111111! Till!! 111111 III!!? flIllI II II 11111111 TI TI!???!? 11111? IlIlIll? I? Ill! II!? Till!? 1111111? I? III? III?!??? ITlillliilll?lll Ill! IIIIIIITIIT1T! TIll II IIIITl!t 
procedure zeroConts (var contributions: contrack); 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
(I? II 1111 ITT? till tIll!! 11111111 TI 1111!!!! lii?!?!! 11111!! II!? Till,,,, II Ill till till II TI!? !ITTTI I?lIIlll 11111111111111 lllillllllllllllllll lll??lTl 111111111?) 
procedure setbuckets (var bucket, conts: bucketrack; 
n: integer); 
(-------- - 	- 
(till 111111 II Ill! Till liii!! II!! 111111 hull I1TTTI!l ll!l 11111111111111111111 TIll 111111 tIll tIll 111111 Till till!! 111111111111111111111111111111111111 liii TI liii 
function bucketCOUNT_STATE (var contributions: contrack; 
var bucket: bucketrack; 
subject: strand; 
justzeroes: boolean): integer; 
- ----- - -------- --- ------------------------------ --------) 
(l?llTlllllTl lIlllllllIliIlll!ITITIIIT!ll!ThlIlhlI!!tlIi!?!TflllT!ll?l?Tlllllll llllll?llIllllllllllT?IlIll?lllllllllllllll?lll?l?llllllTlllTilllll???llllll) 
function PURE (subject: strand; 
qstate: state): boolean;(?) 
--------------------------- ------------------------------) 





function DOMINANCE (haplotypel, haplotype2: strand; 
nchromosomes: integer): real; 
--------------------- 
compares the two strands and calculates the proportion which has at least one 1 allele) 
(1111111? lIlt 1111 1111111111 l?!lllll?l 1111 TI 1111 lIlt Till IlTillIl TI 1111111111 111111 11111111 1111111111 TIll 1111 llllll?lll??ll 11111111 11111111 IllIlululIlIll 1111) 
function HETEROZYGOSITY (haplotypel, haplotype2: strand; 
nchromosomes: integer, 
first_chr: boolean): real; 
---------------*---- 
compares the two strands and calculates the proportion which is heterozygous) 
I 
(1111 lIT? l?Tl till 1111111111 lll?l?lIl?ll?lll!lllIl 11111111 ill? 1111111111 1111 1111111111 1111111111 III? III I?lIlIlI?I?IlI liii 1111111111 111111 lIlt liii 1111111111) 
function bucketHETEROZYGOSITY (var bucket: bucketrack; 
haplotypel, haplotype2: strand; 
nchromosomes: integer): real; 
I------------------------------------------- 
compares the two strands and calculates the proportion which is heterozygous) 
dumps block sizes at the same time somehow!!) 
(1111111? till I??? till?????? III? II 1111 I??? 111111 11111111 1111111111 III? IllillIll? liii 111111 IlilIllIll 1111 1111111111 11111111 111111 Till 1111 lIllIlIlIl 111111111?) 
function STATE—AT (gposition: real; 
subject: strand): state;[?] 
-------------------------------------------------} 
The  state of the strand at the point-gene specified is returned. If there 





I 	 ] 
(ttittttt titltitttt?Itt tttIttttt?ttttttittti tilt?''?! iiil??il?t tit?tttti?ttltttttttttilttltttlti,t?ttttttititittt?ltttil?lttltttlttPttlttittliitit} 
function USED-RECENTLY: Longint; 
------------------------------------------------- 
Returns the number of junctions used since the last inquiry, or t=O 
I 	 } 
(?tit lilt ttti???tli??Tt lilt liii! liii It?? tiTt?t liii lit I? it It ?iittti tttt?t lttttttt It ?tl lttt?ttttt lilt Ititit ttltl?t? lilt!, lilt ItIt II?? It?? it lit? it ittt tilt 
procedure PRINT_CHIASMATA (cRec: chiasmataRec); 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of chiasmata 
I 	 } 
I 
procedure PRINT _STRAND (Joe: strand; 
x: integer); 
I--------------- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 
(Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of strand 
f
ti?ltttlttttutttttiittitu?tittt?ttttttt?ttittttti?itlttttittt??tt tt?lttttttttttltttttttittt?tttiitttti ittitlit ??tttttitttittitttittti?ttitttttttt?tttltt} 
procedure SAVE-STRAND (Joe: strand); 
I----------------------------- -------------------- 
I 	 ) 
procedure LOAD-STRAND (var Joe: strand); 
----------------------------------- ------- 
I 	 ) 
procedure REWRITE-SECRET (destination: string); 
-------------- -------------------------------- ----------) 
I 	 } 





lit ttittiltttit tttttiittttttttttTttttttltitttttiitt) 
procedure CLOSE-SECRET; 
-------------- —) 
fi?ittttt t?tt tttt ititti ittti?tt it tilt ttil tt itittttt itt?tt ttti itt?tttt tt tttt tt i?ttit tIlt t?t?t?tt 	.................................. ?itttt?tttttttltttlt?t???fltttttill 
procedure LOAD _NEWPOOL; 
1-------------------------------- ----------------------------- 
procedure SAVE_NEWPOOL (destination: string); 
---------------------------------------1 




infinity = -1; 
text loci = 69; 
untouched-heap =0; 
type 
junction = real; a tuple of position and state changed to 
junctionPool = record 
base, start, size: jindex; 
end; 
var 
uniqueSlD: Longlnt; (used to trace ancestry 





secret: file of strand; 
bobbys: file of real; 
procedure BUBBLE _SORT (var A: positionArray; 
n: integer); 
var 
i, j: integer; 
temp: real; 
begin 
for i := ito n - 1 do 
for j := n downto i + 1 do 
if A[j] <AU - 1] then 
begin 
temp := AU]; 
AU] := AU - 11; 
AU - 11 := temp 
end; 
end; (BUBBLE_SORT) 
................................... ilittIlT??????iI??tI???t?Tt? ?T TI?? ltl 
function INSERTION _SORT (var A: positionArray; 






ok := true; 
for  := ito n - i do 
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If A[jI = A[n] then 
ok := false; 
If ok then 
for j := n downto 2 do 
if AU] < AU - 1] then 
begin 
temp := AU]; 
AU] := AU - 11; 
AU - 11 := temp 
end; 
INSERTION_SORT := ok 
end; (INSERTION_SORT) 
tItUS? itt? 111111 itIiI?it itit l?t?IttiI? ilititttt hut? it It ttl?th?t it it?? tti?i?lttt itt? itt??t liii fit? tilt?? liii lift fit ttttitt??t itt? liittthttl huh itt?) 
function INITIALISE _POOLS (heapsize: Longint): Longint 
-- -------------------- 
11/11/91 This now uses mymem for run time arrays with THINK pascal 








UniqueSiD := 1; 
writeln('UniqueSlD counter zeroed.'); 
writeln('Initialising junction pool'); 
junctionindex := mmHandle; 
Totaljunctions := mmAvail dlv sizeof(temp); 
halfsize := total_junctions dlv 2; 
realmem(oldpool.base, halfsize); 
realmem(newpool.base, halfsize); 
writeln(Totaljunctions, 'junctions available.'); 
recent-junctions := 0; 
INITIALISE_POOLs := mmAvail - total-junctions * sizeof(temp) 
end; 
till lttI???tf? it?? ?ltl?i ii?? htttttttt? t??? ?ttl tt?tut ttt? tlittt?iti lilt Ittttt tttliit ttlltt lt?ittt? ltttlttit? t??ltlt?t ???i tt?? ?? t?tt itt?tl itt?tttl) 
procedure SWAP-POOLS (var crash: boolean); 
---------------------------- 
After recombination Newpool becomes the old pool, and the old pool is no longer 





crash := false; 
temp_oldpool := newpool; 
newpool.base := oldpool.base; 
newpool.start := oldpool.base; 
newpool.size := Total-junctions dlv 2; 
oldpool := temp_oldpool; 
recent-junctions := 01 
{bug) 
end; 
it I? U?????? lit It ii ?i?tll??tiii??i??tI?itl?it?IIl it?? it???? ??tt?t???? it?????? tilt?? ii? tIlt?? lilt lilt tilt It itt? It? titt????t??t??It?t?tlt?tI?It?? I??? lift 
procedure RETURN-POOLS; 
- ------------- --------------------------------- 
(De-allocates memory used by the pool 




if newpool.base < oldpooLbase then 
realforget(newpool.base, (Total-junctions dlv 2) * 2) 
else 
realforget(oldpool.base, (Total junctions dlv 2) * 2) 
end; 
ii?????? itt??? tttttttt itt??? tt?t?? ???itttt t?tt?t ttt???t? ?? tltttt?t tl?t?? itt? tilt ttt?t???t? tilt?? Itt till till lit? tttlt? ?tt?t? tt?t itt??? till ttit till) 
function TUPLE (ajpos: real; 
astate: state): junction; (?) 
t - ------------------------------------------ - - - I 
f makes a tuple} 
begin 
tuple := ajpos + astate; 
end; (TUPLE) 
I ?i??ttttit???ttl??tttt?ttt?l?lt????tltt??????t 
function NEXTSTATE (ajunc: junction): state;(?} 
I------------ ------- ------ 
(pulls the nextstate from a tuple} 
begin 
nextstate := trunc(ajunc); 
end;(NEXTSTATE) 
function JPOS (ajunc: real): real; 
I---------------- 
(pulls the junction position from a tuple) 
begin 
jpos := ajunc - trunc(ajunc); 
end;(JPOS) 
(lit? It? ?lii ii?? II ???i?it? ?l?l 1111111 Itt tttt?itt ?lttt?ii?? I??? tI till??? tilt tIltl ??tl ??t? tilt?? ?iti ?lll?l ittI t??? tilt???? Itt?? ?t?t ?t?????tt?t? lit?????) 
procedure MT-STRAND (var adam: strand; 
start-state: state);(?) 
67 
Used to initialize homogeneous strands 
begin 
adam.SID := uniqueSlD; 
uniqueSlD := uniqueSlD + 1; 
adam.FSID := -1; 
adam.MSID := -1; 
adam.start_state := start-state;(?) 
adam.last := 0; 
adam.start := 1 
end;(INET_STRAND) 
tTItltTlllIITTilllltlilTttlIlIItITt?ttTItItIIt?TTITtt?tTtTtll?tTtttItTtttllIlltttttTIlTTTTt?IItf} 
procedure NEW-JUNCTION (var recipient: strand); 
- ----- - 	_ - - -) 
A pointer to the last junction of a strand is necessary to achieve this 
(increase in speed. This ony uses order(n) extra storage. 
begin 
If not (newpool.size = 0) then 
begin 
If recipient.last = 0 then 
recipient.start := newpool.start; 
recipient.last := newpool.start; 
newpool.start := newpool.start + 1; 
newpool.size := newpool.size - 1; 




ITt?tltlt?ttltlttII?tItI tint? tIttttiittt??I?t?T??lt) 
procedure force-junction (var recipient: strand; 
position: real); 
__---__--_-_--_----_---_------__-----_1 
to produce strange starting individuals) 
begin 
junctionindex[newpool.start] := position; 
NEW _JUNCTION(recipient); 
end; 
(II?????? tTtt IT???? OTTInT TINT????? TI???? tHIfihttItI II tilt IflIltIll? TI IlIlITlO? If lIlTill?flTItI tilt till till?? till ??tl TT lTtlIIIIltlI t? I?l?tTTTTT Hill?!? 
procedure RECOMBINE (var crash: boolean; 
strandi, strand2: strand; 
var newstrand: strand; 
cRec: chiasmataRec); 
Transcription starts on strandl. There are chiasmata_No of crossovers. 
Junctions are drawn from newpool. 
label 
var 
ReadJunctions, IgnoredJunctions, RJlast, IJiast, temp: jindex; 
i: integer; 





If cRec.total <> 0 then 
If cRec.positions[1] = 0 then 
begin 
temp_strand := strandi; 
strandi := strand2; 
strand2 := temp—strand; 
cstart := 2 
end 
else 
cstart := 1; 
ReadJunctions := strandl.start; { Tran cnption starts...) 
RJlast := strand liast; 
read—state := strand l.start_state; [ •..c n strand 1 
IgnoredJ unctions := strand2. start; 
illast := strand2.last; 
ignored _state := strand2.starLstate; 
If RJlast - ReadJunctions> 10 then 
begin [ stops in here 
end; 
If IJiast - IgnoredJunctions> 10 then 
begin [stops in here) 
end; 
newstrand.SID := uniqueSlD; 
	
(ID for tracing) 
UniqueSlD := uniqueSlD + 1; 
newstzand.MSID := strandl.SID; 	[Mother) 
newstrand.FSID := strand2.SID; [Father) 
newstrand.start_state := read—state; [Transcribe start state) 
newstrand.start := newpool.start; 	[Connect newstrand to newpool) 
newsirand. last := 0; 
for i := cstart to cRec.total do 
begin[ Chiasmata loop] 
continue := true; 
(first we copy the selected strand until we reach the chiasmata point in question) 
while (ReadJunctions <= RJlast) and continue do 
begin 
continue := (cRec.positions[i} > jpos(junctionindex[ReadJunctions])); [?) 
(chiasmata further on) 
If continue then 
begin { copy junction) 
juncfionindex"[newpool.start] := junctionindex[ReadJunctions]; 
NEW JUNCTION(newstrand); 
read _state := nextstate(junctionindex'[ReadJunctions}); [ junction=>change of state) 
ReadJunctions := ReadJunctions + 1; 
end 
end; 
(There are now either no more junctions on this strand, or 
(Readjunctions points to the junction AT OR AFTER the chiasma, and 
Read—state indicates the state COMMING UP TO that junction. 
Either way we now wish to stop transcribing junctions from this 
strand, and cross over to the ignored strand. 
(NB at this point there may be no more junctions left so be careful} 
continue := true; { we must determine the state at our current position) 
on the ignored strand before we cross over 	I 




if continue then 
begin 
ignore(tstate nextstate(junctionindex"[Jgnoredjunctions]); { junction=> change of 
state) 
IgnoredJunctions := IgnoredJunctions + 1 
end; 
end; 
(There are now either no more junctions on this strand, or 
IgnoredJunctions points to the junction AFTER the chiasma, and 
(Ignored _state indicates the state COMMING UP TO that junction. 
Either way we now wish to copy from this strand. 
NB at this point there may be no more junctions left so be careful) 
If (read—state <> ignored—State) then ( Chiasma produces..) 
begin 
crash (newpool.size = 0); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 	{..a CRASH ..or..} 




temp—state := ignored—State; (AFTER the chiasmata) 
It ReadJunctions <= RJlast then 
if there were junctions on the read strand) 
If cRec.positions[i] = jpos(junctionindexAl\[ReadJunctions]) then 
if there was a junction AT the chiasmata 
read_state := nextstate(junctionindexl\A[ReadJunctions]); 
(then we must change the read state to the state AFTER the junction) 
ignored—state := read—state; { AFTER the chiasmata) 
read—state := temp_state; 	(junction=>change of state) 
end; 
(we now cross over) 
temp := IgnoredJunctions; 
IgnoredJunctions := ReadJunctions; 





We now must transcribe any remaining junctions after the last chiasma] 
while (ReadJunctions <= RJlast) do 
begin 
crash := (newpool.size = 0); 
It crash then 
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goto 999; 
junctionindex'[newpoo1.start] := junctionindexAA[Readjunctions]; 
NEW_JUNCTION(newstrand); 




It ft lit? lilt tilt.,,,,, lilt,,,, It Ittlitli Itt?lllI ltltlllltt lilt?? liii lit! lltuittllltt lilt Itt? It tilt Uttliliti tilt l?TTtI!ll?llt! ItitlIll 11111? Itt! tilt it Itt) 
procedure emptybuckets (var bucket, conts: bucketrack); 




for i := ito nbuckets do 
begin 
bucket[i].count := 0; (? 




lt,tl,u,ltltlttfllttlttttitltl??IlttlfltttltttllliltiIt!tllIltttlt?tifltttttti DIll! tttittl!t!t?ltlltttttlllilttllllltt? llltltllitlltttttitttilt??tlltlf!t) 





for i := 1 to contributers do 
contributions[i] := 0;{?) 
end; 
liii lttttlti ftl! ill!?? tilt tilt tilt?? hilt Ott it If ltlttf lift??! Ill t?ittittli fit, ti tilt ttitl? titiiltl lilt It till Itt? 11tH! itO ttt? ItlI ttt?ll lilt it litititi 
procedure setbuckets (var bucket, conts: bucketrack; 
n: integer); 
-_-- -------- ----------------------__-_---------- --I 
var 
1, j: integer; 
begin 
bucket[1].top := 1.0; 
for i := 2 to nbuckets do 
bucket[i].top := bucket[i - 1].top * 0.8; 
conts[i].top := n; 
for i := 2 to nbuckets do 
conts[i].top := conts[i - l].top * 0.8; 
end; 
l?t?lit? itIT lift Ill?!? fit? ti?T it?iii ttIttt?tli ???t till ii ht?fitlttt?fttitlt ???t?l lilt It! Ithiti tuft!?? flit 	.............................................. 
t??tutu t?lliuilIiitlilthuh ?ttuTtfillIf?? 
function TRUE—STATE (haplo: strand; 
qstate: state; 
nchmmosomes: integer): real; (? 
t----- 
The number retured is the fraction of 
the strand that is in the state qstate) 




strand _state: state;[? 
j: Longint; 




subject := haplo; 
j := subject.start; 
over := false; 
while a <= subject.last) and not over do 
If (jpos(junctionindexAA[jJ) <1 / nchromosomes) then 
j := j + 1 
else 
over := true; 
If over then 
subject.last := j - 1; 
marker := 0; 
total := 0; 
strand—state := subject.start—state; 
j := subject.start; 
while a <= subject.last) do( if there any junctions} 
begin 
If strand—state = qstate then 
total := total + aposauncnomndexU]) - marker) 
else 
marker := ipos(junctionindexU]); 
strand_state := nextstateuncfionindex"j]); [?) 
J := j + 1 
end; 
If strand _state= qstate then t?} 
total := total + ((1 / nchromosomes) - marker); 
If total > 0.001 + 1 / nchromosomes then 
with subject do 
begin 
writeln(start, ', last, ' ', SID, ', MSID, ', FSID); 
writeln(start_state); 
if start <= last then 
for  := start to last do 
writeln(jpos(junctionindexAl\[j]), ',nextstate(junctionindexU])); 
total := total + 1000; 
end; 
TRUE _STATE := total * nchromosomes; 
end;{ TRUE_STATE) 
I??? tilt littlill it till 11111 ititt?tt it 110111?lt?t IltitItIt? ittittitti TttI itt? 111111 III?!? t?t?ttt? tilt tttiti Ittitilt ItItIttil? 11111? tIlt itt? tlttt?ttlt) 
function BINARY _ONECOUNT (subject: strand; 
nbases: LongInt): integer; 
The number returned is the number of is in the binary pool corresponding to 
the sections of original genome which make up the strand) 
var 
strand _state: state; 
total, j: Longint; 
marker: real; 
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function bconv (A: real): integer; 
(converts reals on a strand to integers to access the binary array) 
(for the moment, strands starts in the binary array are consecutive by their state no) 
begin 
bconv := strand—state + round(nbases * A); 
end; 
begin 
marker := 0; 
total := 0; 
strand—state := subject.start_state; 
j := subject.start; 
while (j <= subject.last) do{ if there any junctions) 
begin 
total := total + TRUE _TOTAL(bconv(marker), bconv(jpos(junctionindexIA[j}))); 
marker := jpos(junctionindex"[j]); 
strand—state := nextstate(junctionindexU]); (?) 
j := j + 1 
end; 
total := total + TRUE _TOTAL(bconv(marker), bconv(1)); 
BINARY _ONECOUNT := total 
end; [BINARY_ONECOUNT) 
( 	 } 
ft Iittft Itt? ft TIff ft tiff ft tiff lilfttlf If flit If fTlTtf lilt If flit ItfTtTtt tilt ItTttftT tiIitfTti ItftTtIf TIll I,tTtTtt ill tutu it TilT Itiflift TtTf ft ttti ft Ti) 
procedure putinabucket (var bucket: bucketrack; 
blocksize: real); 





while (blocksize <= bucket[iJ.top) and (i <nbuckets) do(?) 
:= i + 1; 
bucket[i].count := bucket[il.count + I(?) 
end; 
t 	 ) 
( tiTtTTtftfTtTftfITIfTtlTttlftTTtfftTtTtTlTliff ItltItTITtlfTtttTTtIItItTltTTTTtTtTT TIItTTTTTI lfTtliit ftttlilfliftTtftlflfltttlllttltftflttftlltlttfttlffllt) 
function bucketCOUNT_STATE (var contributions: contrack; 
var bucket: bucketrack; 
subject: strand; 
just.zeroes: boolean): integer; 
t-------- 
The number retured is the number of junctions on the strand) 
(as a side effect the distribution of blocks in the population 
(and the total contribution of each state to the population is worked Out) 







total, marker, tempi: real; 
count: integer; 
it Tilt tilt fit Tilll liii lTTi lIlt TI tilt II liitti If tfti liTi Tttt Ii lIli It TtTf It liii ItIf Ti itli It filth ltft tilt It tttttitttf fi TIff ff tttfTitf It Tilt ft iiti ttlitf 




contributions[thestate) := contributions[thestate] + blocksize; 
end; 
begin 
marker := 0; 
total := 0; 
strand—state := subject.start—state; 
j := subject.start; 
while (j <= subject.last) do 
begin 
tempi := pos(junctionindex'ij]) - marker);(?) 
addtocontributions(sirand state, tempi); {? 
If justzeroes then 
begin 
If strand state = 0 then 
putinabucket(bucket, tempi); f?) 
end 
else 
putinabucket(bucket, templ); (? 
marker := jpos(junctionindex"[j]); (?) 
strand—state := nextstate(junctionindex[j]); (? 
j := j + 1 
end; 
tempi := 1 - marker;{?} 
addtocontributions(strand_state, tempi); I?) 
If justzeroes then 
begin 
If strand—state = 0 then 
putinabucket(bucket, tempi); (?} 
end 
else 
putinabucket(bucket, tempi); (?) 
If subject.start <= subject.last then 
bucketCOUNT_STATE := subject.last - subject.start + 1 
else 
bucketCOUNT_STATE := 0; 
end; (bucketTRUESTATE) 
) 
(t??t lit? ?tltt?ttt? itti II?ti???t? I??? lit? it ???t liii ii liii,,,, lit? liiii?ut t?l, littit I??tt?it It IITTTTtI T?ti t? liii Ilititit ttt?I? 
...................... 
tiIt?tItlittitlit?liii t??t 
function DOMINANCE (haplotypel, haplotype2: strand; 
nchromosomes: integer): real; 
----- ------------- 
compares the two strands and calculates the proportion which has at least one 1 allele) 
var 
DOMstate, sameplace, over: boolean; 
i, j, k, kiast: Longint; 
total, marker, temppos, posi, pos2: real; 
state 1, state2, otherstate: state; 
subject 1, subject2: strand; 
begin 




subjecti := haplotypel; 
subject2 := haplotype2; 
subjectl.start; 
j 	subject2.start; 
over := false; 
while (i <= subjectl.last) and not over do 
If (jpos(junctionindexM'[i]) < I / nchromosomes) then 
i + 1 
else 
over true; 
If over then 
subjectl.last 	i - 1; 
over false; 
while (j <= subject2.1ast) and not over do 
If (jpos(junctionindexAA[j]) < 1 / nchromosomes) then 
j 	j + 1 
else 
over := true; 
If over then 
subject2.last 	j - 1; 
marker 0; 
total := 0; 
state l. := subjectl.start_state; 
state2 : subject2.start_state; 
domstate (statel = 1) or (state2 = 1); 
i := subjectl.start; 
j 	subject2.start; 
(marker and states are set up, and domstate is set) 
(The first case is when both strands have junctions) 
while (i <= subjectl.last) and (j <= subject2.1ast) do 
begin 
posi := jpos(junctionindex[i]); 
pos2 := jpos(junctionindex]); 
sameplace := posi = pos2; 
If posi <= pos2 then 
begin 
temppos := posi; 
state! := nextstate(junctionindex"[i]); 






j :=j+ 1; 
end; 
If sameplace then 
begin 
state2 := nextstate(junctionindex9j]); 
j :=j + 1; 
end; 
If domstate then 
total total + (temppos - marker) 
else 
marker := temppos; 
domstate := (statel = 1) or (state2 = 1); 
end; 
(one or both have reached their last junction,and it has been processed) 
(marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
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(The second case is ONE strand has no (more) junctions, so we must concentrate on the other 
k := -1; 
If i <= subjectl.last then 
begin 
k := i; 
klast := subjectl.last; 
otherstate := state2; 
end 
else if j <= subject2.Iast then 
begin 
k :=j; 
kiast := subject2.last; 
otherstate := statel; 
end; 
The k variables now work on the important strand, and other state is constant for the 
(other strand as it has no more junctions 
(STILL: marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
(Still on the second case ...) 
If k <> -1 then 
while (k <= kiast) do 
begin 
If domstate then 
total := total + (jpos(junctionindex/\A[k]) - marker) 
else 
marker := jpos(junctionindex"{k]); 
domstate := (nextstate(junctionindex"[k]) = 1) or (otherstate = 1); 
k := k + 1 
end; 
(The third and final case is that there are no (more) junctions on either strand) 
If domstate then 
total := total + ((1 I nchromosomes) - marker); 
DOMINANCE := TOTAL * nchromosomes; 
If TOTAL <> 0 then) 
( writeln(TOTAL * nchromosomes : 3 : 2); 
end; (DOMINANCE) 
t 	 ) 
............................................ ??I??t???lIlt??????I???I?????I?????II??t?t? 
function HETEROZYGOSITY (haplotypel, haplotype2: strand; 
nchromosomes: integer, 
first_chr: boolean): real; 
U------------- ------------------------ -------------- 
(compares the two strands and calculates the proportion which is heterozygous) 
t 	 ) 
var 
hetstate, sameplace, over: boolean; 
i, j, k, kiast: Longint; 
total, marker, temppos, posi, pos2: real; 
statel, state2, otherstate: state; 
subjecti, subject2: strand; 








i := subject.start; 
over := false; 
thestate := subject.start-state; 
if first_chr then 
while (i <= subject.last) and not over do 
if (jpos(junctionindexAA[i]) < 1 / nchromosomes) then 
:= i + 1 
else 
over := true 
else ( not first chr I 
while (i <= subject.last) and not over do 
begin 
temppos := jpos(junctionindex"[i]); 
If (RlessmanEquals(jpos(junctionindex"[i]), 1 / nchromosomes)) then [care must be 
taken for real equalities) 
begin 




over := true; 
end; 
If first_chr then 
begin 
If over then 
subject.last := i - 1 
end 
else [ not first_chr) 
begin 
If not over then 
begin 
subject.last := 0; { need not bother with any of the junctions) 




if subject.last - subject.start >= 1 then 
begin 
subject.start-state := nextstate(junctionindex[i - 1]); [else it just stays the same 
end; 





subjecti := haplotypel; 
subject2 := haplotype2; 
i := subjectl.start; 
j := subject2.start; 
select _chr(subjectl, first_chr); 
select_chr(subject2, first-Or); 
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If first_chr then 
marker := 0 
else 
marker := 1 / nchromosomes; 
total := 0; 
statel := subjectl.start_state; 
state2 := subject2.start_state; 
hetstate := statel <> state2; 
i := subjectl.start; 
j := subject2.start; 
(marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
(The first case is when both strands have junctions) 
while (i <= subjectl.last) and (j <= subject2.1ast) do 
begin 
posi := jpos(junctionindexl'A[iJ); 
pos2 jposunctionindex'[j]); 
sameplace := Requals(posl, pos2); { care must be taken for real equalities) 
If Rlessthanequals(posl, pos2) then 
begin 
temppos posi; 
:= i + 1; 





temppos := pos2; 
j:=j+ 1; 
If (j <= subject2.last) then 
state2 := nextstate(junctionindexU]); 
end; 
if sameplace then 
begin 
j :=j + 1; 
If (j <= subject2.1ast) then 
state2 := nextstate(junctionindex"j]); 
end; 
If hetstate then 
begin 
total := total + (temppos - marker); 
end; 
hetstate := statel <> state2; 
If hetstate then 
marker := temppos; 
end; 
(one or both have reached their last junction,and it has been processed) 
(marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
The second case is ONE strand has no (more) junctions, so we must concentrate on the other) 
k := -1; 
If i <= subjectiiast then 
begin 
k := 
Mast := subjectl.last; 
otherstate := state2; 
end 
else If j <= subject2.1ast then 
begin 
k :=j; 
klast := subject2.1ast; 
otherstate := state!; 
end; 
(The k variables now work on the important strand, and other state is constant for the 
(other strand as it has no more junctions 
(STILL: marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
Still on the second case ...) 
if k <> -1 then 
while (k <= kiast) do 
begin 
If hetstate then 
total := total + (jpos(junctionindex[kI) - marker) 
else 
marker := jposunctionindex[k]); 
hetstate := nextstate(junctionindex"[k]) <> otherstate; 
k := k +1 
end; 
(The third and final case is that there are no (more) junctions on either strand) 
If hetstate then 
begin 
If first_chr then 
total := total + ((1 / nchromosomes) - marker) 
else 
total := total + (1 - marker) 
end; 
If ((total * 3) - round(total * 3) > 0.01) or ((total * 3) > 2.1) then 
begin 
end; 
If first_chr then 
HETEROZYGOSITY := TOTAL * nchromosomes 
else 
HETEROZYGOSITY := TOTAL / (1 - 1 / nchromosomes); 
end; (HETEROZYGOSITY) 
(IIITTIIT TIlt ITT? IT IlItTlIlIltIll 111111 	011111111 111111 III??? III? IT?? TI 11111111 11111111?If?t ITIllITI ITITIIIIII1IIITI PITT II II?T?T?TTT 11111111IIt Ill? 
function bucketHETEROZYGOSITY (var bucket: bucketrack; 
haplotypel, haplotype2: strand; 
eg nchromosomes: inter): real; 
-- 1--------------------- - ----- - -- --- -- --------- -- ----- --- --- -- ---- -------) 
(compares the two strands and calculates the proportion which is heterozygous) 
(dumps block sizes at the same time somehow!!) 
var 
hetstate, sameplace, onestate, twostate, done: boolean; 
i, j, k, Mast: Longint; 
total, marker, temppos, onemarker, twomarker, posi, pos2: real; 
state!, state2, otherstate: state; 
subject 1, subjeci2: strand; 
begin 
subject]. := haplotypel; 
subject2 := haplotype2; 
i := subjectl.start; 
j := subject2.start; 
while (i <= subjectl.last) and not done do 
If (jpos(junctionindexAA[i]) <1 / nchromosomes) then 
I := i + I 
else 
done := true; 
subjectl.last 	i - 1; 
done := false; 
while (j <= subject2.last) and not done do 
if (jpos(junctionindex[j]) < 1 / nchromosomes) then 
j := j + I 
else 
done := true; 
subject2.1ast := j - 1; 
marker := 0; 
total 	0; 
statel := subjectl.start_state; 
state2 subject2.start_state; 
hetstate := state! <> state2; 
onemarker 0; 
twomarker 0; 
i := subjectl.start; 
j 	subject2.start; 
(marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
(The first case is when both strands have junctions) 
while (i <= subjectl.last) and (j <= subject2.1ast) do 
begin 
sameplace p051 = pos2; 
If pos! <= pos2 then 
begin 
temppos := posi; 
putinabucket(bucket, p051 - onemarker); 
onemarker := temppos; 
i + 1; 





temppos := pos2; 
putinabucket(bucket, pos2 - twomarker); 
twomarker := temppos; 
j :=j-*- 1; 
If (j <= subject2.1ast) then 
state2 := nextstate(junctionindex''U]); 
end; 
If hetstate then 
total := total + (temppos - marker) 
else 
marker := temppos; 
If sameplace then 
begin 
putinabucket(bucket, pos2 - twomarker); 
twomarker := pos2; 
j :=j + 1 
end; 
statel := nextstajunctionindex"[i]); 
state2 := nextstateounctionindexAA 
hetstate := statel <> state2; 
end; 
(one or both have reached their last junction,and it has been processed) 
(marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
[The second case is ONE strand has no (more) junctions, so we must concentrate on the other) 
k := -1; 
If i <= subjectl.Iast then 
begin [the other one is finished, but may have a last block 
putinabucket(bucket, I - twomarker); 
k := i; 
kiast := subjectl.Iast; 
otherstate := st.ate2; 
end 
else if j <= subject2.last then 
begin [the other one is finished, but may have a last block) 
otherstate := state!; 
putinabucket(bucket, 1 - onemarker); 
statel := state2; 
onemarker := twomarker; 
k:=j; 
kiast := subject2.last; 
end; 
[The k variables now work on the important strand, and other state is constant for the 
(other strand as it has no more junctions I 
[STILL: marker and states are set up, and hetstate is set) 
[Still on the second case ...) 
If k <> -1 then 
begin 
while (k <= klast) do 
begin 
If hetstate then 
total := total + (jpos(junctionindexk]) - marker) 
else 
marker := junctionindex'"[k]; 
hetstate := nextstate(junctionindex"[k]) <> otherstate; 
putinabucket(bucket, junctionindex"[k] - onemarker); 
onemarker := junctionindex[k]; 
k := k + 1; 
putinabucket(bucket, 1 - onemarker); 
end; 
end; 
If hetstate then 
total := total + ((1 / nchromosomes) - marker); 
bucketHETEROZYGOSITY := TOTAL * nchromosomes; 
end; (bucketHETEROZYGOSITY 
........................................ l 	??l?l? 	?tiiI???l 
function PURE (subject: strand; 
qstate: state): boolean; [?} 
[--------------_- 
[Is the strand pure state x?) 
begin 
pure := (subject.start_state = qstate) and (subject.last = 0); (7) 
end;[PURE} 
(1?I 	ltt?T?T? 	ill????? 	I? Tit? t? 	 t? till l??l?I ??lii ? ?II??O??I Ii?? 	t?iti ? t?t? ?i ?? 	iii? lilt????? li hull?? 	??? ???? ? 	l 
function STATEAT (gposition: real; 
subject: strand): state;[?) 
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(The state of the strand at the point-gene specified is returned. If there 









strand state := subject.start_state; 
j := subject.start; 
reached := false; 
while a <= subject.last) and not (reached) do 
begin 
reached := (Rlessthanequals(gposition, jpos(junctionindex'UJ))); {?) 
If reached then 
If jpos(junctionindex"[j]) = gposition then (?) 
STATE—AT := -I( indeterminate) 
else 
STATE_AT := strand—State; 
strand_state := nextstate(junctionindex"[jJ); 
j := j + 1 
end; 
If not reached then 
STATE—AT := strand—state 
end; (STATE_AT) 
................................... tPit?ittitttttiit????t??t???ttttt ii 
function USED—RECENTLY: Longint; 
I--------------------------------------- -----------------------) 
Returns the number of junctions used since the last inquiry, or t=0 
begin 
USED _RECENTLY := recentjunctions; 
recentjunctions := 0 
end; 
(it?????? tt?? lii? iii??? itit huh itti?iit ii?t?t tOt Pit? it itt? tutu?? lit,,? ?ttttti ttt??tt??? itt??? lit? it?? liii?? lit? itt?t? tutu?? tilt t? t?ii?itt it???? I???) 
procedure PRINT _STRAND (joe: strand; 
x: integer); 
--------------------------------) 
(Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of strand 




read _state: state;[?) 
marker: real; 
i, count, reps: integer; 
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begin 
ReadJunctions := joe.start; 
read state := joe. start_state; 
write('strand', x: 2, ' 




marker := 0; 
Count := 0; 
while (ReadJunctions <= joe.last) do 
begin 
reps := round((Jpos(junCtionindexAf[ReadJunctions]) - marker) * text—loci); (?) 
for i := ito reps do 
write(read_state: 1);{?} 
Count := count + reps; 
read _state := nextstate(JunctionindexAA[ReadJunctions]); [junction=>Change of state 
[?) 	
) 
marker := jpos(junctionindexiA[ReadJunctions]); {? 
ReadJunctions := ReadJunctions + 1 
end; 
for i := ito (text _loci - Count) do 
write(read_state: 
writeln('I'); 




[ ItIT!ITt!I!t flU I? II??t fl? I? U?? U?? II?????? It?????? I??? II????t I???? ???t It?? I? I??? III??? t??I U?? I???I?I?? I??? II?????? 
I?II.................... ???I???????I?I?I?I????? I?) 
procedure SAVE—STRAND (joe: strand); 
begin 
with joe do 
begin 
start := start - newpool.base; 
If last = 0 then 
last -33 
else 




{ ?? ?? ????t??? It???? I??? liii?????? I? It?????? ???????? I??? ????? I??tl??t It???? ?????????? ?tt? I????? ??????? I??? I? .............................................. ????tttl?t??T???????I?????i??t????????? 
procedure LOAD—STRAND (var joe: strand); 
begin 
read(secret, joe); 
with joe do 
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begin 
start := start + newpool.base; 
If last -33 then 
last := 0 
else 
last := last + newpool.base; 
end; 
end;(LOAD_STRAND) 
1110 IITT?TTTIITI?? ITIIITIIIIIT?II?ITIIITITITT?IIUI?l?TIII?IITTT ITITTIIITITITI?TI?ITTTTTTT?TITTI?? 
procedure SAVE_NEWPOOL (destination: string); 





wnte(bobbys, newpool.start - newpool.base); 






(Il?lTTlII IT?????? IT?????? TIll?!?? 111111?? lIT? lIlt?????? IT?? TIN ?III?I?ITI I???IIT? III??? t??ITT III????? TillIt ITII??T? ??I?lT?T?T TTI? I??? 
procedure LOAD_NEWPOOL; 
var 





tint := round(temp); 
newpool.start := newpool.base + tint; 
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procedure PRINT_CHIASMATA (cRec: chiasmataRec); 
(-------- - -------------- _ --- _ ------------------------ ----- __ ------------ } 
(Uses text characters and standard I/O to show representation of chiasmata 
var 
i, j: integer; 
marker: real; 
begin 
marker := 0; 
write('Chiasma: '); 
for i := 1 to (cRec.total) do 
begin 
for  := ito (round((cRec.positions[i] - marker) * text—loci) - 1) do 
write("); 
write('I'); 
marker := cRec.positions[i] 
end; 
writein 
end; (PRINT CHTASMATA) 
end. 
85 
A2.1 Diploid unit 
(SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
S) 
(I ST PROSPERO PASCAL => MAC THINK PASCAL CONVERSION: I( Stuart Baird 24/10/91 
)) 







infinitedememax = 15000; 
infinity = -1; 
maxgenes = 100; 
maxdemes 40; 
maxinds = 10000; 
dummy0 =0; 
dummyl = 100; 
checksein = false; 
checkmigrn = false; 
logitmax = 5; [bounds on the logit function) 
type 
bittype = BOOLEAN; 
haplotype = STRAND; 
diplotype = record 
mt, pt: haplotype; ( stands for matrilineal and patrilineal NOT to be confused as Mother/Male, 
Father/Female) 
ml, p1: boolean; { matrilineal and patrilinealy inherited) 
end; 
genetype = -1..maxgenes; 
demetype = 1..maxdemes; 
indtype = Longlnt; 
demearray = array[ 1 ..infinitedememax] of diplotype; 
demearrayptr = Ademeairay; 
sexpoptype = array [1  ..maxdemes] of demearrayptr; 
sexpopptrtype = Asexpoptype; 
poptype = record 
m, f: sexpopptrtype; 
end; 
gender = (male, female); 
samplearray = array[0..dummyO] of real; 
samplearraypir = Apleaj.my; 
dtdemetype = array[0..dummy0j of samplearrayptr; 
dtdemeptrtype = Adtdemetype; 
dttype = array[O..dummyO] of real; 
dtptrtype = Adttype; 
smallrealpvectype = array[O..dummyO] of real; (for haploids) 
smallrealpvecptrtype = Asmalfrea.lpvtype; 
outarraytype = array[l..dummyl, 1..dummyl] of real; 
outarrayptrtype = Aoutarraytype; 
posarray array[1..20]  of real; 
sexstuff = record 
sfunction: integer; 
s, B: real; 





bucket, conts: bucketrack; 
contributions: contrack; 
demefixed: array[ 1 ..maxdemes] of boolean; 
(ttltlill till,,,,,, Itt? Itli tI? ltl?ttItl? ?? ItlIll? 111th itt? littItit lilt?? Itil 11111? lillt?tttihtltltttll It 111tH littlIll I............................ llittllttiltttllliIltittilI? 





procedure savedip (var p: sexpopptrtype; 
d: demetype; 
i: indtype); 
(----- ------------------------------- ------------- 




procedure swappop (var p, np: poptype); 
(------------------------------ ---------- -------- 
function search (var t: smalhealpvecptrtype; 
x: real; 
nn: Longint): Longint; 
--------- 
procedure swapind (var a, b: indtype); 
C---------- -----------------------------------------) 
{iIh?lll? It?? It?? tilt,? tIll t?lt ItIttI ItIttIl? ?? Itt? It?? tIlllititt Ittill IIlitihI?Il? ?il?h? ii? Ii?? I? ttitt?tIt?i I? Itlilti? t?li Ii ??tt ?ttl ItIlti liii ?tll It) 
procedure transfer (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 
var newsexpop: sexpopptrtype; 




(It Ii lIllhlti lilt ltllti I??? Itt ?ilIII lit, itlllihili till tiliti t??ilii? It Itti l?ii lit??? iilittli 111111 ?Iiilili ........................................... lt?ili?ililititihiillliiliiilt?iIililil?ii 
procedure migrate (var pop, newpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
ninds: Longlnt; 
nmidleft, nmidright: integer); 
--------------------------------) 
II?? ttt? Il?Iti 	
.......... 
tillIltit??? Itt? Ill??? It?? tilt?? lihi titi t?ii Ii lilTIllitiliti Itt? l?ti Illihi Ii?itiiiiiii ttIiti Illititi hull till Ii Itit llIi?lh?t?) 
procedure adjustdemes (var pop, newpop: sexpopptrtype; 
M. 
var ndemes, ninds: Longlnt; 




added 8/2/93: Expanding Universe, for wave of advance 
We must always have an empty deme at the RHS to recieve the leading edge 
NB demefixed checks demes of both sexes, so that they can't be seperated} 
procedure immigrate (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
alIONE: diplotype); 
_ ----- ____-_ ---------------- ------- 
tI till tilt 	It???? It?? lIttlIll itt?ltI? till ItittItIl? tilt itt? it?t?l tillflI? I????? It?? ItIt tutu tilt itiTItIt 11111 III?! lIltIII?t?tttt 
procedure double—immigrate (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
aIIONE, aliZero: diplotype); 
---- ------- -_ ----------------- _---__-- ------_----} 
{ 
t?tltlltltttttt???tttlltllttl?l?t?t?tltt?lt? ltltllt?ltttlllt?tttttttttt? lt?littl?tttl??llltltt?ltttl?t?lltt llttttttlt?ttt?T??tltttlllltttlltlltttt?tt} 
procedure infinite—immigrate (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
a1IONE, aliZero: diplotype; 
var ninds: longint); 
implementation 
11111 Itt iii? it titttt huh? flhtitt it ittiitttt?lt Itiitttttt ititit iii, ht?ttt itl tilt liii t? lilt tttl hit tthttiii tilt? It hiitlttt thu 








it tilt It It itli tittitttit tttti flit hit ttttttlttt 1 itt Iitt Itti tilt tI itt? Itt? tilt Ti titl ii?? tiiiti itlititi lilT titttililti Itt?!Tt ItT tilt,, ttTi It tilitttlj 





save _st1and(,p \[d]A[iI.pt); 
end; 
tit?T?tt IiltI???? hut? ttTtiiiittiitt ttII ii liii titi iii? tt i tI lIt? ill? tiil t? tilt ihiitt liii hit? iiii??tTiT t?tt ttt tt Itti Itli tt II itti iii? Itttli 







ti liiiiii?t ??t ti tilt ttti Tilt ii tiiiitt? ttti tt tttt hititi llltitti lit??? ttii ttiltit? ?ittt? till iTt? ittitiltit lilt tT ti?? ?iiiiiti Ii ??t? ttti it till bi?i ttti Ii) 
procedure swappop (var p: poptype; 




tptr := p; 
p := np; 
np := tptr; 
end; 
(till 	tit? tT?i liii?? tttt tittlt titi till lii lihiti titi ti itiiitt Ittiti ttttt?iiti?i hilt? thti bit?tT ?Ttttth? till lilii?T?Ti I??? liii,, lIlt?? tttitiii Iii? ii) 
function search (var t: smallrealpvecptrtype; 
x: real; 
nn: Longint): Longint; 
----------------------.--------- 
(Looks for the position of x in a table of reals;t"[01=0,V'U]-t'[j-1]=wU].) 
(O<x<t'[imax]; returns j if tA[j1]<x<=tfj]) 
var 
i, imax, imin: Longint; 
begin 
If nn <= 1 then 
search := 1 
else 
begin 
imax := nn; 
imin := O;{set the initial interval; x must lie between) 
tA[imax] and VA[imin] 
repeat 
:= (imax + imin) dlv 2; 
if x> tA[i] then 
imin := i 
else 
imax 
until imax = imin + 1; 
If x = tA[imin] then 
search := imin 
else 
search := imax 
end 
end; 
f ill,,,,, ill tilt?? lillIlti IlitlItili lIlt II Itlililifi lillIlt??? 111111 hut llllilli it itt? lillIllI it tililiti lilt?? lllliii?l?ttli lilt lilt II lilt Ititill? it) 









{ 	 ) 
It ttll?l?tli Ill? 11111? lilt lilt 111111 Ii?? lilt tIlilill itillilt lit? Ittiluli tIll?? 111111 ii?? 11111111 II Illltit? lilt hIll? Ill? tillli???? 111111 Itlilill lilt II) 
procedure transfer (var sexpop: sexpoppirtype; 
var newsexpop: sexpopptrtype; 









If mfromleft> 0 then 
leftdeme := sexpop"[demeno - 11; 
thisdeme := sexpopA[demeno}; 
If mfromright> 0 then 
rightdeme := sexpopA[demeno + 11; 
If mfromleft + mfromright <> mtoleft + mtoright then 
writeln('ERROR in transfer: asymmetric migration'); 
Ell 
If mfromleft > 0 then 
for i := ito mfromleft do 
putdip(newsexpop, Ieftdeme"[i], demeno, i); 
If mfromright > 0 then 
for i ninds downto ninds - mfromright + I do 
putdip(newsexpop, rightdemeA[i],  demeno, i); 
offset := mtoright - mfromleft; 
for i mfromleft + 1 to ninds - mfromright do 
putdip(newsexpop, thisdeme"[i], demeno, i); 
end; 
{ 	 of RTN 3 r8 
]t?ltlttttltltttt?llit?tltllttttttttlttilttlllttlltitlilitlitt??Tt?lttlttlltlill?ltiltttttl 
procedure migrate (var pop, newpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
ninds: Longlnt; 
nmidleft, nmidright: integer); 
var 
d: demetype; 
i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
k:= round(nmig / 2); 
kb 	round(nmigbarr / 2); 
If ndemes = 2 then 
begin 
transfer(pop, newpop, 0, kb, 0, kb, 1, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, kb, 0, kb, 0, 2, finds); 
end; 
If ndemes = 3 then 
begin 
transfer(pop, newpop, 0, kb, 0, kb, 1, ninds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, kb, k, kb, k, 2, ninds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, 0, k, 0, 3, finds); 
end; 
If ndemes> 3 then 
begin 
transfer(pop, newpop, 0, k, 0, k, 1, finds); 
If nmidleft — 1> 1 then 
for d := 2 to nmidleft — 1 do 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, k, k, k, d, ninds); 
If nmidright + 1 <ndemes then 
for d:= nmidright + 1 to ndemes - 1 do 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, k, k, k, d, ninds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, 0, k, 0, ndemes, ninds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, kb, k, kb, k, nmidright, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, kb, k, kb, nmidleft, finds) 
end; 
end; 
It1 l?l?tttIll ltttt ililItIt Ieee I? tIll till lIlt? t?tt Ill? I????? 11111111ll liii 11111111 11111??? tItIt? tIlt 111110111 till,,,, tII?IlIItt 
IltI............... 
tIl??tilTtIllI 
procedure adjustdemes (var pop, newpop: sexpopptrtype; 
var ndemes, ninds: Longlnt; 





(added 8/2/93: Expanding Universe, for wave of advance 
We must always have an empty deme at the RHS to recieve the leading edge 
(NB demefixed checks demes of both sexes, so that they can't be seperated) 
var 
gain: integer; ( The change in the number of demes 
expand: boolean; (create a virgin deme) 
start, fin: integer; The limits of the demes to be copied from the old pop) 
d, i: integer; { Deme and individual counters) 
begin 
gain := 0; 
start := 1; 
fin := ndemes; 
expand := false; 
(First contract the start 
If not stretch then (stretch implies we don't want the start to move) 
while demefixed[start] and (ndemes + gain > 2) do 
begin { Ignore it - it is now infinite 
gain := gain - 1; 
start := start + 1; 
end; 
(We may need to contract the end) 
while (demefixed[fin]) and (demefixed[fin - 1]) and (fin > 2) do 
begin 
gain := gain - 1; 
fin := fin - 1; 
end; 
(Or we may wish to expand it with a virgin deme) 
If not demefixed[fin] then 
begin 
gain := gain + 1; 
expand := true 
end; 
(Now do the actual copying) 
for d := start to fin do 
for i := Ito ninds do 
putdip(newpop, pop'[d]"[i],  d - start + 1, i); 
(and expansion) 
ndemes := ndemes + gain; 
If expand then 
If ndemes> maxdemes then 
begin 
writeln('Whoa - deme overflow man! abort'); 
end 
else 
for i := ito ninds do 
putdip(newpop, aIIZERO, ndemes, i); 
writeln('Travel= ', start - 1); 
travel := Travel + start - 1; 
(Finished) 
end; 
It ltU?IIIlI IllIlIllIllIll lilt It ItlIlilt 111111 lTlIlllll lilt lilt lIlt It lililIltItlili lIlt ??tlt ttltlIII ItttIIIt ItItlIllIlilIl tilt,, IlItliltIttlIt 111th 
procedure immigrate (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 





i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
for i := ito nmigbarr do 
putdip(sexpop, a11ONE, d, i); (Pure invaders! 
(NB no need to swap pops! 
end; 
till,?!? tttl tilt? ttttt?tl 11th? ttUhill tilt tl??t?tt till liii hIll thitt ttt?t?t? tt tt till!! ttttt? lIlt IttilIt? till!? liii???? lilt?? till till it till!!!?!) 
procedure double-immigrate (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
aJIONE, allZero: diplotype); 
--------- -------------------- -- 
added 9/7/92: prevents fixation in a finite population 
var 
d: demetype; 
i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
for i := 1 to nmigbarr do 
putdip(sexpop, aIIONE, d, i); (Pure invaders! 
for i := nmigbarr + 1 to nmig + nmigbarr + 1 do 
putdip(sexpop, a1IZERO, d, i); (Pure natives! I 
end; ( NB no need to swap pops!) 
end; 
procedure infinite—immigrate (var sexpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
allONE, aliZero: diplotype; 
var ninds: longint); 
var 
d: demetype; 
i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
for i := ninds + 1 t nmigbarr + ninds + 1 do 
putdip(sexpop, aI1ONE, d, i); (Pure invaders! 
ninds := ninds + nmigbarr; 




A2.2 Stats unit 
unit stats; 
(24/11/93 changed to cope with sexual population 
interface 
uses 
General, Junctions, Diploid; 
(graph; 
( ?IItt?ttt?tIIfltt?ItIflTIT?tttI?PtIfltTIT ?IT!ItflI?!uIuII ttlIIItttIlittIII?t?tTtUTItTfflhItItttTT?flflhTItIt I?ttIttTITtIUhI ttItlIuI!IIt ttITItttII} 
procedure INITIALISE—POSITIONS (nioci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes: integer); 
--- - -------------------------------- - 
{ 	
tTI?ttttIttttItIIIttIIU} 
procedure GET _CHROMOSOME—CHOICES (nchromosomes: integer; 
var choiceRec: chiasmataRec); 
-------------------------- - --- _ ------------ ----------_---- ----- - 
eg 64 chromosomes so 64 (equally spaced) choices 
{ 	 ) 
{ 
Illtttttt?tltIUT?tt 	 flttTtlI!TIIUITIII?} 
procedure GET_ 	 m CHIASMATA (nioci, narkergenes, nchromosomes: integer; 
mu: real; 
var cRec: chiasmataRec); 
-___------_---_--------- I 
( 	 ) 
function pointfitness (s: real; 
subject 1, subject2: strand; 
qstate: state; 
B: real; 
sfunction, nmarkergenes: integer): real; 
I---------- - - -- - -- 	- - ---- - - 	- - ) 
(?) 
C 
function fitness (s, x, B: real; 
sfunction: integer): real; 
C--------------------------------------------- ) 
C 
function getgenefreq (finds: indtype; 
var d: demearraypir; 
g: genetype; 
qstate: state): real; 
frequency of a gene in a particular deme 
function getgenediseq (finds: indtype; 
var d: demearrayptr; 
gi, g2: genetype; 
var p1, p2, H: real; 
qstate: state): real; 
----------------_---------- ------------.--------I 
(frequency of the genes in a particular deme, and returns the diseq between them) 
94 
procedure find extranuclear (finds: indtype; 
pp: sexpopptrtype; 
d: demetype; 
var mt, pt: real); 
---------------------------------------------- 







var wb, varw, hetbar, varhet, hindbar, varhind: real; 
first _chr: boolean); 
-------
-------------------------  ---- - ------------- ----} 
see suzuki page 813 
(vvvvv vvSvvvvvvvv 
) 






var wb, varw, hb, varh, ESone, ESzero: real; 
var onetot, zerotot: integer); 
-------------------------) 
see suzuki page 813 
procedure genefreqstats (ninds: indtype; 
nmarkergenes: genetype; 
var pp: sexpopptrtype; 
d: demetype; 
var genic—variance: real; 
var pbar: real); 
function total—variance (ninds: indtype; 
nmarkergenes: genetype; 
var pp: sexpopptrtype; 




positions: array[i..maxgenes] Of real; 
llltllllllllllltltllltlt 
) 
procedure INITIALISE—POSITIONS (nioci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes: integer); 




If nchromosomes = 1 then 
for i := ito nmarkergenes do 
positions[i] := (nmarkergenes - i + 0.5) / nmarkergenes 
else 
for i := ito nmarkergenes do 
positions[i] := (nmarkergenes - i + 0.5) / nchromosomes 
end; 
(iii????? tilt IIttfllItt lilt?????? lIlt flit tilt Itt?t?l?Ii It???? It?????? hull I? Itt?? tilt?? Ill? ii tilt tilt tilt?? tilt lit? I??? I? liii itt????? I??? Ii???? it???? tilt 
procedure GET _ CHROMOSOME _CHOICES (nchromosomes: integer; 
var choiceRec: chiasmataRec); 
_----------------------_ ---------_---_----------_-) 




choiceRec.total := 0; 
for i := 1 to nchromosomes do 
If tossAcoin then 
begin 
choiceRec.total := choiceRec.total + 1; 
choiceRec.positions[choiceRec.total] := (i - 1) / nchromosomes; 
end 
end; (GET_CHROMOSOME_CHOICES) 
(it?? hut??? hittIt lilt lilt tilt Itliti ttt??? itItlit? ltt?li?itut?lt?it? it tutu?? lit? itt??ttt it?????? tilt lilt?????? It?? lilt?? Itt? It?????? It liii?????? tilt???? 
procedure GET _CHIASMATA (nioci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes: integer; 
mu: real; 
var cRec: chiasmataRec); 
[ sublevel of RTN 5,pl0]-------------------------------------- 
var 




If mu = 0 then (No recombination 
cRec.total := 0 
else 
begin 
nmpairs := nmarkergenes - 1; 
me 
chtot := 0; 
nchiasmata2 := Poisson(mu); (Number of chiasmata on TWO chromatids) 
If nioci = infinity then 
begin 
for i := 1 to nchiasmata2 do 
cRec.positions[chtot + ii := pickAreal I nchromosomes; 
only the first chromosome has infinite loci) 
chtot := chtot + nchiasmata2; 
BUBBLE _SORT(cRec.positions, chtot); 
cRec.total := chtot; 
end 
else (finite number of loci 
begin 
cRec.total := 0; 
for i := ito nioci - 1 do 
If pickAreal <= mu then 
begin 
cRec.total := cRec.total + 1; 
cRec.positions[cRec.total] := (i / nloci) / nchromosomes; 





function fitness (s, x, B: real; 
sfunction: integer): real; 
[sublevel of RTN4, p9]----------------- 
begin 
case sfunction of 
 
fitness := 1 - (s * x); 	{ additive: s<=f<=l 
 
fitness := 1 - exp(x * In(s)); 	f 1-(SAX) : multiplicative: s<=f<=1 
 
fitness := 1 - s * (4 * x * (1 - x)); { epistatic: s<=fz=i } 
 
fitness := 1 - s * exp(B * ln(4 * x * (1 - x))); (epistatic: Glaciated valley 
fitness := 1 - s * (1 - x); 	(additive: s<=f<=1, but invaders are fit) 
to model wave of advance) 
9: 
fitness := 1 + (s * x); 	(additive: s<=1<=f) 
otherwise 
begin 
writeln('unspecified fitness function!); 
repeat 






function pointfitness (s: real; 
subject!, subject2: strand; 
qstate: state; 
B: real; 







case sfunction Of 
9: 
begin 
alleles := 0; 
If STATE_AT(positions[nmarkergenes], subjecti) = qstate then 
alleles := alleles + 1; 
If STATE_AT(positions[nmarkergenes], subject2) = qstate then 
alleles := alleles + 1; 
case alleles of 
0: 
pointfitness := 1; 
 
pointfitness := 1 + s /2; 
 





temp := 1; 
If STATE_AT(positions[1], subjecti) = qstate then 
temp := temp - 0.5; 
If STATE_AT(positions[1], subject2) = qstate then 
temp := temp - 0.5; 
If s * temp> 1 then 
pointfitness := 0 
else 




If (STATE_AT(positions[1], subjecti) = qstate) or (STATE_AT(positions[1], subject2) = 
qstate) then 
pointfitness := 1 
else 




function getgenefreq (ninds: indtype; 
W. 
var d: demearrayptr; 
g: genetype; 
qstate: state): real; 






sum := 0; 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 
If STATE_AT(positions[g], dA[i].mt) = qstate then 
sum := sum + 1; 
If STATE_AT(positions[g}, dA[i].pt) = qstate then 
sum := sum + 1; 
end; 
getgenefreq := sum / (2 * finds) 
end; (getgenefreq) 
function getgenediseq (finds: indtype; 
var d: demearrayptr; 
gi, g2: genetype; 
var p1, p2, H: real; 
qstate: state): real; 
--------------------------} 
(frequency of the genes in a particular deme, and returns the cliseq between them 
var 
sumi, sum2, sumC, sumH: real; 
i: indtype; 
flagup: boolean; 
mstatel, mstate2, pstatei, pstate2: state; 
begin 
sumi := 0; 
sum2 := 0; 
sumC := 0; 
sumH := 0; 
for i := 1 t ninds do 
begin 
flagup := false; 
mstatei := STATE_AT(positions[gi], d'[i]  .mt); 
If mstatei = qstate then 
begin 
sumi := sumi + i; 
flagup := true; 
end; 
mstate2 := STATE_AT(positions[g2], dA[i] .mt); 
If mstate2 = qstate then 
begin 
sum2 := sum2 + 1; 
If flagup then 
sumC := sumC + 1; 
end; 
flagup := false; 
pstatel := STATE _AT(positions[g 1], dA[iJ.pt); 
If psiatel = qstate then 
begin 
sum 	:= sum 	+ 1; 
flagup := true; 
end; 
pstate2 := STATE _AT(positions[g2], d'[iJ  .pt); 
if pstate2 = qstate then 
begin 
sum2 := sum2 + 1; 
If flagup then 
sumC := sumC + 1; 
end; 
If mstatel <>pstatel then 
sumH := sumH + 1; 
If mstate2 <> pstate2 then 
sumH := sumH + 1; 
end; 
P1 :=suml/(2 * ninds); 
p2 := sum2 /(2 * ninds); 
H := sumH / (2 * finds); 
getgenediseq := (sumC / (2 * ninds)) - (p1 * p2) 
end; (getgenediseq} 
{VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVYVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV ) 
procedure find—effective—selection (Joe: haplotype; 
nmarkergenes: genetype; 
qstate: state; 
var zerocount, onecount integer); 





zerocount := 0; 
onecount := 0; 
for g := ito nmarkergenes do 
If STATE_AT(positions[g], joe) = qstate then 
onecount := onecount + 1 
else 




procedure find_extranuclear (finds: indtype; 
pp: sexpopptrtype; 
d: demetype; 





Pt := 0; 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 
if ppl\[d]A[i].ml then 
Mt := mt + 1; 
If pp[d]"[i].pl  then 
Pt := Pt + 1; 
end; 
mt := mt I ninds; 
Pt := pt / ninds; 
end; 







var wb, varw, hetbar, varhet, hindbar, varhind: real; 
first_chc boolean); 
see suzuki page 813 
var 
i: indtype; 
ht, hi, smht, ssqht, smhi, ssqhi, w, smw, ssqw: real; 
begin 
smht := 0; 
ssqht := 0; 
smhi := 0; 
ssqhi := 0; 
smw := 0; 
ssqw := 0; 
for i := 1 t ninds do 
begin 
the boolean flag on the end is first_chr) 
ht := HETEROZYGOSITY(pp[d]A[i].rnt, pp'jIdY'[i].pt, nchromosomes, first_chr); 
hi := (true_state(ppA[d][i].mt, i, nchromosomes) + lrue_state(ppA[d]A[i].pt, i, nchromosomes)) 
I 2; 
w := fitness(s, ht, B, sfunction); 
smht := smht + ht; 
ssqht := ssqht + sqr(ht); 
smhi := smhi + hi; 
ssqhi := ssqhi + sqr(hi); 
smw := smw + w; 
ssqw := ssqw + sqr(w); 
end; 
hetbar := smht / ninds; 
varhet := (ssqht / ninds) - sqr(hetbar); 
hindbar := smhi / (ninds); 
varHind := (ssqhi / ninds) - sqr(hindbar); 
wb := smw / ninds; 
varw := (ssqw / ninds) sqr(wb); 
end; 







var wb, varw, hb, varh, ESone, ESzero: real; 
var onetot, zerotot: integer); 
see suzuki page 813 
var 
i: indtype; 
h, smh, ssqh, w, smw, ssqw: real; 
zerocount, onecount: integer; 
begin 
with sexvars do 
begin 
smh := 0; 
ssqh := 0; 
smw := 0; 
ssqw := 0; 
onetot := 0; 
zerotot := 0; 
ESone := 0; 
ESzero := 0; 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 
h:= bucketHETEROZYGOSITY(bucket, pp'[d]"[i].MT, pp"[d]"[i].PT, nchromosomes); 
w := fitness(s, h, B, sfunction); 
smh := smh + h; 
ssqh := ssqh + sqr(h); 
smw := smw + w; 
ssqw := ssqw + sqr(w); 
t?) 	find _ effective _selection(pp"[d]"[i], nmarkergenes, zerocount, onecount);) 
[ ESone := ESone + (onecount * w);) 
ESzero := ESzero + (zerocount * w);) 
f 	onetot := onetot + onecount;) 
zerotot := zerotot + zerocount;} 
end; 
hb := smh / ninds; 
varh := (ssqh / ninds) - sqr(hb); 
wb := smw / ninds; 
varw := (ssqw / finds) - sqr(wb); 
ESone := Esone / onetot; 




procedure genefreqstats (ninds: indtype; 
nmarkergenes: genetype; 
var pp: sexpoppirtype; 
d: demetype; 
var genic—variance: real; 
var pbar: real); 
var 
g: genetype; 
p, GVsum, Psum: real; 
begin 
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GVsum := 0; 
Psum := 0; 
for g := 1 to nmarkergenes do 
begin 
(?) p := getgenefreq(ninds, pp"[d], g);) 
GVsum := GVsum + p * (1 p); 
assuming haploidy 
Psum := Psum + p;} 
end; 
genic—variance Mum; 
pbar := Psum / nmarkergenes; 
end; 
function total—variance (finds: indtype; 
nmarkergenes: genetype; 
var pp: sexpopptrtype; 




p, sum, sum2, zind: real; 
begin 
sum := 0; 
sum2 := 0; 
for k:= ito ninds do 
begin 
zind := 0; 
for g:= ito nmarkergenes do 
f?) 	if STATE_AT(positions[g], ppA[d]A[k])  then 
(?) zind := zind + i;} 
sum := sum + zind; 
sum2 := sum2 + sqr(zind); 
end; 





A2.4 Diploid Junctions program 
program Diploid.junctions; 
Created February/March 1991 by Stuart Baird, 
using much code from the program: 
Multiloc 
(created June 1990: modified version of multloc9; 
modified by Nick, September 1990 
modified by Nick, March 1991 
{ 
tTtTI?I 	flhItlIflTfl 	?IIIITI?II lU In II ITPlUItTt OH flttlHHItHflhI000 ITO lift Ill II lilt Ill 1110 III? Ill Ilt ltttl Ill II Ill? Ill? IIITTI 
(11/11/91 This now uses mymem for run-time arrays with THINK pascal) 
22/1/92 This now outputs Effective selection pressures) 
{ tI II tltttltl tilt?!??? IltItlilt? t?ttt?t?t?Ilttlt? ItIl?lt?I? ltt??t? I? lIlt t?l???tiltIIl??I??IItttt??t?l?t?tIt?I???t?? ll?ltt I? 119Th??? III?t t?I?ht 
units of routines 




mymem, junctions, Diploid, general, stats, Binary; 
const 
harddisc = 'Hard disc:Desktop Folder:Stuart:Stuarts Results:';) 
harddisc = 'Quadra HD:Desktop Folder: Stuart: Stuarts Results';) 
harddisc = 'Macintosh HD:Desktop Folder: Stuart:S tuarts Results'; 
harddisc = 'RAM Disk';) 




migration styles = (no—Migration, normal, waveofadvance, stretchwoa, Dwavestretchwoa, 
from—infinite, double—from—infinite); 
basepop_styles = (infinitedeme, finite _deme_chain, seperate_ mixed _demes, rare _allele); 
selection_styles = (art_selection, pointselection, normals, assortative, additive); 
output—Styles = (ANCESTRY, MYHYBRIDS, boring, indices); 
var 




output _style: output _styles; 
t, dt, sample, nsamples, travel: integer; 
ndemes, origndemes, nmidleft, nmidright: longint; 
nmarkergenes: genetype; 
nioci: genetype; 
nstates, nbases, nchromosomes: Longlnt; 
var 
array_heap, pool-heap: Longint; 
run: string; 
out_  file, out_Mgen, out_Fgen, out_Mdist, out_Fdist, out_mPbar, out_fPbar: Text; 
out_mWbar, out_rn Wvar, out_mHTvar, out_mHTvar, out_mflTbar, out_mirilbar, out_fWbar, 
out_fWvar, out_fHTvar, out _fillvar, out_fHTbar, out_fHlbar, context, bf: Text; 
in_file: file of integer; 
batch_fname, path: string; 
out _Mdistname, out_Fdistname, out_Mpbname, out_M}ITvname, out_MiHlvname, 
out_Fpbname, out_fHTvname, out_fHlvname, out distname: string; 
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out Mwbname, out_Mwvname, out_Mhtbname, out_Mhlbname, out_Fwbname, out_Fwvname, 
out_Fhtbname, out_Fhlbname: string; 
control_string, TimeString, DateString: string; 
batch, seifrandom, done, crash, explode, pointselectionMale, sexual, stretch, Dwave: boolean; 
ans, ans2, ans3: string; 
pop, newpop: poptype; 
B, rec, mu, hwidth: real; 
replicates, repNo, twarm, trnax, runint: integer; 
seedNo, ninit, nfix, g: integer; 
tempi, temp2: Longlnt; 
demeno: demetype; 
pbar, pvar, dbar: dtdemeptrtype; 
ip, iq, ii, i2, i3, i4, h: haplotype; 
d: demetype; 
i: indtype; 
demearraylength, poparraylength, pvecarraylength: Longint; 
windowrect: rect; 
for opening folders 7/8/92 
error: OSerr; 
name: stringptr; 
creator, tipe: OStype; 
vol, unknownint: integer; 
unknownLongint, savednindsM, savednindsF: Longint; 
replicatesummary: string; 
completeruns, repstart, pausedthisrun, tstart integer; 
precalculate: real; 
distribution, paused, breakoff: boolean; 
newpoint, oldpoint: point; 
allOne, allZero, aliHet, RareOne: diplotype; ('pure' diplotypes 
liltlttil Itit 	lll 	 t tt ltllttttfl fll 	ll 	lfl11 ..................................... l 	tl lilitilllttlllttlttIItItil 	tIti 	ttt 	............... iltililt iitt) 
procedure infonlefttransfer (var pop: sexpopptrtype; 
var newpop: sexpopptrtype; 
mfromleft, mfromnght, mtoleft, mtoright: longint; 
demeno: demetype; 
ninds: Longint); 
{----------- --------------- -- --- _--- --- _ ------ ------- _------ ------- 
var 





thisdeme := pop" [demeno]; 
If mfromright> 0 then 
nghtdeme := pop"[demeno + 11; 
If mfromleft> 0 then 
for i:= 1 t mfromleft do 
putdip(newpop, aIIONE, demeno, i); 
(PURE invaders!) 
If mfromright> 0 then 
for i := ninds downto ninds - mfromright + 1 do 
putdip(newpop, rightdeme"[i], demeno, i); 
offset := mtoright - mfromleft; 
for i := mfromleft + 1 to ninds - mfromright do 
putdip(newpop, thisdeme"[i], demeno, i); 
end; 
[Ott tttt lit tilti Itti ttl ttt tlt 	il uiili 1?ilt ttl ti iii 	lt lttt ttitti liii itti tililittli tt ttt i litlltT titttlti Ittiliti itti lii 111tH) 
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procedure advance (var pop, newpop: sexpopptrtype; 
nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes: integer; 
ninds: Longlnt; 
nmidleft, nmidright: integer); 
- -------------------------------------- 
(modified 25/5/94 for diffusion, brick wall now on left) 
(0 migrants enter from infinite deme on the left. k migrants are transferred between all other demes 
var 
d: demetype; 
i, k, kb: indtype; 
begin 
k := round(nmig / 2); 
kb := round(nmigbarr / 2); 
If ndemes = 1 then 
infonlefttransfer(pop, newpop, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, finds) 
else 
begin 
infonlefuransfer(pop, newpop, 0, k, 0, k, 1, ninds); 
for d:= 2 to ndemes - 1 do 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, k, k, k, d, finds); 
transfer(pop, newpop, k, 0, k, 0, ndemes, finds); 
end; 
end; 




[sublevel of RTN 4, p9]------------------- 
sets up a table of cumulative fitnesses for a deme> This is a crafty trick) 
from multilocus - the subsequent search of this table will return an entry) 
in proportion to the real 'interval' it occupies. 
var 
i: indtype; 
temp, stemp: real; 








function INSERT _SORT (A: smallrealpvecptrtype; 






ok := true; 
forj := 1 t n - 1 do 
If A"[j] = AA[n] then 
ok := false; 
If ok then 
for j := n downto 2 do 
If AA[j] <AA[j - 1] then 
begin 
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temp := A"[j); 
AA[j] := A"[j - 11; 
AA[J - I]:= temp 
end; 
INSERT _SORT := ok 
end; ( INSERT_SORT) 
( 	 } 
begin 
selected-state := 1; 
with SEX do 
case selection—style Of 
pointselection, assortative: 
begin 
cumwptrA[0] := 0; 
stemp := 0.2; 
tempsfunction := 5; 
for i := 1 to ninds do 
cumwptrA[i] := cumwptP'[i - 11 + fitness(stemp, HETEROZYGOSITY(popA[d]A[i].mt, 
pop'[d]'[i] .pt, nchromosomes, true), B, tempsfunction); 
temp := cumwptr'[ninds]; 
If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
tempbool := (abs(temp - ninds) <stemp) or (abs(temp - (finds * (1 - stemp))) < 
stemp); 
If first then 
demefixed[d] := tempbool 
else 
demefixed[d] := tempbool and demefixed[d]; 
for i := ito ninds do f  individuals do less well, l's are favoured) 
cumwptr"[i] := cumwptr'{i - 11 + pointfitness(s, pop"[d]"[i].mt, popd\ [d]A[i].pt, 




cumwptr"[O] := 0; 
stemp := 0.2; 
for i := 1 to ninds do 
cumwptrA[i] := cumwptrA[i - 1] + fitness(s, HETEROZYGOSITY(pop"[d]"[i].mt, 
pJpA[d]A[j].pt, nchromosomes, true), B, sfunction); 
temp := cumwptr'[ninds]; 
If migration _style = waveofadvance then 
tempbool := (abs(temp ninds) < stemp) or (abs(temp - (finds * (1 - stemp))) < 
stemp); 
If first then 
demefixed[d] := tempbool 
else 




cumwptP'[0] := 0; 
stemp := 0.2; 
for i := 1 t ninds do 
cumwptr"[i] := cumwptr"[i - 1] + fitness(s, cfRIJE_STATEQ0pA[d] \[i].mt, 1, 
nchromosomes) + TRUE_STATE(popt[d]A[i].pt, 1, nchromosomes)) /2, B, sfunction); 
temp := cuinwptr"[ninds]; 
If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
tempbool := (abs(temp - ninds) < stemp) or (abs(temp - (finds * (1 - stemp))) < 
stemp); 
If first then 
demefixed[d] := tempbool 
else 
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(rank individuals by fitness 
for i := ito ninds do 
begin 
cumwptrA[i] := BINARY ONECOUNT(popA[d]A[i].mt, nbases) + 
BlNARY_ONECOUNT(popA[dA[i].pt, nbases); 
ok := INSERT_SORT(cumwptr, i); 




curnwpir"[OJ := 0; 
(chop off tail - a proportion B of the population are not used 
cutoff := round(ninds * (1 - B)); 
for i := ito cutoff do 
cumwptrA[i] := 0; 
(set up cumulant 
for i := cutoff + 1 to ninds do 




[111111fI IITIIT!tTTIITT!III III IIIITIII? 111111 tTITTTTtT H ITTIT! lIlt? TTT?IT?? IIITIIIITIT? II Ill TTtIT? T?tTTT??T? 111I1IIT ?T? Itt? TI T?IT ITT????? II 
procedure randomparent (pop: sexpopptrtype; 
sex: sexstuff; 
d: demetype; 
var mumordad: diplotype); 
------------------- ----- _ ------------------- ------I  





with sex do 
begin 
ii := round(uniform * ninds + 0.5); 
If (ii < 1) or (ii > finds) then 
writeln('oops W); 
mumordad := pop"[d]"[il]; 
end; 
end; 
(tIll IT? I??? 11111 I?I??I?? 11111? t???tTTT lit? I? tt?IITT? It tl?T?lt? tttt ??T??ltt It????? TI,, ?tT?T?tt TI,?,,,, I?t??? TI TT???t?l till 11111111 ililTIt? 1111111111) 
procedure parent (pop: sexpopptrtype; 
sex: sexstuff; 
d: demetype; 
var mumordad: diplotype); 
(29/6/92 infinite population variant) 
----------- ------I 
returns individuals with probability proportional to their fitness, using) 






with sex do 
begin 
ii := search(cumwptr, pickAreal * cumwptr"[ninds], ninds); 
(cumwptr"[i- l]<rand<=cumwptP'[i]) 




Otto 	 tIflif ttTttltttlttlttlTt} 
procedure parents (mumpop, dadpop: sexpopptrtype; 
mumvars, dadvars: sexstuff; 
d: demetype; 
var mum, dad: diplotype); 
(--------------------------------------------------------------) 
returns individuals with probability proportional to their fitness, using 
the table of cumulative fitness set in by select 	 } 
var 
ii, i2: indtype; 
begin 
with MIJMVARS do 
ii := search(Cumwptr, pickAreal * CumwptP'[ninds], ninds); 
with DADVARS do 
i2:= search(Cumwptr, pickAreal * CumwptrA[ninds], ninds); 
{cumwptrA[i lJ<rand<=cumwptrA[i]) 
mum := mumpopl\[d]A[il]; 
dad := dadpop"[d][i2]; 
end; 
1T1It?t tUltIttI IttIl ??tt t? 	ll 	I?? ?i 	TTtlIl TTT tT?tt?T? IIt?TTIt tttItltltt tlt tt tltllIItIttI ) 
procedure reproduce (var pop: poptype; 
var newpop: poptype; 
rec: real); 




d, chNo, sink, UR: integer; 
jim: indtype; 
mum, dad, sonnyjim: diplotype; 
ovum, sperm, spermsetl, ovumseti, spermset2, ovumset2: haplotype; 
chiasmata, chromosomes: chiasmataRec; 
c: char; 






selected—State := 1; 
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time := 
for d ito ndemes do 
begin 
(set up the tables of cumulative fitnesses for this deme) 
demefixed[d] := true; 
select(pop.m, MASC, d, true); 
select(pop.f, FEMI, d, false); 
for sex := male to female do 
begin 
If sex = male then 
tempninds := MASC.ninds 
else 
tempninds FEMT.ninds; 
for jim := ito tempninds do ( [RTN 5, plo] 
begin 
AT THIS POINT ONLY, THE SEXES MaY INTERACT!!!) 
If sexual then 
begin 
If selection-style = assortative then 
begin 
success := true; 
repeat 
randomparent(pop.f, FEMI, d, mum); 
(get any mother) 
If pointfitness(O.2, mum.mt, mum.pt, selected—State, B, 10, nmarkergenes) 
<0.9 then 	if mother is pure red 
randomparent(pop.m, MASC, d, dad) 	 (father 
can be anyone 
else 	 (otherwise) 
begin 
parent(pop.m, MASC, d, dad); 	 (father 
can't be pure red) 
success := pointfitness(0.2, dad.mt, dad.pt, selected—state, B, 10, 





parents(pop.f, pop.m, FEMII, MASC, d, mum, dad); 
end 
else (two seperate populations) 
If sex = male then 
parents(pop.m, pop.m, MASC, MASC, d, mum, dad) 
else (sex=female) 
parents(pop.f, pop.f, FEMI, FEMI, d, mum, dad); 
THAT ALL THE INTERACTION FOLKS!!) 
THE HAPLOID GAMETES GET EITHER MATERNAL OR PATERNAL CHR. TIDS) 
GET _CHROMOSOME_CHOICES(nchromosomes, chromosomes); 
(assumes equal chromosomes with infinite loci) 
RECOMBINE(crash, mum.mt, mum.pt, ovumseti, chromosomes); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
RECOMBINE(crash, mum.pt, mum.mt, ovumset2, chromosomes); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
GET _CHROMOSOME_CHOICES(nchromosomes, chromosomes); 
(assumes equal chromosomes with infinite loci) 
RECOMBINE(crash, dad.mt, dad.pt, spermsetl, chromosomes); 
If crash then 
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goto 999; 
RECOMBINE(crash, dad.pt, dad.mt, spermset2, chromosomes); 
if crash then 
goto 999; 
(MEIOSIS to produce OVUM!!!) 
(set up recomb. record, a sorted array of nchiasmata positions) 
GET_CHIASMATA(nloci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes, mu, chiasmata); 
{recombination produces haploid gamete) 
RECOMBINE(crash, ovumseti, ovumset2, ovum, chiasmata); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
It ovum.last <> 0 then 
begin ( stops in here 
end; 
{MEIOSIS to produce SPERM!!!) 
(set up recomb. record, a sorted array of nchiasmata positions) 
GET_CHIASMATA(nloci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes, mu, chiasmata); 
(recombination produces haploid gamete) 
RECOMBINE(crash, spermsetl, spennset2, sperm, chiasmata); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
If sperm.last <> 0 then 
begin ( stops in here) 
end; 
(FUSION OF GAMETES) 
sonnyjim.mt := ovum; 
sonnyjim.pt := sperm; 
sonnyjim.ml := mum.ml; 
sonnyjim.pl := dad.pl; 
(put the new individual into newpop) 
If sex = male then 
putdip(newpop.m, sonnyjim, d, Jim) 
else 
putdip(newpop.f, sonnyjim, d, Jim) 






procedure infinite—reproduce (var pop: poptype; 
var newpop: poptype; 
rec: real); 
(29/6/92 infinite population variant) 




d, chNo, sink: integer; 
jim: indtype; 





tour, time, wtot: real; 
offspring, x, y, z: integer; 
Mnew_ninds, Fnew_ninds, sexninds: longint; 
sex: gender; 
SEXVARS: sexstuff; 





wtot := 0; 
Mnew_ninds := 0; 
Fnew_ninds := 0; 
time := t; 
for d:= Ito ndemes do 
begin 
(don't set up the table of cumulative fitnesses for this deme) 
{ 	select(pop, d);) 
for sex := male to female do 
begin 
If sex = male then 
begin 
sexvars := MASC; 
sexpop := pop.m; 
newsexpop := newpop.m; 




sexvars := FEMI; 
sexpop := pop.f; 
newsexpop := newpop.f; 
newothersexpop := newpop.m; 
end; 
with SEXVARS do 
for jim := 1 t nindsdo ( [RTN5,plOI 
begin 
(SIGNWICANTLY different from finite n case:) 
(infinite population => wbar== 1 therefore fitness is nolonger relative to other individuals,) 
but to 1. Cumulative table is therefore unnecessary) 
(Yet another major departure: Selection removes blocks length Y at a given rate in Nicks model,) 
all individuals are now parents who produce Poisson(fitness) offspring in the next generation) 
(PROBLEM with conversion to 2 sex population:All ferns and males will mate with natives) 
(how do we decide what sex their childer will be??: 50:50 determined just before birth **) 
for offspring := 1 to Poisson(2 * fitness(s, 
HETEROZYGOSlTY(sexpopA[djim].mt, sexpop"[d]"[jim].pt, nchromosomes, true), B, sfunction)) 
do 
begin 
(MEIOSIS.. only matters in native) 
GET C}IIASMATA(nloci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes, mu, chiasmata); 
if chiasmata.total = 0 then) 
( y:=y+l;) 
(set up recomb. record, a sorted array of nchiasmata positions) 
(DON'T draw ONE parent, using the table of cumulative fitnesses set up by SELECT) 
parent(pop, d, mumordad);) 
(ALWAYS recombination between PURE NATWE (zero) and recombinant/immigrant produces 
haploid baby) 
If tossAcoin then 
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RECOMBINE(crash, sexpopA[dA[jim.mt, sexpop"[dY'[jim].pt, gamete, 
chiasmata) 
else 
RECOMBINE(crash, sexpopl\[d]A[jim].pt, sexpopA[d]ijim].mt, gamete, 
chiasmata); 
If crash then 
goto 999; 
(FUSION OF GAMETES 
If sex = male then 
begin 
sonnyjim.pt := gamete; 
sonnyjim.mt := AllZero.mt;(or pt} 
sonnyjim.ml := AllZero.ml; 
sonnyjim.pl := sexpopA[d]1'[jim].pl; 
end 
else ( sexfemale) 
begin 
sonnyjim.mt := gamete; 
sonnyjim.pt := AlIZero.mt;{or pt} 
sonnyjim.pl := AllZero.pl; 
sonnyjim.ml := sexpopA[d]1\0im].ml; 
end; 
(put the new individual into newpop IF IT IS A RECOMBINANT) 
(** nomatter what the sex of the parent, child has 50:50 chance of being female **) 
If not (pure(sonnyjim.pt, 0) and pure(sonnyjim.mt, 0)) then 
If tossAcoin then (new mdiv is same sex) 
begin 
If sex= male then 
begin 
Mnew_ninds := Mnew_ninds + 1; 




Fnew_ninds := Fnew_ninds + 1; 
sexninds := Fnewninds; 
end; 
If (Mnew_ninds >= infinitedememax) or (Fnew_ninds >= 
infinitedememax) then 
begin 
explode := true; 
goto 999; 
end; 
putdip(newsexpop, sonnyjim, d, sexninds) 
end 
else (new mdiv is the other sex) 
begin 
If sex = male then 
begin 
Fnew_ninds := Fnew_ninds + 1; 




Mnew_ninds := Mnew_ninds + 1; 
sexninds := Mnewjinds; 
end; 




explode := true; 
goto 999; 
end; 






(record the new population size) 
with MASC do 
ninds := Mnewninds; 
with FEMI do 
ninds := Fnew_ninds; 
999: 
end; 








readln(bf, replicates, tmax, dt, twarm); 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, ndemes, MASC.ninds, nstates, nloci, nbases, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes); 
FEMLninds := MASC.ninds; 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, migration—style); 
Dwave := migration—style = Dwavesiretchwoa; 
If (migration—style = stretchwoa) or (migration—style = Dwavestretchwoa) then 
begin 
stretch := true; 
migration_style := waveofadvance; 
end 
else 











sexual := (ans = 
madln(bf); 













with FEMI do 
begin 
readln(bf, sfunction); 













readln(bf, MASC.nmig, MASC.nmigbarr); 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, FEMT.nmig, FEMT.nmigbarr); 
readln(bf); 
readln(bf, ans); 
seifrandom := (ans = 
MASC.mig := MASC.nmig I MASC.ninds; 
FEMLmig := FEMI.nmig / MASC.ninds; 
end; 
(ititlIt? I??? Ill? I????? ttttlttll?Ti Ti IlItlIll lilt? lilt?? TI,? huh?? TI???? TI?? TI?? Tin?? I??? ???? Tutu lIltl???T? lilt???? ??1??1 ITIITII? lit??? II?????? I? 
procedure set listfile; 
begin 
writeln(out_file, Run ',run, time ?, TimeSiring, I  date ',DateString); 
writeln; 























writeln(out_file, 'sexual:', sexual); 
with MASC do 
begin 
writeln(out_file, 'Male pop variables'); 
writeln(out_file, 'sfunction,Beta,s,nmig,nmigbarr,mig:'); 
writeln(out_file, sfunction,' ',B); 





with FEMI do 
begin 
writeln(out_file, 'FEMale pop variables'); 
writeln(out_file, 'sfunction,Beta,s,nmig,nmigbarr,mig:'); 
writeln(out_file, sfunction, '',B); 







t,, ,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,, I,,, 	 ,, ,,,,,,,, 
,,,I 	 ttfl 	 ??I 
procedure initialise; 
begin 
nmidleft := (ndemes div 2); 
nmidright := (nmidleft + 1); 
RandSeed := seedNo; {SSSSSSSSSSSSSSI 
t:= tstart; 
travel := 0; 
end; 
I
,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,u,, 	, 	U,, 	 ,t ,,,, I 	uI 	 It) 
procedure initrep; 
var 
i, count: longint; 






nidenticaiHaps := (2 * MASC.Ninds) dlv nstates; 
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for sex := male to female do 
begin 
If sex = male then 
begin 
sexvars := MASC; 




sexvars := FEMI; 
newsexpop := newpop.f; 
end; 
with SEXVARS do 
begin 
case BASEPOP_STYLE of 
infinitedeme: 
begin 
If nmigbarr = 0 then f 100 immigrant ( One) individuals in an infinite native ( 
zero) pop) 
begin 
ninds := 1000; 
for d:= 1 t ndemes do 
for i := ito ninds do 
putdip(newsexpop, allOne, d, i) tall genes set to one) 
end 
end; 
seperate_ mixed _demes: 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
If nstates = 2 then (Classic AllOne AiZero set up) 
begin 
for i := ito ninds do 
putdip(newsexpop, aliZero, d, i); 
for i := 1 t ninds div 2 do 
putdip(newsexpop, allOne, d, i); (half genes set to 1) 
end 
else 
begin (Pop is made up of nstates haplotypes, mainlines and patrilines NOT 
set 
count := 0; 
for i := 1 to ninds do 
begin 
Chameleon.ml := true; 
Chameleon.pl := true; 
IN1T_STRAND(Chameleon.mt, (count div nIdenticaiHaps) + 1); 
count := count + i; 
INIT_STRAND(Chameleon.pt, (count div nldenticaiHaps) + 1); 
count := count + 1; 





for d:= 1 t ndemes do 
begin 
for i := ito ninds div 10 do 
putdip(newsexpop, allOne, d, i); (one) 
for i := 1 + ninds div 10 to (ninds div 10) * 2 do 
putdip(newsexpop, RareOne, d, i); 
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for i : (finds dlv 10) * 2 + ito ninds do 




If migration-style = waveofadvance then 
begin 
If nmigbarr = 0 then 
for i := 1 t ninds do 
putdip(newsexpop, allOne, 1, i) (a colony of 1 indivs} 
else (infinite colony on the left) 
for i := ito ninds do 
putdip(newsexpop, allZero, 1, i);fall genes set to zero) 
for d := 2 to maxdemes do 
for i := Ito ninds do 
putdip(newsexpop, allZero, d, i) fall genes set to zero) 
end 
else (normal stationary zone) 
begin 
for d:= ito nmidleft do 
for i := ito ninds do 
putdip(newsexpop, allZero, d, i); (all genes set to zero) 
for d := nmidright to ndemes do 
for i := ito ninds do 







lilt 11111111 till Ililil lilt Ill??? 11111111 IlIlillIll 111111 lIllIllilill II lilt tililill?? IlillIlt lIlt lit??? tIlt 111111 litlIlti I????? IlitlIllIl 11111111 111111) 
procedure infinite_initrep; 
begin 
FEMI.ninds := 0; 
MASC.ninds := 0; (all individuals are pure natives, and therefore can be disregarded) 
If paused then 
begin 
MASC.ninds := savednindsM; 
FEMI.ninds := savednindsF 
end; 
end; 





d, tally, SUM, SUMoSQR: Longlnt; 




I,tt,I?tTtI,ttttItt,,I,IIIII??IU,lIIIT ttIuIItIItIIIII?tTtl IlflhItItIItt??IItIIttIIIt?t?tIIt?tItI?tIUtTtuutI?S!IIT?It?ttt?tfII??ttuI?IflJIIIII?II?lI?} 




with sexvars do 
begin 
:= 1; 
while (blocksize <= conts[i].top) and (i < nbuckets) do(?) 
:= i + 1; 
conts[i].count := conts[i].count + 1; 
end;(?) 
end; 
block distribution I 
conts distribution I 
begin 
with sexvars do 
begin 
for d:= ito ndemes do 
begin 
SUM 0; 
SUMoSQR := 0; 
for i := 1 t ninds do 
begin 
tally := bucketCOUNT_state(contributions, bucket, sexpop'[d]"[i].mt, output—style = 
MYHYBRIDS); 
SUM := SUM + tally; 
SUMoSQR := SUMoSQR + sqr(tally); 
tally := bucketCOUNT_state(contributions, bucket, sexpop"[d]"[i].pt, Output —Style = 
MYHYBRIDS); 
SUM := SUM + tally; 
SUMoSQR := SUMoSQR + sqr(tally); 
end; 
mean := SUM / ninds; 
If sex = male then 
write(out_mDist, mean: 10: 8,' ',(SUMoSQR / finds) - sqr(mean): 10: 8,' 
else 
write(out_fDist, mean: 10: 8,' (SUMoSQR / ninds) - sqr(mean): 10: 8,' 
If sex = male then 
begin 
for i := ito nbuckets do 





for i := 1 to nbuckets do 
write(out_fDist, bucket[i].count:  10,' 
writeln(out_fDist); 
end; 
tally := 0; 
If do cont then 
begin 
for i := 1 t nstates do (assuming constant population size) 
begin 
If contributions [i] > 0 then 




If sex = male then 
begin 
for i := 1 to nbuckets do 





for i := 1 to nbuckets do 
write(out_fHlbar, conts[i].count: 10,' 
write(out_fHTbar, tally,' 
end; 
If tally < 50 then 
begin 
for i := 1 t nstates do 
If contributions[i] > 0 then 
if sex = male then 
write(out_mHlbar, contributions[i] : 10: 8,' 
else 
write(out_fHlbar, contributions[i] : 10: 8,' 
end; 















seedNo := (d.second * d.minute) + d.day 
end; 
[ H H lOom? 0? 	??llll?? H HO H?? HH 1 	HIP ItlIllIl?? HIP H HOP!I U I??! H?? lUll tIll OH lIlt ?t IltItIt IIHIIIII? lOt III Ul???tI H) 





DateString := stringof(d.day : 2,f, d.month : 2, f, d.year : 2); 
TimeString := stringof(d.hour: 2, ':', d.minute : 2, ':', d.second : 2); 
end; 
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if paused then 
runlnt := runint - 1; 
Longint_to_string(runlnt, run); 
rewrite(in_file); 
write(in_file, runlnt + 1); 
close(in_file) 
end; 
ltlttltlll?ttlll?l?tltllllllll?IT !lIl?lttItttIlUtl?llTl?lltltllltltl Hill? tIlItlIllIllIl I?lItIIttI?tltIlIlltIflltllTtIlltftt?IIIIIIJIIIIIIIII?IIIIII} 
procedure INITIALISE—ARRAYS; 









newmem(p, poparmylength, ok); 
If not ok then 
writeln('Uh oh, population not initialised'); 
for d:= 1 to totaldemes do 
begin 
newmem(p"[d], demearraylength, ok); 
If not ok then 
begin 






top := mmAvail; 
If migration—Style = waveofadvance then 
totaldemes := maxdemes 
else 
totaldemes := ndemes; 
demearraylength := MASC.ninds * sizeof(allOne); 
(array 	:=[1..ninds]  of diplotype 
poparraylength := totaldemes * length_PTR; 
(array 	:=[l..ndemes] of demearrayptr) 
pvecarraylength := (MASC.ninds +2) * length _REAL; 






newmem(MASC.cumwptr, pvecarraylength, Ok); 
newmem(FEMI.cumwptr, pvecarraylength, Ok); 
if not ok then 
writeln('Uh oh, cumulative table not initialised); 
array_heap := top - mmAvail; 





procedure ret_poparray (var p: sexpopptrtype); 
var 
d, totaldemes: integer; 
begin 
if migration—style = waveofadvance then 
totaldemes := maxdemes 
else 
totaldemes := ndemes; 
for d := 0 to totaldemes - 1 do 












It II?II IlIlIttItI 1111111 ITItTItIT? tttt tItIttIt?? tIlT 111111111 lIlt lit??? tIll tIlt I? lIlt titi tIlt?? I??? tIlt It?? 111IIII 111111 11111111 iT???? TittItTI II) 
procedure get—context; 
var 





paused := state <> 'finished'; 
If paused then 
begin 
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If state = processing' then 
state=processing: machine has crashed, or rude interruption 
(Population data will be corrupted, therefore) 
begin 
tStart := 0; 
SavednindsM := 0; 
SavednindsF := 0; 















tally := tally + replicates 
until tally> completeruns; 
repStart := replicates - (tally - completeruns - 1); 




(ItO???? tin ititit tout, I??? lilt Itlilt llt?lIll I? lit? Ilt??tltl?lllt tIll?? 1101??? 111111 111111?? huh h???it??l? ill? Illhlli? lt?tllt??tIt till hhtll?hlht 
procedure RETURN—AFTER—BREAK; 
var 





for sex := male to female do 
for d:= 1 t ndemes do 
If sex = male then 
for i:= 1 to savednindsM do 
loaddip(newpop.m, d, i) 
else 
for i := 1 to savednindsF do 









d, tally: integer; 
i, j: longint; 
sex: gender; 
begin 
for i := ito 20 do 
writeln('SAVING DATA IN PROGRESS, PLEASE WAIT..); 
REWRITE _SECRET('h.oz'); 
for sex := male to female do 
for d:= ito udemes do 
If sex = male then 
for i:= ito MASC.ninds do 
savedip(newpop.m, d, i) 
else 
for i:= Ito FEMI.ninds do 
savedip(newpop.f, d, i); 
SAVE_NEWPOOL('h.dls'); 
rewrite(context, 'h.con'); 
writeln(context, 'cleanly paused'); (this state can only be reached at this point) 
writeln(context, batch _fname); 
writeln(context, completeruns); 




























temp := breakoff; 
If not breakoff then 
breakoff := button 
else If button then 
breakoff := false; 
If temp <> breakoff then 
writeln('Breaking ',not breakoff); 
if breakoff then 
oldpoint := newpoint; 
If ((newpoint.v > oldpoint.v + 3) or (newpoint.v < oldpoint.v - 3)) or ((newpoint.h > oldpoint.h 





oldpoint := newpoint; 





hety, hindex, fit, freqs, conts, dists, UBmarkers: boolean; 
i: integer; 
begin 
hety := false; 
hindex := false; 
fit := false; 
freqs := false; 
conts := false; 
dists := false; 
UBmarkers := false; 
rewrite(out file, concat(path, 'Info )); 
rewrite(out_Mgen, concat(j:ath,' MGen')); 
rewrite(out_Fgen, concat(path, ' FGen')); 
case OUTPUT STYLE of 
ANCESTRY: 
begin 
conts := true; 




UBmarkers := false; 
dists := false; 
hindex := true; 




hety := true; 
hindex := true; 
end; 
end; 
If freqs then 
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begin 
out _Mpbname concat(path, mPbar); 




if fit then 
begin 
out_mWBname concat(path,' mWbar'); 
out_mWVname := concat(path, ' mWvar'); 
out_fWBname : concat(path, 'fWbar'); 






If hindex then 
begin 
If Dwave then 
out_mHlvname := concat(path, ' mDwave) 
else 
out_mHlvname := concat(path, ' mmarker2'); 
out_mHlbname := concat(path,' mHlbar'); 
If Dwave then 
out_fHlvname := concat(path, fDwave') 
else 
out_fHlvname := concat(path, 'fMarker2); 





If nmarkergenes> 1 then 
begin 
rewrite(outmWbar, concat(path,' mDiseq')); 
rewrite(out_fWbar, concat(path,' fDiseq')); 
end; 
rewrite(outmDIST, concat(path, mMarkerl)); 
rewrite(out_MIST, concat(path, ' fMarkerl')); 
It migration_style = waveofadvance then 







write(out_mDIST, '-10 ); 
write(out_fDIST, '-10 
It UBmarkers then 
begin 
rewrite(out_mPbar, concat(path, ' mPtDNA); 
rewrite(out_fPbar, concat(path, 'IPtDNA')); 
rewrite(out_mWbar, concat(path, 'mMtDNA')); 
rewrite(out_fWbar, concat(path, 'fMtDNA)); 
















write(out_fWbar, 1-10 ); 
If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
begin 

















If conts then 
begin 
out_mHlbname concat(path, 'mConts'); 




If dists then 
begin 
out_mDistname := concat(path, 'mDists'); 




If hety then 
begin 
out_fllTbname := concat(path,' fHTbar'); 
out_mHTbname := concat(path, ' mHTbar'); 
rewrite(out_mHTbar, out_niHTbname); 
rewrite(out_fHTbar, out_fHTbname); 
out_fRTvname := concat(path, ' fSpare'); 
out_mHTvname := concat(path, 'mSpare'); 
rewrite(out_mHTvar, out_mHTvname); 
rewrite(out_fHTvar, out_fHTvname); 
If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
begin 




















IIUttttI ??U?tItITtI t?ffIItITtIIt?t?TI!III$ItT?tTO tfI??ttIIPttttIItttttII??I??*!I?IttIIIII?ItI?t?tIIt??ttttItIt?tItttITT?TTt?tIIIttttt?It?II) 
procedure DO—OUTPUT; 
( 	 ) 
(For the two populations/sexes this updates SOME from the list of statistics: 
(wbar, wvar: Average and variance in fitness) 
(Hlbar, Hlvar:Average and variance in hybrid index (0<i<1)) 
(Mtbar,Ptbar:Average and variance in materally and paternally inherited factors 
{HTbar,HTvar:Average and variance in heterozygosity) 
(Blocks: Distribution of block sizes 
(Conts: Distribution of contributions of genetic material) 




wb, vw, htb, vht, hib, vhi, mt, pt: real; 
gv, pbar, time, diseq, p1, p2, pHT: real; 
onetot, zerotot, i: integer; 
UBmarkers, hety: boolean; 
begin 
UBmarkers := false; 
hety := true; 
If (t >= twarm) and ((t mod dt = 0) or (t <= 40)) then 
begin 
sample := sample + 1; 
write('Updating stats for generation = ', t: 2,''); 
time := 
distribution := t> (tmax - 4 * dt); 
write(outfGen, time: 3: 1,' ); (NOW t IS ONLY WRITTEN TO THE GENERAL FILE 
If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
begin 
write(out_mGen, travel,' 
travel := 0 
end; 








for d:= ito ndernes do 
begin 
with MASC do 
begin 
case output—style of 
boring: 
begin 
find_wbar(s, B, sfunction, ninds, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes, pop.m, d, wb, 
vw, htb, vht, hib, vhi, true); 
genefreqstat.s(ninds, nmarkergenes, pop.m, d, gv, pbar); 
{tv := total_variance(ninds, nmarkergenes, pop.m, d);) 
write(out_mHTbar, HtB : 5 : 3,' 
write(out_mHTvar, vht: 5 : 3,' 
If nstates = 2 then 
begin 
write(out_mHlbar, I-RB : 5 : 3,' 
write(out_mHlvar, vhi: 5: 3,' 
end; 
for g := I to nmarkergenes do 
write(out_mPbar, getgenefreq(ninds, pop.mA[d], g, 1): 5: 3,' 
write(out_mWbar, wb: 5 : 3,' 




Diseq := getgenediseq(ninds, pop.m'[d], 1, 2, p1, p2, pHT, 1); 
If Dwave then 
begin 




write(out_mHlvar, p1: 5 : 3,' 
write(out_mDIST, p2: 5 : 3,' 
write(out_mWbar, Diseq: 5 : 3,' ') 
end; 
If UBmarkers then 
begin 
find _extranuclear(ninds, pop.m, d, mt, pt); 
write(out_mPbar, Pt: 5 : 3,' ); 
write(out_mWbar, mt: 5 : 3,' ); 
end; 
find_wbar(s, B, sfunction, ninds, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes, pop.m, d, wb, 
vw, htb, vht, hib, vhi, true); 
write(out_mHIbar, RIB: 5: 3,' 
if hety then 
begin 
write(out_mHThar, HtB : 5: 3,' 





with FEMI do 
case output—Style of 
MYHYBRIDS: 
begin 
Diseq := getgenediseq(ninds, pop.fA[d], 1, 2, p1, p2, pHT, 1); 
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it Dwave then 
write(out_fHlvar, Diseq: 5 : 3,' 
else 
begin 
write(out_fWbar, Diseq: 5 : 3,' 
write(out_fHlvar, p1: 5 : 3,' 
write(out_fDIST, p2: 5 : 3,' 
end; 
it UBmarkers then 
begin 
find _exiranuclear(ninds, pop.f, d, mt, pt); 
write(out_fPbar, Pt: 5 : 3,' 
write(out_fWbar, mt: 5: 3,' 
end; 
find_wbar(s, B, sfunction, ninds, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes, pop.f, d, wb, 
vw, htb, vht, hib, vhi, true); 
write(out_fHlbar, HIB : 5: 3,' 
If hety then 
begin 
write(out_fHTbar, HtB : 5 : 3,' 




end; f deme-by-deme output 














dumpDist(MASC, pop.m, male, false);) 
t 	dumpDist(FEME, pop.f, female, false);) 
writeln(out_mDIST); 





































dumpDist(MASC, pop.m, male, true); 









UBmarkers, hety: boolean; 
begin 
UBmarkers := false; 


































































procedure MIGRATION;{[ RTN 3 p8]) 
begin 
[as the old population is now unnecessary, we can reclaim all its storage] 
[I haven't bothered creating "dummies': I just have no migration beyond the ends) 






with MASC do 
migrate(pop.m, newpop.m, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, ninds, nmidleft, nmidright); 
with FEMI do 






with MASC do 
advance(pop.m, newpop.m, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, ninds, nmidleft, nmidright); 
with FEMI do 





case basepop_style Of 
infinitedeme: 
begin 
with MASC do 
infinite_immigrate(pop.m, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, a11ONE, aliZero, finds); 
with FEMI do 




with MASC do 
immigrate(pop.m, nmigbarr, ndemes, a11ONE); 
with FEMI do 




double _from _infinite: 
begin 
with MASC do 
double _immigrate(pop.m, nmig, nmigbarr, ndemes, a1IONE, aliZero); 
with FEMI do 





ttItiltliiitt ltlttttltt It???? tlltttTtltTt It flit lilt tiltTT lt?tttlt Ii?tT? ttIt?tt tlIIItt?t? tltlttltTt huh?? huh liii lift 11111? itt It ??tt itt tt?t?t 
hhhl?1 bthlhlI? It lIlt h?hthttthl ?thtltIthlhl It liii,,,,,, tilt ttltltlttltll?lthttt Itt? ?ttlltlt I??? It till tIllItht it till Itll?tti lil?il?l IthtIth? tt It huh) 
t???hluI till 
[ i11' 1 p61'""''"''tt i?tl tt?tt?t? ?ti? It tith hi hthitlltithull tttttt h?ttI? Ittb?tihtt ttttht It ?ttl ithihilttlttt?ttttht ) 
begin 
completeruns := 0; 
pausedthisrun := 0; 
repstart := 1; 
tstart := 0; 
breakoff := false; 
get—context; 
windowrect.topleft.v := 50; 
windowrecLtopleft.h := 0; 
windowrect.botright.v := 380; 













allZero.ml : false; 
allZero.pl := false; 
INIT_STRAND(allHet.mt, 0); 
INIT_STRAND(allHet.pt, 1); 
allZero.mI := false; 
allZero.pl := true; 
INIT_STRAND(RareOne.mt, 0); 
INIT_STRAND(RareOne.pt, 0); 
RareOne.ml := false; 
RareOne.pI := false; 
write(Do you want to read parameters from a batch file? 








batch (ans = 
If batch then 
begin 
batch _fname := OldFileName('Select Batch File'); 




control-String := 'go_ahead'; 
end; 
new(name); 
name" := harddisc; 




while control—String = 'go_ahead' do 
begin 
If not paused then 
askstuff_batch; 
if basepop_style = infinitedeme then 
begin 
MASC.ninds := infinitedememax; 
FEMI.ninds := infinitedememax; { for array initialisation) 
end; 
nsamples := ((tmax - twarm) div dt) + 1; 
(rec defines a Poisson distribution of recombination events) 
mu := (-1 * ln(1 - 2 * rec)) * 0.5; 
Haldane's map function) 
(halved as we are only considering two of four chromatids 
(changed as of 7/8/92. We now input the total map length) 
mu := rec; 
writeln('Available memory is ',mmAvail: 10); 
INITIALISE—ARRAYS; 
origndemes := ndemes; 
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INITIALISE_POSITIONS(nloci, nmarkergenes, nchromosomes); (positions of marker genes) 
writeln('Available memory is ',mmAvail:lO); 
pool _heap := INITIALISE_POOLS(mmAvail); 
writeln('Available memory is', mmAvail: 10); 
with MASC do 
setbuc kets (bucket, conts, nstates); 
with FEMI do 
setbuckets(bucket, conts, nstates); 
getmouse(oldpoint); 
Replicate loop 	[RTN 2 p6] 
path := concat(harddisc, :', replicatesummary); 
error := dircreate(vol, unknownint, path, unknownLongint); 
for repNo := repstart to replicates do 
begin 
If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
ndemes := origndemes; 
explode := false; 
get.-run; 
get_time; 
writeln(Run ',run, '.Replicate', repNo, 'of, replicates); 
If batch then 
begin 




writeln('Random seed: ',seedNo) 
end; 
path := concat(harddisc, ':', replicatesummary); 
If paused then 
path := concat(path, ':R', run, stringof(pausedthisrun)) 
else 
path := concat(path, ':R', run); 
error := dircreate(vol, unknownint, path, unknownLongint); 
path := concat(path, ':R', run); 
UNIT _OUTPUT; 
initialise; 
nfix := 0; 
set_listfile; 
SWAP_POOLS(crash); 
If basepop_style = rare—allele then I 
begin 
FORCE JUNCTION(RareOne.mt, 1.5);) 
FORCE _JUNCTION(RareOne.pt, 1.5);) 
end;) 




Estart := 0; 
If paused then 
RETURN—AFTER—BREAK; 
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[RTN 4 p9]) 
case basepop_style of 
infinitedeme: 
infinite_reproduce(pop, newpop, rec); 
otherwise 
reproduce(pop, newpop, rec); 
end; 
t:= t+ 1; 




If migration—style = waveofadvance then 
begin 
writeln(Ndemes=', ndemes); 
temp 1 := ndemes; 
temp2 := ndemes; 
with MASC do 
adjustdemes(pop.m, newpop.m, tempi, ninds, travel, stretch, allZero); 
with FEMI do 
adjustdemes(pop.f, newpop.f, temp2, ninds, travel, stretch, aliZero); 
If tempi > temp2 then 
ndemes := temp 1 
else 
ndemes := temp2; 
swappop(pop, newpop); 
end; 
until t >= tmax; 
End of generation loop 
If crash then 
begin 
writeln(out_file, 'Out of Memory.. run terminated on run', run); 
writeln('OUT OF MEMORY... This run is terminated.') 
end; 
If explode then 
begin 
writeln(out_file, 'Population explosion., run terminated on run', run); 
writeln('POPULATION EXPLOSION... This run is terminated.') 
end; 
CLOSE _OUTPUT; 
pausedthisrun := 0; 









writeln('Memory returned, ', mmAvail, 'bytes available.'); 





End of Batch loop 
rewrite(context, 'h.con'); 
writeln(context, 'finished'); 
333: 
end. 
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